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AIR QUALITY IMPLICATIONS FROM OXIDATION OF ANTHROPOGENIC AND 




 Oxidation chemistry in the troposphere drives the formation of air pollutants, harmful to 
human health and the natural world. Emissions from both anthropogenic and biogenic sources 
control the ways in which air pollution is formed and thus understanding the chemistry of the 
oxidation of these emissions enhances our ability to predict how air quality evolves in the future. 
Experiments simulating tropospheric oxidation chemistry on anthropogenic point sources show 
that identifying unique chemical processes resulting in air pollution allow for a greater 
specificity in how to pursue strategies for pollution mitigation policy with regional and 
hemispheric implications. This thesis focuses on the implementation of advancements in 
instrumentation and experimental techniques to understand how tropospheric oxidation of 
anthropogenic and biogenic precursors can produce air pollution. 
 First, we subject vehicle exhaust to simulated tropospheric oxidation and quantify the 
formation of particulate matter and a toxic gas, isocyanic acid. We estimate how important 
oxidation of vehicle emissions are for these atmospheric pollutants for the South Coast Air Basin 
of California and the Seoul Metropolitan Region. Second, we investigate the propensity for 
isoprene to produce formic and acetic acid in laboratory oxidation experiments. We find that 
isoprene is likely a major source of formic acid in biogenically-influenced environments, 
however the exact mechanisms for formation remain unclear. Lastly, we use chemical ionization 
mass spectrometer measurements to quantify the fraction of oxidized carbon allocated to gas-
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phase organic acids from isoprene oxidation in laboratory experiments. Through comparison 
with field measurements from a forest in Alabama to a forest in Colorado we determine high 
levels of isoprene in Alabama are responsible for high levels of organic acids compared to 
Colorado. We also observe that influences of anthropogenic NOx suppress the formation of gas-
phase organic acids suggesting as NOx levels decrease throughout the US in the future organic 
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1.1 Formation of Air Pollutants and Implications for Regulation of Air Quality 
One of the most vital resources on Earth is air. The quality of air is defined by how much 
gases or particles, harmful to biological life or the natural world, are present in it. The lowest 
layer of the atmosphere is the troposphere extending approximately 12 km from the Earth’s 
surface. In the troposphere gases and particles emitted from natural and human-derived sources 
undergo chemical reactions that ultimately influence air quality. Since the start of the industrial 
age humans have had a pronounced influence on air quality at times severely impacting human 
health and contributing to the deterioration of ecosystems.1 In this modern age we study 
chemical reactions that occur in the troposphere to learn from mistakes of the past and inform 
future generations how to ensure an atmosphere optimal for sustaining biological life. 
From a regulatory standpoint, air quality is characterized by the presence of criteria air 
pollutants. In the United States criteria air pollutants, as defined by the Environmental Protection 
Agency, include ozone (O3), particulate matter (PM2.5/10), sulfur oxides (SOx), nitrogen oxides 
(NOx = NO + NO2), lead, and carbon monoxide (CO).2 Most of these pollutants are emitted 
directly from human-derived, or anthropogenic, sources such as automobiles, manufacturing 
facilities, or through energy production. Regulation of SO2 and NOx from power plants has 
proven to be effective at decreasing harmful acid rain in the northeastern US and Canada.3,4 
Ozone and particulate matter, on the other hand, represent unique regulatory challenges because 
they are produced from oxidation chemistry in the troposphere and may not decrease in response 
to changes in emissions of criteria pollutants.  
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Oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the troposphere controls production of 
ozone and particulate matter. VOC oxidation mostly occurs through reaction with hydroxyl 
radical (OH) and when the products of VOC oxidation react with NOx this can produce ozone or 
compounds that produce a subset of particulate matter, organic aerosol.5,6 This complicates the 
issue of controlling air pollution because (1) VOC sources are diverse, (2) different VOCs 
produce air pollutants more efficiently than others, and (3) the production of air pollution from 
VOCs can be non-linear (i.e. decreases in emissions may not result in decreases in pollutant 
formation).7 
 Addressing the sources of air pollution effectively requires a detailed knowledge of VOC 
oxidation chemistry. VOCs emitted from forests are very reactive towards OH and can be very 
efficient sources of O3 in the presence of low levels of NOx.8,9 Conversely, VOCs emitted from 
oil and natural gas operations are far less reactive towards OH than biogenic VOCs, but if 
emitted in high enough amounts, and accompanied by the appropriate levels of NOx, can be 
important sources of O3.10–12 The complexity of pollutant source attribution is echoed when 
considering organic aerosol.13,14 When VOCs react with OH they form oxidized organic gases 
that can condense to form organic aerosol and different types of VOCs produce organic aerosol 
with different efficiencies. For instance, recent work has shown that oxidation of volatile 
consumer products emitted to the outdoors from indoor environments is a larger source of 
organic aerosol to Los Angeles than automobile emissions.15 Similar to O3, organic aerosol 
production is highly dependent upon VOC type and NOx levels.16 Understanding this oxidation 




 The importance of understanding the effects of oxidation chemistry on pollutant 
formation does not exclusively have regional implications, but also extends to how intra and 
trans-continental air quality policy is formed.17 One example of this is shown by David and 
Ravishankara18 (2019) who demonstrated that VOC precursors transported from central parts of 
the Indian subcontinent were responsible for ~30% of the boundary layer O3 produced in Eastern 
India. They concluded reductions of VOC emissions in central India could decrease O3 
production in Eastern India. In slight contrast to the findings of the previous study, a paradigm 
shift in understanding air pollution sources has occurred in South Korea recently as the result of 
an extensive air sampling campaign.19 Persistent challenges with aerosol pollution and severe 
haze events in Seoul, South Korea have often been attributed to transport of pollution from the 
east coast of China.20 Recent measurements have demonstrated that most of the organic aerosol 
pollution observed in Seoul is produced from oxidation of locally emitted VOCs.21 The study did 
find, however, that transport from China was still a major source of pollution to rural South 
Korea necessitating coordinated action from both China and South Korea to address the 
peninsula’s air quality problem. 
 
1.2 Understanding Tropospheric Chemistry Through Field and Laboratory Studies 
 Major advances in instrumentation over the past 20 years have enabled in situ investigations 
of tropospheric chemical processes on rapid timescales.22 These advancements, complimented by 
numerous collaborative efforts between independent research groups, have allowed for holistic 
analyses of atmospheric chemical processes as observed over the ocean, in plumes from wildfire 
smoke, and in arctic expeditions, to name a few.23–25 The level of detail provided by these studies 
has allowed for very specific identification of VOCs as sources of pollution in ambient 
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environments. For example, one study coupled ensemble VOC measurements, acquired from a 
remote oil and natural gas basin in Utah, to a detailed chemical model to identify carbonyl VOC 
photolysis as the major source of oxidants resulting in high O3 production in the wintertime.26 
Another study coupled aircraft measurements and chemical modeling to identify toluene as a 
major precursor for organic aerosol on the Korean peninsula during the summer of 2016.21 
Extensive measurements of tropospheric chemistry in field environments have extended our 
ability to interpret ambient processes resulting in pollution beyond what could have been realized 
in laboratory settings. 
 Though field studies provide a holistic picture of tropospheric chemistry, the challenge of 
interpreting the complex results is often complimented with laboratory-based environmental 
chamber studies.27 Environmental chambers are generally configured to simulate tropospheric 
oxidation of VOCs or inorganic gases for the purpose of measuring oxidation products of interest 
or aerosol.28 Targeted studies of VOC oxidation in chambers, such as has been done with 
isoprene, have helped to elucidate explicit mechanisms of oxidation for VOCs of principle 
importance to O3 and aerosol formation.29 Chambers also have been used to measure ensemble 
organic aerosol production from oxidation of VOC mixtures like vehicle exhaust or biomass 
burning.30,31 More recently chambers have ventured from laboratory settings and have performed 
oxidation of ambient air in forests, from aircraft, and from urban environments.21,32,33 These 
field-based chamber studies have identified gaps in knowledge concerning our current 
understanding of sources of organic aerosol formation.32 Expanding experimental capabilities 
that simulate tropospheric oxidation and measure oxidation products is a promising method to 




1.3 Thesis Overview 
 This thesis presents measurements of tropospheric oxidation products from targeted 
laboratory studies and in the ambient environment. 
 Chapter 2 describes the measurement of a toxic gas-phase compound, isocyanic acid, from 
the OH oxidation of exhaust from an off-road diesel engine. We find oxidation enhances the 
magnitude of isocyanic acid produced from this source by factors of 2-3 over the course of an 
equivalent day of atmospheric oxidation. We conclude photochemical processing of off-road 
diesel exhaust could be an important source of isocyanic acid to urban areas such as the 
California South Coast Air Basin. 
 In Chapter 3 we measure ammonium nitrate aerosol primary emission and secondary 
production, from simulated OH oxidation in an environmental chamber, of exhaust from a 
passenger vehicle fleet representative for the Seoul Metropolitan Region. We find that though the 
levels of NOx emitted from diesel vehicles far exceeded that of other vehicle types, the amount 
of ammonium nitrate formed, in response to OH oxidation, was higher in liquid petroleum gas 
and gasoline vehicles. These findings are consistent with high levels of ammonia emitted from 
LPG and gasoline vehicles coincident with low levels of NOx that form ammonium nitrate 
aerosol. We find that vehicles may contribute significantly to localized secondary inorganic 
aerosol production in the Seoul Metropolitan Region. 
 In Chapter 4 we measure yields of formic and acetic acid from the oxidation of isoprene 
under a variety of experimental conditions. We use experimental evidence combined with 
detailed chemical modeling to identify missing sources of formic and acetic acid production in 
current isoprene oxidation mechanisms. Simple calculations, based on our results, suggest 
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isoprene oxidation is likely responsible for major discrepancies between model predictions and 
observational constraints of global formic acid production. 
 Chapter 5 presents measurements of total gas-phase organic acid yields from biogenic 
precursors and compares them to measurements from two forested field sites dominated by 
different biogenic VOC emissions. From the laboratory studies isoprene is identified as a major 
source of gas-phase organic acids whereas α-pinene oxidation produces much less. NO is 
observed to decrease the yield of organic acids from isoprene oxidation and we attribute this 
effect to isoprene-derived RO2 + NO reactions as an inefficient source of gas-phase organic 
acids. Isoprene photochemistry is the dominant source of gas-phase organic acids at the forested 
site dominated by isoprene emissions. Patterns of organic acid abundance at the field site 
dominated by emissions of monoterpenes are distinctly different from the other forested site, but 
the sources of organic acids are not clear. Isoprene oxidation is likely a major source of organic 
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PHOTOCHEMICAL PROCESSING OF DIESEL FUEL EMISSIONS FORMS A LARGE 




Atmospherically relevant levels of isocyanic acid (HNCO) are expected to be toxic at 
biological pH.1 Toxic effects of HNCO are associated with cataracts, atherosclerosis, 
cardiovascular disease, renal failure and rheumatoid arthritis.2 Roberts et al (2011) estimated 
exposure to only 1 ppbv HNCO could produce aqueous isocyanate in the body, which can trigger 
harmful protein modifying processes.3–5 Previous studies have recognized the occupational 
hazard of exposure to isocyanates, including HNCO, and have measured mixing ratios of HNCO 
near 1 ppbv in different workplace environments underscoring the need to characterize its 
sources.6–8 Observations of HNCO have been performed from direct sources such as light duty 
gasoline vehicle emissions, light duty diesel vehicle emissions, biomass burning and from 
secondary sources such as the photochemical oxidation of 2-aminoethanol and the aqueous 
dissociation of urea.1,5,9–11 Studies in the ambient environment have correlated HNCO with 
photochemically produced species such as ozone, formic acid and nitric acid, which is consistent 
with a photochemical source of HNCO.10,12–14 However, direct measurements of the 
photochemical production of HNCO have only been made in laboratory studies from isolated 
precursors such as 2-aminoethanol.11 While modeled HNCO production from 2-aminoethanol 
                                                          
1Link, M.F., Friedman, B., Fulgham, R., Brophy, P., Galang, A., Jathar, S.H., Veres, P., Roberts, 
J.M., Farmer, D.K., 2016. Photochemical processing of diesel fuel emissions as a large 





oxidation only accounted for 14% of ambient measured HNCO in one study, ambient mixing 
ratios of formamide, can account for almost all observed HNCO in some rural 
environments.12,15,16 
Emissions from non-road diesel engines have received less attention than emissions from 
on-road vehicles. Non-road diesel vehicles contributed 18% and 15% to PM10 and nitrogen 
oxide (NOx) emissions, respectively, in the United States in 2011. Previous studies have 
demonstrated that diesel exhaust is also a primary source of HNCO.10,17 The most recent EPA 
Tier 4 standards of emissions reduction regulations have focused on the reduction of NOx by 
requiring all non-road diesel vehicles produced after 2015 to be equipped with selective catalytic 
reduction systems (SCR) in addition to particle reducing filters and hydrocarbon oxidation 
catalysts required by previous emission control mandates. The addition of SCR systems to diesel 
vehicles are known to produce HNCO as an intermediate in the NOx reduction process which 
has resulted in higher emission factors of HNCO observed than without the addition of the SCR 
system.17 Wentzell et al (2013) measured HNCO emissions from light duty diesel engine 
exhaust, and concluded that diesel engine emissions in the greater Toronto area are smaller 
HNCO sources than biomass burning throughout Canada. They speculated, however, that HNCO 
emissions from heavy duty diesel vehicles and non-road use of diesel may be much larger as 
these sources are dominant contributors to total mobile source pollution. 
Here, we investigate secondary production of HNCO by simulating photochemical 
oxidation (or aging) of diesel and biodiesel exhaust from a non-road diesel engine, and the extent 
to which this chemistry enhances the HNCO source from diesel exhaust. Despite regulatory 
controls in the US, urban air pollution remains a public health concern, particularly for highly 
sensitive groups.18 Primary diesel particle emissions, and their resulting secondary chemistry, 
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have long been recognized as source of urban air pollution, but here we investigate the role of 
photochemically enhanced HNCO diesel engine emissions.19 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Experimental Setup 
 The Diesel Exhaust Fuel and Control (DEFCON) experiment took place at the Colorado 
State University Engines and Energy Conversion Lab during June 3-11, 2015. A 4-cylinder, 
turbocharged, intercooled, heavy-duty diesel engine (John Deere 4045H), representative of those 
found in skid-steer loaders, tractors, etc., was run on an engine dynamometer under idle and 50% 
load operating conditions using both diesel (sulfur content 6-10 ppm) and biodiesel fuels to 
produce exhaust. No emissions control systems – including diesel oxidation catalyst, diesel 
particulate filter, nor SCR unit – were included in the experiments described herein. Raw exhaust 
was transferred through 4 m of heated Silcosteel© stainless steel line to a primary dilution 
system.20 The exhaust was mixed with HEPA- and activated charcoal- filtered room air (Figure 
A1.1) to achieve dilution ratios of 45-110 (air:exhaust). The diluted exhaust was transferred to a 
300 L stainless steel tank and had a residence time in the equilibration tank of 10 minutes before 
undergoing continuous sampling. Diluted engine exhaust is subsampled to the potential aerosol 
mass (PAM) reactor where oxidation occurs then this sample air is directed to both particle and 
gas-phase instruments on different sampling lines (Figure A1.1). Mixing ratios of CO2, CO, total 
hydrocarbons (THC), NO, and NO2 were measured by a 5-gas analyzer from the primary engine 
exhaust upstream of the dilution chamber (Table A1.1).20   
The diluted sample exhaust was introduced into a potential aerosol mass (PAM) reactor 
to simulate atmospheric oxidation at a flowrate of 7 sLpm (residence time ~100 s).21,22 The PAM 
reactor is a 13.1 L conductive aluminum chamber equipped with high pressure mercury lamps 
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(BHK Inc., Model # 82-9304-03) to simulate atmospheric HO2 and OH oxidation chemistry. UV 
light is emitted at 185 and 254 nm in the reactor and initiates the production of hydroxyl radicals 
(OH) from the photolysis of O2 and H2O. The concentration of OH depends on the UV intensity 
emitted by the lamps and can simulate atmospheric aging of hours to weeks.21 
The high reactivity (~5000 s-1) of the diesel exhaust suppressed OH by a factor of two at 
the lowest UV light intensities and 14 at the highest intensities (see Supplemental Information 
for detailed calculations), comparable to the OH suppression observed during PAM experiments 
on biomass burning emissions.23 The factor contributing most to variability in the estimated OH 
reactivity of the diesel exhaust in the PAM chamber was the dilution of the exhaust sample in the 
dilution chamber. The OH exposure in the PAM chamber is typically described in terms of 
equivalent days of OH exposure [Lambe et al., 2011; Li et al., 2015; Peng et al., 2015], which is 
calculated by dividing the OH exposure (molecules cm-3 s) by an average atmospheric OH  
concentration (1.5 x 106 molecules cm-3, [Mao et al., 2008]).22,24–26 The experiments described 
herein cover oxidative aging by OH of 0.2-1.5 (± 50%) equivalent days of OH exposure (OHexp) 
(Figure A1.2).   
2.2.2 Exhaust Experiments 
We measured HNCO from engine emissions during six different experiments: two 
replicates of diesel fuel with engine at idle, two replicates of diesel fuel with engine at 50% load, 
one experiment with biodiesel fuel and engine at idle, and one experiment with biodiesel fuel and 
engine at 50% load. Each experiment consisted of six steps of increasing UV light voltage in the 
PAM chamber; each voltage step was held for 20 minutes. The 0V voltage step in the PAM 
represents the exhaust exposed to no UV light. 
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2.2.3 Acetate Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer (acetate-CIMS) Operation and 
Calibration 
HNCO was detected by a high-resolution time-of-flight acetate-CIMS (Tofwerk AG and 
Aerodyne Research, Inc.). The ionization chemistry and instrument have been described 
extensively in previous literature.9,10,27–29 Sample air for gas phase analytes was pulled through 3 
m of PEEK tubing from the PAM chamber to the acetate-CIMS and diluted at the entrance to the 
instrument by 3.6 sLpm of ultra-high purity N2 to maintain first order reactions of the analytes in 
the sample gas with the acetate reagent ion. The acetate-CIMS pulled sample air through a 
critical orifice (I.D. 0.067 cm) at a flowrate of 1.5 sLpm. Thus the emissions were diluted by a 
factor of 1200-3500 (air:exhaust) between the engine tailpipe and the instrument. Despite this 
large dilution, the reagent ion signal was titrated by large signals observed at m/z 45.99 (NO2-) 
and m/z 61.99 (NO3-) throughout the experiments, likely due to HONO and HNO3, respectively. 
HNCO can be ionized through either a proton transfer or clustering reaction with acetate (Ac-), 
 
Ac- + HNCO → HAc + CNO-              (R1a) 
 
                            HAc(Ac-) + HNCO → HAc(CNO-) + HAc (R1b) 
 
The ion optics in the acetate-CIMS were tuned to minimize clustering in the observed spectra so 
that HNCO is detected as  NCO- at m/z 41.99.29 No interfering species at same nominal mass as 
HNCO were observed through peak fitting procedures either during calibration or during the 
DEFCON experiments.  
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We calibrated the acetate-CIMS for HNCO with a stable source of HNCO that was 
produced by passing a stream of zero air at 50 sccm over the outlet of a diffusion cell containing 
heated cyanuric acid (250°C).28 HNCO concentrations were determined with a custom-built 
analyzer that converts HNCO to NO on a heated platinum catalyst (750°C) followed by a 
molybdenum catalyst (450°C) and detects NO via chemiluminescence.30  The acetate-CIMS had 
a sensitivity to HNCO of 47.5 normalized cps/pptv, and a detection limit (S/N = 3) for HNCO of 
5 pptv at 1 second acquisition (Supplemental information for additional calibration details). 
2.2.4 Calculation of Fuel Based Enhanced Emission Factors (EEFt) 
Fuel based emission factors have been recognized as a useful metric for comparing 
engines operating under different conditions but using similar fuels.9 Emission factors (EF, mg-
HNCO/kg-fuel) were first calculated by: 
 𝐸𝐹 =  [𝐻𝑁𝐶𝑂]( [𝐶𝑂2]𝑀𝑊𝐶𝑂2+ [𝐶𝑂]𝑀𝑊𝐶𝑂)𝐴𝑊𝑐 𝐶𝑖  (1) 
 
where concentrations are in mg cm-3 (HNCO) or g cm-3 (CO, CO2); Ci is the carbon mass 
fraction of the fuel (850 and 770 gC/kg-fuel for diesel and biodiesel, respectively); and MWCO2, 
MWCO, and AWC are the molecular weights of CO2 and CO, and the atomic weight of carbon.31 
All concentration values used in the EF calculation were calculated from the dilution ratio in the 
dilution chamber to produce tailpipe exhaust emission concentrations. We define fuel based 
enhanced emission factors (EEFt, mg-HNCO/kg-fuel) as the HNCO produced from a given 
amount of fuel via atmospheric aging of diesel exhaust. EEFts thus describe the extent of 
pollutant production from a given photochemical oxidation of engine exhaust originating from 
the combustion of a known amount of fuel. The EEFt of a pollutant is a function of 
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photochemical exposure and will vary with time the pollutant spends in the atmosphere. EEFts 
were calculated to quantify the contribution of secondary production of HNCO from primary 
exhaust. EEFts were then calculated via equation (2): 
  𝐸𝐸𝐹𝑡 = 𝐸𝐹𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 − 𝐸𝐹0𝑉 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝                            (2) 
Where EFvoltage step is the EF for HNCO at a given UV light voltage step and EF0V step is the EF 
for HNCO at the UV light voltage step representative of diesel exhaust unperturbed by oxidation. 
The EEFt is defined as a difference from the EF at the 0V step in order to separate the primary 
HNCO emission from the secondary HNCO formation.    
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Primary Emission of HNCO  
EFs were within experimental error of one another for diesel and biodiesel under the 
same engine operating conditions (Table 2.1). EFs were, however, 3x larger for idle engine 
conditions (54 mg HNCO/kg diesel fuel) versus 50% load conditions (17 mg HNCO/kg fuel). 
EFs reported in the study herein are considerably higher than those reported in previous 
literature. EFs for HNCO reported by Heeb et al (2011) were similar between engine operating 
conditions at 4 mg HNCO/kg of diesel fuel for on-road light duty engines. Similarly, Brady et al 
(2014) measured EFs for HNCO on the order of 1-2 mg HNCO/kg of gasoline fuel for light duty 
gasoline vehicles. We note that Wentzell et al (2013) observed a difference in primary HNCO 
emission as a function of engine operating condition, but with higher EFs (4.0 mg HNCO/kg 
diesel fuel) during active engine operating conditions and lower EFs for idle conditions (0.7 mg 
HNCO/kg diesel fuel). Our data suggest that non-road diesel engines produce more primary 
HNCO than either the on-road light duty gasoline or diesel engines described in previous studies. 
Further, this type of engine produces much wider ranging primary HNCO emissions than 
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reported for other engine types. These comparisons suggest that similar engine operating 
conditions may produce different effects on the emissions between non-road diesel engines, such 
as the one used in this study, and on-road diesel engines like those used in previous studies.   
Idle operating conditions generally result in less efficient combustion than more active 
engine operating conditions such as the 50% load conditions in this study as evidenced by the 
difference in THC concentration between operating conditions (Table A1.1). Our observations 
suggest that incomplete combustion can also be accompanied by increased primary HNCO 
emissions. This suggests that more precursors for HNCO could be available in the incompletely 
combusted exhaust under idle conditions than 50% load conditions.32 Emissions of CO, NOx, and 
THC measured from the engine in this study agree well with measurements reported from the 
same engine in another study suggesting the emissions from this engine are reproducible.33 The 
CO mixing ratios measured in this study are nearly twice as high as those measured by Wentzell 
et al (2013) under similar (idle) engine operating conditions, consistent with our observations of 
higher primary HNCO. The lower bound of the variability of THC measured in this study under 
idle conditions captures the average THC mixing ratio measured by Wentzell et al (2013). In 
contrast, Wentzell et al (2013) reports NOx emissions that are larger by a factor of 6-7 than the 
NOx measured in this study. Indeed, the HNCO/NOx ratios measured in this study (Table A1.2) 
are much higher than the ratios reported in Wentzell et al (2013).     
Previous studies have shown that steady-state engine cycles, such as those used in this 
study, can underestimate and misrepresent emissions of particles as well as pollutants such as 
HNCO.34 For instance, Brady et al (2014) measured the highest emissions of HNCO during 
acceleration from gasoline exhaust. By measuring HNCO from steady-state engine conditions, 
we are providing a lower bound to what can be expected for real-world emissions of HNCO from 
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non-road diesel engines. Unlike on-road vehicles, non-road vehicles typically operate at steady-
state, either idle or peak, engine loads. This suggests that the HNCO emissions presented herein 
are similar to what could be expected from real-world engine performance. 
2.3.2 Secondary source of HNCO 
We observe a strong secondary source of HNCO from diesel engine exhaust as a result of 
0.4 to 1.5 days of photochemical aging for both biodiesel and diesel fuel and under both idle and 
high load operating conditions. Oxidation of diesel exhaust in the PAM chamber produced 
HNCO, enhancing observed concentrations by up to a factor of 4 (Figure 2.1, A1.5). All fuel 
types and engine operating conditions demonstrated similar behavior with photochemical 
enhancement of HNCO. Figure 1 shows an example of secondary HNCO production from diesel 
under idle and 50% load engine operating conditions. HNCO consistently increased with 
photochemical exposure.  
Idle conditions produced consistently higher HNCO mixing ratios than 50% load 
operating conditions. EEFts of secondary HNCO from photochemical oxidation of diesel and 
biodiesel exhaust increase as a function of OH exposure under idle and 50% load conditions 
(Figure 2.2). EEFts of HNCO were higher under idle engine operating conditions than 50% load 
conditions for both fuels. Under idle conditions, HNCO emissions were enhanced by a factor of 
4 after 1.5 OH equivalent days. This enhancement is the equivalent of 230 mg HNCO per kg of 
fuel, compared to primary emissions of 54 mg HNCO/kg of fuel (Figure S4.2). In contrast, the 
HNCO emissions were only enhanced by a factor of 1.5-3 after 1.5 OH equivalent days under 
50% load conditions, or an increase of 26 mg HNCO/kg fuel. We hypothesize that HNCO EEFts 
are higher under idle conditions because there are more precursors for photochemical production 
available in incompletely combusted diesel exhaust (Figure S4.4). 
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2.3.3 Implications for Diesel Emission Reduction Technologies 
Primary emissions of HNCO have been observed to be higher in the exhaust of diesel 
systems equipped with SCR (or de-NOx) systems. Heeb et al (2011) measured HNCO from 
diesel exhaust filtered through a de-NOx system and observed an increase in primary HNCO 
emissions by almost an order of magnitude under engine conditions similar to primary emissions 
observed in this study (from 3 to 79 mg HNCO/kg fuel). Krocher et al (2005) also reported 
tailpipe mixing ratios of HNCO much higher than those measured in this study (16-80 ppmv) 
with the use of a de-NOx system. The decomposition of urea to HNCO and the subsequent 
hydrolysis of HNCO are temperature and catalyst dependent often resulting in emission of 
HNCO from the inefficient operation of the SCR system known as “HNCO slip”.35 Future 
studies should investigate the photochemical enhancement of HNCO from diesel exhaust treated 
with EPA Tier 4 emission abatement technologies such as diesel particle filters, oxidation 
catalysts, and SCRs. 
Changing the composition of diesel fuel to biodiesel has been suggested to reduce 
emissions from older diesel vehicles that are not equipped with emissions control technologies.36 
While changing the composition of diesel fuel has been shown to be useful in reducing particle 
emissions, we demonstrate here that changing the composition of diesel fuel may not have a 
significant effect on reducing primary or secondary emissions of other pollutants such as 
HNCO.37 
2.3.4 Atmospheric Relevance 
We evaluate the relative contributions of primary vehicle emissions and secondary 
sources for the California South Coast Air Basin (SoCAB) as well as California statewide 
wildfire sources to total HNCO emissions in Table 2.2. Contributions of HNCO to this airshed 
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from different mobile sources include on-road light duty gasoline vehicles (using an average 
HNCO/CO ratio calculated from the work of Brady et al (2014)) and on-road light duty diesel 
vehicles, as well as contributions from non-road use of diesel (non-road diesel engines are 
assumed to be representative of the engine used in this study), using an average HNCO/CO 
measured in this study, were evaluated from emissions reports estimates published in 2013.10,38 
Inclusion of on-road light duty gasoline vehicles, non-road use of diesel and on-road light duty 
diesel accounts for 80% of total CO emissions from mobile sources reported by the California 
Air Resources Board (CARB) project emissions for 2015 totaling 1,505 tons/day. The largest 
sources of CO excluded from this calculation are from on-road medium duty trucks and 
recreational boats which accounts for ~17% of total reported CO emissions. Using HNCO/CO 
ratios for the respective vehicle types, HNCO is calculated to be emitted in the greatest 
abundance by the non-road use of diesel (Table 2.2).  
Although light duty gasoline vehicles contribute >55% to the total CO emissions from 
mobile sources in this estimate, they contribute <2% of the HNCO directly emitted from mobile 
sources. Total mobile sources of HNCO emissions in SoCAB are less than statewide emissions 
from wildfires. If the HNCO emissions from mobile sources are assumed to be enhanced by a 
factor of 3, as measured in this study from 1.5 OH-equivalent days of atmospheric aging, then 
the secondary photochemical production of HNCO from mobile sources becomes several 
tons/day greater than primary contributions from wildfires. Previous modeling has suggested that 
the most important anthropogenic source of HNCO to the atmosphere is biomass burning, but 
here we provide evidence to suggest secondary production of HNCO, from anthropogenic 
sources, may be more important than primary sources in certain regions.39 Further, we speculate 
that secondary production of HNCO from biomass burning precursors is likely to be a large 
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global source of HNCO due to the large amount of reduced nitrogen potentially released to the 
atmosphere during fire events.  
The estimates of secondary production of HNCO presented in Table 2.2 may represent an 
upper bound for HNCO production from these sources because sinks for HNCO are not 
considered. The above estimate assumes that all the precursors leading to secondary HNCO 
production from these sources are oxidized to form HNCO as opposed to being lost through 
deposition or uptake to aerosol surfaces. Additionally, we assume that exhaust from all the 
emission sources included in this estimate experience photochemical enhancements of HNCO 
similar to the exhaust measured in this study. The above estimates, however, may represent a 
lower bound because our observations of photochemical production are limited to 1.5 days of 
equivalent OH exposure. Experiments that observe HNCO production within a greater range of 
OHexp could provide insight into more realistic upper bounds of photochemical production. Other 
precursor compounds for photochemically produced HNCO, such as 2-aminoethanol and 
formamide, have been suggested to be important for contributing to ambient atmospheric HNCO 
and were not included in this estimate.11,40 Possible precursors for secondary HNCO production 
include formamide and acetamide, which were observed during the diesel, but not biodiesel, 
experiments. A rough estimate of formamide and acetamide concentrations suggests that they 
could account for up to ~15% of the observed HNCO in the diesel experiments (A1.4.3 for 
further discussion of this analysis and uncertainties). Importantly, the nitrogen-containing 
organic species were observed to have clear secondary photochemical sources, suggesting that 
HNCO may be the result of multiple generations of oxidation; the precursors for formamide and 
acetamide in the diesel mixture are not known at this time. Other nitrogen-containing organic 
compounds must contribute to HNCO photochemical production in the biodiesel experiments, 
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and potentially to the diesel experiments as well. Further investigation into the emissions of such 
compounds and their chemistry is warranted. Studies focusing on the photochemical production 
of HNCO from biomass burning emissions as well as different vehicle sources would help clarify 
the precise contribution of secondary HNCO to the total atmospheric burden. 
2.4 Conclusions 
We present a direct observation of a photochemical source of HNCO from non-road 
diesel engine exhaust. This photochemical source is larger than the primary emission source, 
consistent with previous ambient HNCO observations.12,14 Both primary emissions and 
secondary production of HNCO were observed to be higher under idle engine operating 
conditions compared to active conditions. No difference in primary emissions or secondary 
production of HNCO was observed through the use of diesel or biodiesel as a fuel source. While 
localized emissions of HNCO, either from biomass burning or mobile sources, greatly influence 
mixing ratios observed in ambient air, we suggest that photochemical production of HNCO could 
be a dominant contributor to regional HNCO budgets, and potentially to the global burden of 
HNCO.  
An understanding of HNCO sources are essential for predicting human health effects, and 
for identifying controllable sources. This study demonstrates that compounds that are normally 
thought of as having primary sources from mobile combustion sources can be enhanced through 
secondary processing in the atmosphere. Inclusion of secondary pollutant sources in emissions 
regulation may lead to a more accurate portrayal of the potential impact of mobile sources or 






2.5 Chapter 2 Figures 
 
Figure 2.1. HNCO mixing ratio (ppbv) during a typical PAM oxidation experiment under idle 
(orange) and 50% load (blue) engine operating conditions with diesel fuel. Increasing UV light 




Figure 2.2. EEFts of HNCO plotted against OHexp (assuming average [OH] = 1.5 x 106 
molecules cm-3) for biodiesel (green) and diesel (black) fuels under idle (circles) and 50% load 
(triangles) engine operating conditions. Vertical error bars represent the errors in measured 
mixing ratios of HNCO, CO2, and CO propagated throughout the calculations of EFs and EEFts. 
Horizontal error bars are the ±1 standard deviation of the output from the OHexp estimation 

























2.6 Chapter 2 Tables 
Table 2.1. EFs and EEFs after 1.5 days of photochemical aging (EEF1.5 days) for both fuel types 
and under both engine operating conditions. The EF describes primary emission of HNCO from 
the combustion of the fuel whereas the EEF1.5 days describes how much HNCO is 
photochemically produced after 1.5 days of aging. The total emission of HNCO from the 
combustion of a given fuel source (EF + EEFt) contributed from both primary emission and 
secondary formation of HNCO are shown in Figure A1.5. 
 Idle 50% Load 
 EF (mg 
HNCO/kg fuel) 




EEF1.5 days (mg 
HNCO/kg fuel) 
Diesel 54 ± 3 183 ± 13 17 ± 1 26 ± 2 
Biodiesel 54 ± 1 187 ± 17 17 ± 2 10 ± 2 
 
Table 2.2. Comparison of mobile and statewide wildfire HNCO sources calculated from reported 
CO emissions by the CARB projected for 2015. Photochemically enhanced HNCO emissions 
describe total emissions of HNCO from mobile sources after ~1.5 equivalent days of 
atmospheric aging. 
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aHNCO emissions are calculated using an average HNCO/CO ratio of 0.028 mmol HNCO mol 
CO-1 calculated from the work of Brady et al (2014) measured from light duty gasoline vehicles. 
bHNCO emissions are calculated using HNCO/CO ratio of 2.3 mmol HNCO mol CO-1 reported 
by Wentzell et al (2013) for a light duty diesel engine. 
cHNCO emissions are calculated using an average HNCO/CO ratio of 2.9 mmol HNCO mol CO-
1 measured in this study from a non-road diesel engine. 
dEnhanced HNCO emissions are calculated by multiplying primary mobile source HNCO 
emissions by a photochemical enhancement factor of 3 based on our observations for 1.5 OH 
equivalent days of aging. While this represents a lower bound for oxidative production, as 
precursor molecules may have lifetimes longer than 1.5 days, we note that this estimate ignores 
the role of deposition, which may rapidly remove HNCO precursors from the atmosphere. 
eHNCO emissions were calculated using an average HNCO/CO ratio of 0.7 mmol HNCO mol 
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ELEVATED PRODUCTION OF NH4NO3 FROM THE PHOTOCHEMICAL PROCESSING 




Measured fine particle burdens in the Seoul Metropolitan Region (SMR) are high despite 
ongoing efforts by the Korean Ministry of the Environment, including the enactment of the 
“Special Act on Metropolitan Air Quality Improvement” more than a decade ago. The particle 
burdens are similar to other large Asian cities such as Tokyo and Shanghai, and are responsible 
for low  visibility and decreased air quality.1–3 The SMR, which includes Incheon, Seoul, and 
parts of the Gyeonggi province, includes multiple pollution sources including biomass burning, 
industry, vehicles/transportation, and long-range transport. However, the exact contribution of 
each of these sources to observed fine particulate matter (PM2.5) in the area is poorly 
understood.1,4 Effective policy that reduces air pollution and human exposure to PM2.5 in the 
SMR requires an understanding of how different sources contribute precursors to secondary 
PM2.5 and thus local air pollution.5,6 
Severe haze events in highly populated cities are dominantly due to secondary aerosol 
production.7,8 In these events, the inorganic aerosol component often contributes to the total 
observed particle mass equally or greater than the organic fraction.5,9,10 Vehicles in megacities 
can play an important role in these localized haze events by emitting nitrogen oxides (NOx) that 
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Kim, J., Choi, Y., Lee, T., Farmer, D.K., 2017. Elevated Production of NH4NO3 from the 
photochemical processing of vehicle exhaust: Implications for air quality in the Seoul 




photochemically form nitric acid (HNO3), leading to secondary inorganic ammonium nitrate 
(NH4NO3) through thermodynamic equilibrium with gas-phase ammonia (NH3).3,11 Introduction 
of stringent standards for vehicle emissions (such as the EURO 6 for diesel vehicles and 
California’s non-methane organic gases fleet average system for gasoline-fueled vehicles; 
NMOG FAS) have been largely credited with reducing NOx and non-methane volatile organic 
compounds throughout South Korea over the last twenty years.9 However, ozone concentrations 
in the SMR have continued to increase, and visibility has continued to decrease, since 1989 (the 
start of the air quality monitoring network).2 Previous studies suggest that a strong 
photochemical aerosol component contributes to localized air pollution in the SMR.1,4  
Vehicles with a three-way catalyst system (TWC) produce NH3 through a water gas-shift 
reaction on the catalyst involving carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen gas and nitrogen monoxide 
(NO).12–15 These TWCs are commonly used for gasoline and liquid petroleum gasoline (LPG) 
fuel types. In contrast, diesel vehicles are not equipped with TWCs and thus, unless equipped 
with modern NOx-mitigating systems such as the selective catalytic reduction system, are 
unimportant sources of NH3 to the urban atmosphere.16,17 As of May 2016, vehicles equipped 
with the TWC system and powered by gasoline or LPG comprise over 60% of the total on-road 
vehicle fleet in Seoul and thus represent a potentially important source of NH3 for NH4NO3 
aerosol formation.18 Evidence of high fractions of aerosol nitrate have been observed from 
particle pollution events in and around the SMR, as well as in air transported downwind of the 
SMR (>30% of particle mass) during times of morning traffic.4,9,19,20 These observations suggest 
that photochemically processed vehicle emissions contribute to localized PM pollution from the 
SMR.21 Here, we use a flow reactor study to investigate the hypothesis that NH3 formed inside 
the catalytic converters of gasoline and LPG vehicles rapidly reacts with HNO3 derived from 
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NOx to act as the dominant source of NH4NO3 in the SMR. Additionally, we observe very low 
NH4NO3 formation from NOx-saturated diesel exhaust, suggesting that NH3 is the limiting 
reagent for NH4NO3 production from engine exhaust, and that controlling NH3 emissions from 
gasoline and LGP vehicles may be key to reducing secondary inorganic aerosol in NOx-dominant 





















3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Vehicle exhaust sampling 
 Vehicle exhaust sampling was conducted at the Transportation Pollution Research Center 
(TPRC) of the National Institute of Environmental Research (NIER), a certifying institute for 
vehicle exhaust emissions in Korea. The specifications for the vehicles tested are shown in Table 
3.1. Four gasoline (G1-4), three diesel (D1-3), and three liquid petroleum gasoline (LPG; L1-3) 
vehicles were chosen as a representative fleet of SMR vehicles. 
Testing for each vehicle required two days. Experiments took place between 18 
November 2015 and 22 July 2016. Emissions were generated from vehicles operated under 20-
minute constant speed driving conditions using a chassis dynamometer. Vehicle exhaust was 
diluted in a constant volume sampler with dilution ratios ranging from 10-60 (clean air/exhaust). 
Diluted air was pumped through 6 meters of stainless-steel tubing (3/8” O.D.) connected to a 1-
meter length of stainless-steel tubing (1/4” O.D.) at a flowrate of 3 standard liters per minute 
(sLpm). During the 20-minute constant speed driving mode, the sampled air would pass through 
an oxidation flow reactor (KNU OFR) and either be transferred to the HR-AMS or transferred to 
a bypass every two minutes. This sampling design allowed the exhaust sample a greater 
opportunity to equilibrate in the flow reactor than if the diluted sample alternated through the 
KNU OFR and a bypass line. Primary emissions were measured by pumping undiluted exhaust 
through a separate line (2 meters of stainless-steel tubing) at a flowrate of 3 sLpm while the 





3.2.2 Emissions measurement information  
Measurements of NO, NO2, and NH3 were acquired using a Horiba MEXA 1400QL-NX 
analyzer. NOx was measured by chemiluminescence; CO and CO2 were measured by non-
dispersive infrared detectors. The authors note that measurements of NH3 were only available for 
vehicles D1, G2, and L3 and were acquired several months after measurements were performed 
including the OFR. All emissions tests were performed in accordance with the World Forum for 
Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations, an international standard method used by the United 
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE). The Constant Volume Sampling method 
recommended by UNECE for hot-start was performed by running the engine until the engine 
temperature is the half of temperature gauge. This generally took 5-10 minutes. After the engine 
temperature reached the halfway point on the temperature gauge, the test vehicle was run for a 
distance of 4 km at a speed of 70 km/hr. The vehicle then would slow down to 30 km/hr (the first 
testing speed) and emissions measurements would then begin. 
3.2.3 Flow reactor operation  
We used a custom-built oxidation flow reactor (Kyungpook National University OFR; 
KNU OFR) to observe the formation of secondary inorganic aerosol from samples of vehicle 
exhaust.22 The KNU OFR was similar in its design to previously described flow reactors, and 
consisted of a pyrex quartz tube 80 cm in length with an inner diameter of 14.3 cm.23–26 OH 
radicals were produced by introducing O3 to the sample flow which was photolyzed (λ = 254 
nm) in the reactor to form OH radicals. An OH exposure calibration was performed over the 
range of lamp operating voltages; OH exposures ranged from 6.5×1010 to 6.5×1011 molecules 
cm-3 s, corresponding to 0.5-5 days of OH equivalent atmospheric processing (assuming an 
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average OH concentration of 1 x 106 molecules cm-3). An analysis presented in the supporting 
information suggests the measurements from vehicles G2, L3, G7, L8, D9 and G10 should 
reflect OH exposures on the lower end of the calibrated range; approximately 0.5-1 days of OH 
equivalent atmospheric processing. The OH exposure for L6 may be higher than the other 
vehicles, and the OH exposure for D1 and D4 should be similar to or lower than the other 
vehicles. 
 The authors recognize recent modeling studies analyzing OFR oxidation chemistry as a 
function of relative humidity, photon flux, input ozone and externally added OH reactivity.27–29 
The conclusions of Peng, et al. (2016) define the interpretation of OFR results as “risky” when 
either the water vapor mixing ratio is <0.1% or when the externally added OH reactivity is >200 
s-1. Experiments using an OFR to explore the photochemical oxidation potential of vehicle 
exhaust and biomass burning commonly are operated under “riskier” conditions due to the 
presence of near-ppm levels of NOx and/or high levels of reactive VOCs in the reactor.30–34 
Ultimately, the effect of high externally added OH reactivity in the OFR is that, particularly for 
VOCs, the potential effects of photolysis and non-OH oxidation chemistry become increasingly 
uncertain.28 The analytical challenge of characterizing the photochemical oxidation of either 
vehicle exhaust or biomass burning as it occurs in the ambient environment through the use of 
OFRs remains and should be the subject of future study.  
3.2.4 High Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-AMS)  
The Aerodyne HR-AMS has been described extensively in previous literature, and details 
of its operation will be briefly described here.35–37 The exhaust sample passed through a diffusion 
drier and critical orifice, restricting the flow to 0.1 Lpm before entering the HR-AMS. Diffusion 
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dryers controlled sample humidity (< 40% RH), reducing uncertainties due to bounce-related 
changes in collection efficiency and reduced particle transmission through the aerodynamic 
lens.35 The HR-AMS was calibrated weekly and the Composition-Dependent Collection 
Efficiency (CDCE) was calculated from observed chemical composition. Only low-humidity 
















3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Trace gas and inorganic particle data 
Here we present the primary emissions in terms of a distance-based emission factor. We 
express the inorganic aerosol produced from photochemical perturbation of the primary exhaust 
in terms of a photochemically enhanced (P.E.) distance-based emission factor. The P.E. emission 
factor is defined as the effective emission factor of a given compound after the vehicle exhaust 
has been exposed to 0.5-1 day of OH equivalent atmospheric aging. Throughout the sampling 
campaign, production of secondary inorganic aerosol in the form of NH4NO3 was most 
pronounced from vehicles fueled by gasoline and LPG (Figure 3.1).  
The results indicate that relatively small amounts of photochemical perturbation can 
produce secondary aerosol from gaseous precursors in the exhaust. This secondary aerosol can 
be more than an order of magnitude greater than primary aerosol emissions. This is consistent 
with previous studies, including measurements of gasoline exhaust oxidation in a smog 
chamber.38,39 Higher levels of CO were associated with higher NH4NO3 emission and 
production. In contrast, higher levels of NOx were not correlated with higher levels of NH4NO3. 
Higher levels of CO emissions from gasoline vehicles often coincide with higher levels of NH3 
emissions.12,13 In this study, we observe elevated NH4NO3 production corresponding to elevated 
CO emissions, suggesting that CO is an appropriate proxy measurement for NH3 from gasoline 
and LPG vehicles in this study. The diesel particle filter (DPF) and diesel oxidation catalyst 
(DOC) are often used as exhaust aftertreatment technologies in diesel vehicles. However, these 
aftertreatments fail to remove NOx, causing higher NOx emissions from diesel than gasoline 
vehicles. The limiting reagent for NH4NO3 formation can be either NOx or NH3, depending on 
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the ambient environment. Both gasoline/LPG vehicles and diesel vehicles can act as a source of 
the limiting reactant, and spur secondary inorganic aerosol formation. The observations 
described herein demonstrate that in an NH3-limited environment, gasoline and LPG vehicles 
can provide NH3 and thus cause increased particulate matter loading, while in a NOx-limited 
environment, diesel vehicles can provide the NOx to produce particles.  
Photochemically enhanced emission factors of inorganic aerosol from the gasoline and 
LPG fuel types vary widely by car brand (Figure 3.3). These differences can be attributed to 
engine design, combustion conditions and chemistry, as well as driving speed (e.g. Figure 3.2). 
Figure 3.3 shows the relationship between the different cars from which exhaust was sampled, 
and the production of aerosol nitrate.  
Vehicles G2, L3, and G7 all have median values for secondary nitrate P.E. emission 
factors that are much higher than other vehicle brands. Vehicles G5 and L8 have median values 
for secondary nitrate production that are much lower than G2, L3 and G7, but still a factor of 5 
or more higher than the diesel vehicles (D1, D4, and D9) as well as L6 and G10. The vehicles 
that were observed to have the highest secondary aerosol production rates were G2 and L3. 
Inconsistent patterns of aerosol nitrate production, as a function of speed, were observed between 
the different vehicles tested (Figure 3.2). The highest aerosol nitrate production rates were 
measured from some vehicles (e.g. G5 and G10) at the highest speeds (110 km/hr) when the 
highest values for NOx were also observed (Figure A2.8). However, other vehicles (e.g. G2 and 
L3) produced the most aerosol nitrate at the lowest tested speed (30 km/hr). Although we 
observe variability in secondary inorganic aerosol production with speed across the different car 
brands, we do not observe any consistent trends. 
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Figure 3.4 shows a comparision between secondary nitrate production rate and NO, NO2 
and NH3 emissions for three vehicles of the same brand - D1, G2, and L3 (i.e. Brand A) – that 
spanned the different fuel types. Emissions of NH3 from G2 (gasoline) and L3 (LPG fuel) were 
much higher than emissions of NO or NO2. In contrast, emissions of NH3 were below the 
detection limit for D1. Elevated emissions of NH3 from gasoline vehicles have been reported 
many times in the past.12,13,40,41 Vehicles previously reported to emit high levels of NH3 were 
medium-duty gasoline fueled vehicles that also emit high CO.12 Here we present additional 
evidence that vehicles fueled by LPG can also emit NH3 at similar levels as gasoline fueled 
vehicles. L3 also shows this pattern of high CO emission coupled with high NH3 emission. 
Observations from previous studies show that high levels of CO and NH3 are most often co-
emitted when an engine is running under rich-fuel conditions.42–44 The absence of the three-way 
catalyst in the diesel vehicles in this study explains why NH3 emission was not observed for D1. 
3.3.2 Vehicle fuel types and implications for air quality 
We observe a direct relationship between the formation of NH4NO3 secondary aerosol 
and photochemical processing of exhaust from gasoline and LPG vehicles that use TWCs. In the 
KNU OFR, HNO3 is formed rapidly when NO2 reacts with OH. The HNO3 can then react with 
NH3 emitted directly from vehicle exhaust to form NH4NO3 aerosol.45 NH4NO3 aerosol 
formation is limited (i) by NH3 in the case of diesel vehicles, and (ii) by NO2 in the case of 
gasoline and LPG vehicles (Figure 3.4). These two regimes of NH3 and NOx acting as limiting 
reagents for NH4NO3 formation have been observed in the ambient atmosphere.6,10 In the San 
Joaquin Valley of California, NH3 is more abundent than HNO3 and limits NH4NO3 formation, 
while in the nearby South Coast Air Basin, local and transported sources of NH3 may act as the 
limiting reagents for NH4NO3 formation.40,46,47 The data presented herein is useful for studying 
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the impact of vehicles on NH4NO3 in NOx- or NH3-limited regimes.10,48,49 Our results suggest 
that in an environment in which NH3 is the limiting reagent for NH4NO3 aerosol formation, such 
as the SMR, emission of NH3 from gasoline and LPG vehicle sources may be a large contributor 
to local air pollution.50   
The contribution of on-road gasoline and LPG vehicles to localized NH4NO3 production 
in the SMR depends on many factors including vehicle age, meteorological conditions 
influencing mixing and stagnancy, driving patterns, and whether the vehicle is being run under 
rich-fuel conditions (i.e. low air-to-fuel ratio).7,12,31,43,51–53 The relationship between NH3 
emission, resulting NH4NO3 particle formation, and age of the catalyst (i.e. the odometer 
reading) remains unclear. Previous studies had reported higher NH3 emission for mid-age 
(~100,000 km) vehicles that tapered off as vehicle age increased (~200,000 km).12 This is 
consistent with the pattern observed here, in which vehicles with the oldest catalysts (G2 and L3) 
also had the highest NH4NO3 production rates. The importance of aggressive stop-and-go driving 
conditions, characteristic of the SMR, to elevated levels of CO and NH3 emissions has been 
reported previously.43,51 The quantities and trends reported in this study, however, only reflect 
emission behavior from constant speed driving conditions, and thus potentially underestimate 
NH4NO3 precursor emissions and subsequent aerosol production. Previous studies have shown 
emission factors of NH3 to be higher with more aggressive driving patterns, although the 
variability in reported emission factors is quite large.12,13 Despite the complex patterns of NH3 
emission from vehicles using TWCs, this study demonstrates that these vehicle emissions have a 




A comparison of different NH3 to CO emission ratios (NH3:CO) from emission 
inventories in South Korea and Seoul demonstrates the importance of vehicles as a source of 
NH3. From on-road sources in Seoul, annually averaged NH3:CO emission ratios were 0.024 
ppbv/ppbv, which is very close to a previously reported on-road emission ratio of 0.031 ± 0.005 
ppbv/ppbv measured in the South Coast Air Basin.51 The calculated NH3:CO emission ratio from 
all inventoried sources in Seoul is 0.077 ppbv/ppbv suggesting that other sources of NH3, in 
addition to on-road vehicle emissions, contribute to NH3 in the SMR. Although mobile emissions 
are responsible for approximately 1/4th of the total NH3 emissions in Seoul, a comparison of NOx 
and NH3 emissions (molar quantities) suggest that, since NOx emissions are ~3.5x larger than 
NH3 emissions, NH4NO3 formation in Seoul may be limited by the abundance of NH3.50 Because 
on-road vehicles are described as important sources of NH3 to urban areas in some studies, but 
unimportant in others, 54,55 direct measurements of on-road NH3 (e.g. Sun et al., 2014) are 
necessary for constraining the role of on-road gasoline and LPG vehicles as a NH3 sources in the 
SMR.3,41,54–56 Aircraft measurements have related observed enhancements of NH4+ (factor of ~4) 
above background levels in the South Coast Air Basin to elevated inputs of NH3 from mobile 
sources downwind of the Los Angeles urban core.40 These studies and the work described herein 
suggest that inputs of NH3 from mobile sources are important to the formation of NH4NO3 in the 
SMR.  
These experiments suggest that the chemical reactions that produce NH3 in TWCs 
substantially increases the NH3 available for formation of NH4NO3 aerosol. In the face of 
increasing vehicular emissions of NH3, continued decreases in domestic emissions of sulfur 
dioxide (SO2) would suppress (NH4)2SO4 formation, and increase the availability of NH3 for the 
formation of NH4NO3.57 Further, adoption of selective catalyst reduction systems for NOx 
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emissions control from diesel vehicles would add more vehicular NH3 to the SMR, enhancing 
NH4NO3 production.58,59 This study suggests that emission control strategies focused on reducing 
secondary inorganic aerosol pollution from NH4NO3 would be most effective by targeting a 

















3.4 Chapter 3 Figures 
 
Figure 3.1. Inorganic aerosol and gas emission factors measured as (a) primary aerosol emission, 
(b) secondary aerosol production after oxidation in the KNU OFR and (c) primary gas emission. 
The edges of the boxplots represent the 25th and 75th quartiles and the whiskers represent the 10th 
and 90th quartiles. The median value is represented by the solid black lines in the boxes (N=21 
for diesel, N=24 for LPG, and N=27 for gasoline). Outliers are shown as black dots. 
 
In contrast, emissions of primary inorganic aerosol (PIA) were close to the HR-AMS detection 
limits for all fuel types. We observed higher levels of secondary aerosol ammonium and nitrate 
than sulfate across all fuel types. Some vehicles (e.g. D4 and G10) show elevated nitrate P.E. 





Figure 3.2. Aerosol nitrate P.E. emission factors (µg/km) as a function of car brand and speed. 




Figure 3.3. Secondary (a) aerosol nitrate and (b) aerosol ammonium P.E. emission factors 
(µg/km) as a function of vehicle ID and colored by fuel type. Additonally, car brand is indicated 
by the red letters in the top panel corresponding to the corresponding vehicle ID it is above on 
the x-axis. The edges of the boxplots represent the 25th and 75th quartiles and the whiskers 




Figure 3.4. The (a) production rate of secondary aerosol nitrate from vehicles D1 (x100), G2, 
and L3 is shown as a function of speed and compared to (b) the emission rates of NO, NO2, and 
NH3 from the different vehicles as a function of speed (NO and NO2 emission rates are 











3.5 Chapter 3 Table 
















D1 A Diesel 
bDOC 
+cDPF 
eDI 1582 15396 
Euro 6 
G2 A Gasoline dTWC fGDI 1591 71480 
NMOG 
FAS 
L3 A LPG TWC gLPI 1591 54930 
NMOG 
FAS 
D4 B Diesel DOC 
+DPF 
DI 2199 54060 Euro 6 
G5 B Gasoline TWC GDI 2999 26800 
NMOG 
FAS 
L6 B LPG TWC LPI 2999 43784 
NMOG 
FAS 
G7 C Gasoline TWC GDI 1999 29560 
NMOG 
FAS 
L8 C LPG TWC LPI 1999 37268 
NMOG 
FAS 
D9 D Diesel DOC 
+DPF 
DI 1956 17870 Euro 6 
G10 E Gasoline TWC GDI 998 51914 NMOG 
FAS 
aVehicle IDs beginning with G are for gasoline, D are for diesel and L are for LPG, bdiesel 
oxidation catalyst (DOC), cdiesel particle filter (DPF), dthree way catalyst (TWC), edirect 
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LABORATORY STUDIES OF ISOPRENE OXIDATION CANNOT EXPLAIN AMBIENT 




Formic (HCOOH) and acetic (CH3COOH) acid are the two most abundant gas-phase 
organic acids in the atmosphere and control important atmospheric processes such as regulation 
of rainwater pH and gas-particle partitioning.1,2 In fact, formic acid alone may contribute 30-50% 
to rainwater acidity in the southeastern United States in the summertime.3 A recent surge in the 
interest in atmospheric organic acids is due in part to new instrumentation for both in situ and 
remote detection that have enabled multiple model-measurement comparisons.3–6 These 
comparisons consistently show a missing source of formic and acetic acid, particularly over 
regions of heavy biogenic influence.3,5,7,8 This gap in our understanding of organic acid sources 
is intriguing because organic acids represent a key fate of hydrocarbons emitted into the 
atmosphere, with potential impacts on aerosol formation.  
Secondary chemistry of precursors from biogenically-dominated environments has been 
singled out as the principle source of formic and acetic acid to the global atmosphere.5,7,9 Primary 
emission sources, such as soils or plants, have been repeatedly demonstrated to be insufficient to 
explain upward formic acid fluxes from forested environments, and instead upward fluxes have 
been associated with isoprene or monoterpene oxidation.10–12 Isoprene, emitted mostly from 
deciduous trees in forested environments, is the most important source of reactive non-methane 
carbon to the atmosphere and is hypothesized to be a major source of formic acid.3,13 Lack of 
targeted laboratory studies of formic and acetic acid formation from isoprene oxidation have 
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been cited as major reasons why model predictions have not constrained organic acid production 
from this source well.7,11 
Extensive ambient measurements of isoprene and isoprene oxidation products were taken 
during the Southeastern Oxidant and Aerosol Study (SOAS) in the summer of 2013 in Talladega 
National Forest, an isoprene hotspot, in Alabama. High levels of formic acid were observed 
during SOAS and exhibited temporal behavior indicative of a rapid photochemical source and 
depositional sink.14,15 To understand these observations, the Focused Isoprene eXperiment at the 
California Institute of Technology (FIXCIT) included a series of chamber experiments to study 
isoprene oxidation under a variety of SOAS-relevant environmental conditions and oxidants. 
Here, we present formic and acetic acid yields from these experiments and use models of 















4.2 Experimental Methods 
4.2.1 Gas-phase oxidation experiments 
 The FIXCIT study consisted of a series of chamber experiments from January 2-30, 2014 
and focused on the OH, O3 and nitrate radical (NO3) oxidation of isoprene, α-pinene and specific 
oxidation products of both precursors. A complete overview of the instrumentation suite, 
experimental design and facilities has been provided elsewhere.16 The FIXCIT experiments used 
two 24 m3 fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) Teflon chambers. One chamber was used for 
“low NO” experiments (< 100 parts-per-trillion (pptv)) and the other for “high NO” experiments 
(NO at parts-per-billion (ppbv) levels). The primary source of OH was either photolysis of H2O2 
(for “low NO” conditions) or methyl nitrite (CH3ONO; for “high NO” conditions). The 
concentration of OH was ~106 molecules cm-3 for all OH oxidation experiments except for 
experiments where low levels of UV lights were used to generate OH. We analyzed OH 
oxidation experiments such that OH exposure ([OH] x experiment time; molecules s cm-3) was 
comparable between experiments (Table A3.1). Ozonolysis experiments were initiated with an 
ozone-to-isoprene ratio between five and seven. Nitrate radical (NO3) oxidation was performed 
in the presence of parts-per-million (ppmv) levels of formaldehyde (HCHO) to create conditions 
where the reaction of HO2 + RO2 would be competitive with NO3 + RO2 and RO2 + RO2.17 
The relative humidity (RH) in the chamber was ~50% for one OH oxidation and two ozonolysis 
experiments, otherwise experiments were performed in dry (RH < 5%) air. One OH oxidation 
experiment included the addition of deliquesced (NH4)2SO4 seed aerosol (i.e. experiment 19). 






This study focuses on gas-phase formic acid and acetic acid. Two different chemical 
ionization mass spectrometers employing CF3O- as the reagent ion (CF3O- CIMS) measured 
organic acids during FIXCIT: a time-of-flight CIMS measured formic acid, while a triple-quad 
CIMS detected isobaric compounds including acetic acid from glycolaldehyde, and differentiated 
them by their unique fragmentation and ion-clustering patterns.17–21 The CF3O- CIMS were 
calibrated for the organic acids using neat commercial standards (formic acid, HCOOH, and 
isotopically-labelled acetic acid, 13CH313COOH, both Sigma Aldrich 95-99%) in permeation 
tubes that were gravimetrically analyzed and kept at a constant (50 °C) temperature. Known 
flows of the standard compounds were introduced into the CIMS with mass-flow controlled ultra 
high purity N2.  The sensitivity of formic and acetic acid to chamber relative humidity was 
corrected by application of a humidity-dependent calibration curve for each compound, 
performed by introducing known mixing ratios of water vapor into the CIMS flow region along 
with the commercial standards. 
4.2.3 Chamber background subtraction of organic acids 
Chamber studies demonstrate that formic and acetic acid are gas-phase oxidation 
products from biogenic precursors, but they also show that these acids have particularly high 
backgrounds in chamber experiments.16,22–25 To minimize this background, the Teflon bags were 
flushed with purified air with the UV lights on to promote oxidation and desorption of material 
that had deposited on bags during previous experiments. Despite this overnight cleaning 
procedure, organic acid production was observed during the “blank” experiments in which clean 
air was introduced to the bag and the UV lights turned on. To account for these effects, we 
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consider organic acids produced during the three “blank” experiments as a background that is 
subtracted for other experiments. For example, most “low NO” OH experiments were conducted 
with all UV lights on and H2O2 photolysis as the OH precursor. To apply a background 
subtraction to the “low NO” OH experiments for formic acid, we subtract a timeseries of formic 
acid taken from the “low NO” blank experiment, normalized to start at the mixing ratio 
immediately before the UV lights were turned on during the actual experiment of interest (Figure 
4.1). Backgrounds for “high NO” OH experiments were defined separately for experiments with 
UV lights at 50% (H2O2 OH precursor; Figure A3.1). We employ a regression-based background 
estimation method for experiments where low UV light intensity (i.e. 1%; CH3ONO OH source) 
was used (i.e. “slow chemistry” experiments 7 and 16; Appendix 3.2.2; Figure A3.3). 
Experiments with O3 and NO3 oxidants were simpler because very little, if any, organic 
acids were observed when oxidants (and humidified air if applicable) were mixed in the chamber 
for approximately an hour before introducing the hydrocarbon precursor, indicating negligible 
influence of chamber artifacts. For these oxidants, we simply subtracted the average organic acid 
mixing ratio before precursor was introduced from the organic acid timeseries for the entire 
experiment. Experiment 19 included deliquesced seed aerosol; we assume that the “low NO” OH 
blank best represents the experimental background for this experiment. 
The size of the background subtraction (Figure 4.1) highlights the potential importance of 






4.3. Organic acid yields from chamber experiments 
4.3.1 Organic acid yields and effects of experimental conditions on production 
We define the molar yield of organic acids as the ratio of the background-subtracted 
mixing ratio of organic acid produced in the experiment with respect to the mixing ratio of 
hydrocarbon precursor that has been reacted (ppbv/ppbv x 100%). We report molar yields  for a 
diverse set of experimental conditions defined by temperature, humidity, oxidant concentration, 
reaction time, and presence of other trace gases; however, these factors can influence organic 
acid production by themselves, as evidenced by previous studies.23,27 We emphasize that yields 
calculated from laboratory experiments, such as ours, should be interpreted within the constraints 
of experimental conditions. 
4.3.1.1 OH oxidation (experiments 2, 3, 10, 11 and 21)  
Oxidation by OH radical is the dominant daytime sink for both isoprene (τOH ≈ 2 hours; 
298 K; [OH] = 1.5 x 106 molecules cm-3) and α-pinene (τOH ≈ 3-4 hours; 298 K; [OH] = 1.5 x 106 
molecules cm-3). Several of the oxidation products from isoprene also have lifetimes with respect 
to OH oxidation on the order of hours, and we thus expect multiple generations of oxidation 
products to occur during the multiple hour-long chamber experiments. In the initial stages of OH 
oxidation, peroxyl radicals (ISOPOO) form from addition of oxygen to an allylic radical. The 
subsequent oxidation products are determined through specific bi- and uni-molecular RO2 
reaction pathways. 
The chamber data clearly show that NO influences organic acid yields from isoprene 
oxidation. OH oxidation experiments encompassed a range of NO:HO2 ratios to control the fate 
of RO2. In the isoprene “low NO” experiments (i.e. NO:HO2 ratio < 0.5), HO2 preferentially 
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reacts with RO2 to form characteristic products like isoprene hydroxy hydroperoxides 
(ISOPOOH) and isoprene epoxydiols (IEPOX). For reference, at NO:HO2 ratios of ~1, the rate 
of RO2 reaction with HO2 should be approximately twice as fast as with NO. Three of the 
experiments (OH oxidation of IEPOX  and “slow” OH oxidation of isoprene and α-pinene) were 
performed under conditions of “moderate NO” with NO:HO2 ratios of 2-4. Under these 
conditions, NO reaction with RO2 may be equal or slightly more competitive than HO2, though 
this depends on the structure of the RO2. For experiments where the ratio of NO:HO2 was >100 
(“high NO”), the fate of RO2 is determined almost exclusively through reaction with NO. In the 
case of isoprene-derived RO2, H-shift isomerization reactions have been shown to be competitive 
with RO2 bimolecular reactions. 
Increasing NO suppresses organic acid yields during OH oxidation of isoprene, 
suggesting that it is the RO2 reaction pathways involving HO2, RO2 or H-shift isomerization that 
dominantly produce organic acids consistent with the findings of Paulot et al (2009). MACR 
oxidation is consistent, with higher formic acid yields under “low NO” than “high NO” 
conditions – and no acetic acid produced during high NO experiments. The “low NO” oxidation 
of 4,3-ISOPOOH produced a factor of four lower formic acid yields than the “low NO” isoprene 
oxidation experiment, suggesting that first generation isoprene products other than 4,3-
ISOPOOH are the precursors for organic acids. There are two ISOPOOH isomers, and it is 
possible that the major isomer, the 1,2-ISOPOOH, is a substantial organic acid precursor, 
although the 4,3-ISOPOOH isomer is clearly not. Besides ISOPOOH, other first-generation 
products from isoprene + OH chemistry include hydroperoxy enals (HPALDs) from the 
isomerization pathway or products from RO2 self-termination reactions. The relatively high yield 
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from the “moderate NO” oxidation of IEPOX suggests that IEPOX may be an important formic 
acid precursor under “high NO” conditions when all other sources of formic acid are low.  
In contrast to isoprene, α-pinene does not show a substantial influence of NO on organic 
acid yields. However, organic acid production from OH oxidation of α-pinene is relatively low 
compared to isoprene, and we focus on isoprene sources of formic and acetic acids.  
One intriguing pair of experiments subjected two different isoprene concentrations (42 vs 
21 ppbv) to otherwise identical “low NO” OH oxidation (i.e. identical amounts of OH exposure). 
Decreasing the hydrocarbon precursor concentrations increased the lifetime of RO2 with respect 
to self-termination reactions. RO2 termination pathways should thus be more influenced by 
reaction with HO2 or isomerization pathways than RO2 self-reaction. The experiment with half 
the isoprene precursor resulted in nearly double the formic acid yield (i.e. 12% vs 7%) – but 
acetic acid never exceeded background concentrations.  These observations suggest that RO2 + 
RO2 are not sources of formic acid but are instead sources of acetic acid. 
4.3.1.1.1 “Slow” OH oxidation (experiments 7 and 16) 
When RO2 bimolecular lifetimes are long (~100 s), recent modeling and measurement 
studies have determined that first-generation isoprene OH-adduct RO2 (i.e. ISOPOO) can react 
through isomerization  to produce isoprene hydroperoxy enals (HPALDs; C5H8O3; yield = 25-
40%), and other products, at a rate competitive with bimolecular reactions.28–30 Extending RO2 
lifetimes in chamber studies to reach this regime is challenging.16,31 Because of the reversible 
nature of oxygen addition to form ISOPOO, extending the ISOPOO lifetime likely brings this 
RO2 population closer to the equilibrium distribution, thereby producing compounds more 
relevant to pristine ambient environments.32 
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Long RO2 lifetimes were achieved during FIXCIT using very low levels of NO and HO2 
radicals for OH oxidation of isoprene (the “slow, moderate NO” experiment; low NO, low HO2). 
Because ISOPOOH is exclusively produced from reaction of ISOPOO with HO2, comparing the 
ratio of ISOPOOH to HPALD mixing ratios should demonstrate the efficacy of ISOPOO 
isomerization in this “slow” oxidation experiment relative to the standard “low NO” experiment. 
The average ratio of ISOPOOH to HPALD was lower for the “slow, low NO” experiment (1.5 ± 
0.1) than for the standard “low NO” experiment (10.6 ± 1.8), suggesting that ISOPOO 
isomerization was indeed occurring. The yields of formic (17.5%) and acetic (4.3%) acids were 
much higher in this slow, low NO experiment compared to the standard “low NO” experiment 
(Figures 4.3 and A3.4). This highlights the importance of isomerization in isoprene oxidation and 
the subsequent production of organic acids. This result is consistent with observations of high 
concentrations of organic acids in forest environments with low anthropogenic influence, where 
RO2 isomerization is considered important.9,11,14 
Unimolecular processes representative of “slow” chemistry are poorly understood for 
monoterpenes compared to isoprene. Isomerization of monoterpene-derived RO2 has been 
determined to be competitive with bimolecular reactions based on observations of highly 
oxidized molecules formed from autooxidation.33,34 The rates of these reactions, however, have 
not been well quantified.28,35 Xu et al36 recently measured the isomerization rate of first-
generation RO2 resulting from the 4-member ring-opening of α-pinene to be 4 ± 2 s-1, suggesting 
that these processes are competitive or faster than other monoterpene-derived RO2 fates. In one 
experiment, we oxidized α-pinene with OH under low UV light intensity to extend RO2 lifetimes 
and explore the effects of isomerization on RO2 termination (“slow, moderate NO α-pinene”). In 
this experiment, we also observed high yields of formic (14.5%) and acetic (5.5%) acid (Figure 
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A3.4). Isomerization of α-pinene RO2 could be an important source of organic acids in 
monoterpene-dominated environments, though further experiments with appropriate controls are 
essential. 
4.3.1.2 O3 oxidation (experiments 6, 14, 23, and 29)  
The lifetime of isoprene with respect to ozonolysis in the atmosphere is ~22 hours at [O3] 
= 40 ppbv, longer than for OH radicals. However, ozonolysis is an important source of HOx in 
forested environments and accounts for ~10% isoprene removal from the atmosphere globally.37–
39 Isoprene ozonolysis produces formic acid through the reaction of the stabilized Criegee 
intermediate (sCI; Figure 4.4) with water vapor monomers and dimers to form 
hydroxymethylhydroperoxide (HMHP), which either heterogeneously decomposes or reacts with 
OH to produce formic acid.19,40 However, recent studies reevaluated the role of HMHP as an 
intermediate in the production of formic acid, finding that less formic acid is produced from the 
direct reaction of sCI with water than previously thought.19,41 In contrast to formic acid, sCIs 
have been suggested to be an inefficient source of acetic acid though the kinetics of this reaction 
pathway are still uncertain.42 
During FIXCIT, isoprene was oxidized with ozone in both the presence and absence of 
an OH scavenger (cyclohexane), and under both dry and humid conditions. In the experiments 
without the OH scavenger, OH concentrations were ~106 molecules cm-3 and were comparable to 
levels observed during OH oxidation experiments. Including the cyclohexane scavenger 
decreased yields of both formic and acetic acid relative to comparable experiments without the 
scavenger. This result is consistent with the findings of a recent study by Sheps et al.41 showing 
that the sole products of the simplest sCI (CH2OO) with water were formaldehyde and HMHP (< 
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10% yield of formic acid) which reacts with OH (kHMHP+OH = 7.1 x 10-12 cm3 s-1) to produce 
formic acid in high yield (45%).19 Previous studies attributed formic acid produced in ozonolysis 
experiments to heterogenous decomposition of ozonolysis products on chamber walls or within 
sampling apparatus.40,43 Laser induced florescence (LIF) detection of formaldehyde noted an 
interference during HMHP oxidation, presumably due to surface chemistry on instrument 
walls.19 We hypothesize that if formic acid was formed as an instrumental artifact from HMHP, 
it would form from homolytic cleavage of the peroxy bond in HMHP catalyzed by the metals of 
the instrument surface in a mechanism similar to that proposed by Rivera-Rios et al.20 However, 
the resulting alkoxy radical might be expected to decompose to formaldehyde and an OH radical, 
so decomposition of HMHP on the walls may not be a source of formic acid. Further work 
should characterize peroxide decomposition on instrument surfaces to investigate whether this is 
a source of formic acid.  
Formic acid yields were six times higher (and acetic acid two times higher) in humid 
experiments relative to dry (<5% RH) conditions, consistent with sCI reacting with water 
molecules to produce formic acid. Rate constants for the reaction of water vapor monomers and 
dimers with sCI vary across three orders of magnitude in the literature, resulting in very different 
estimates of the importance of water monomers versus dimers in determining the fate of sCI in 
the atmosphere.9,41,44–46 Nonetheless, the FIXCIT experiments demonstrate that organic acid 
production from ozonolysis of isoprene may be competitive with OH oxidation in many areas of 





4.3.1.3 NO3 oxidation (experiment 9)  
Reaction with NO3 radical comprises ~5-6% of the chemical sink for isoprene globally.44 
Despite its potential importance, there are no reported yields for organic acids from NO3 
oxidation of isoprene or α-pinene, to the best of our knowledge. After estimating the contribution 
of O3 oxidation of isoprene to organic acid yields (section A3.3.2; Figure 4.5)—and subtracting 
out the modeled contribution from the reaction of HO2 with HCHO for formic acid—we 
observed a yield of 1.9% of acetic acid and no significant formic acid production from the 
Isoprene + NO3 experiment. 
4.3.1.4 Oxidation through photolysis (experiments 7 and 16)  
HPALDs and dihydroperoxy carbonyls (DHP) are potentially important sources of formic 
acid in the “low NO” and “slow” isoprene oxidation experiments. These oxidation products are 
formed from the 1,6-H shift isomerization of isoprene hydroxyperoxyl radicals (ISOPOO). If the 
rate to form HPALDs and DHPs is competitive with the bimolecular lifetime of ISOPOO, then 
decomposition, photolysis or OH-reaction of these isomerization products could be a source of 
organic acids. The rates of formation of HPALDs are uncertain – in part because of the strong 
temperature dependences in both the 1,6-H shift and the equilibrium between allylic radicals and 
ISOPOO, and because the propensity for isoprene to form HPALDs depends on whether OH 
addition occurs at the C1 or C4.44 Additionally, several other major oxidation products have been 
observed to be formed from the 1,6-H shift isomerization of ISOPOO, in addition to HPALDs, 




After ~1.5 ppbv of HPALDs were formed in the “slow” isoprene experiment, the UV 
intensity was increased and combined photolysis and OH reaction of the resulting HPALD 
compounds occurred over the course of two hours (OH exposure ~3 x 1010 molecules s cm-3). 
Despite the OH exposure being a little less than half of the exposure determined for the standard 
“low NO” experiment, combined photolysis and OH reaction of HPALDs, and associated 
compounds, produced high mixing ratios of formic and, albeit to a lesser extent, acetic acid 
(Figure 4.3) in this HPALD photolysis experiment. This observation indicates that photolysis and 
OH reaction of HPALDS, and compounds produced from the ISOPOO H-shift isomerization 
pathway, are likely important contributors to formic acid production from OH oxidation of 
isoprene.  
While 10 ppbv of isoprene was still present when the UV lights were turned on to high 
intensity, this isoprene is likely only a minor source of formic acid from the HPALD + 
photolysis experiment. Assuming a 7% yield of formic acid from isoprene, based on the standard 
low NO experiment, oxidation of isoprene would only produce ~0.7 ppbv formic acid. The final 
mixing ratio of formic acid produced in this slow HPALD experiment would then be 5.3 ppbv. 
This implies that 70% of the carbon associated with HPALDs would have to be converted to 
formic acid. This is highly unlikely since there are no reactions currently known that produce this 
high of a carbon-equivalent yield of formic acid.  It’s likely that including isomerization co-
products such as C5H8O4 and C4H8O5 into the carbon-balance described here would decrease the 
estimated yield of formic acid from HPALDs though because HPALDs are the major product the 
yield would likely still be unusually high. An uncertain influence on the results from this 
experiment are the potential oxidation reactions involving vapors lost on the walls of the 
chamber during the “slow chemistry” portion of the experiment. Oxidation of organic films on 
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chamber walls are likely sources of persistent formic and acetic acid backgrounds and could 
artificially enhance observed formic acid production in this experiment. Controlling for this 
experimental artifact is necessary for accurate interpretation of results from future experiments. 
Taking this into consideration we hypothesize that oxidation and/or photolysis of isomerization 
products of ISOPOO are important sources of formic acid in these experiments. 
High mixing ratios of organic acids were also observed from the combined photolysis 
and OH oxidation of “slow chemistry” products from α-pinene (Figure A3.6). Isomerization 
products from α-pinene OH oxidation are potentially important precursors of organic acids. The 
products of first-generation α-pinene RO2 are expected to be multi-functional compounds 
containing peroxide, carbonyl and nitrate functionalities.36 These oxidation products are subject 
to competitive fates between particle partitioning, oxidation and photolysis. In the ambient, 
where isomerization processes are competitive with bimolecular RO2 fates, daytime oxidation of 
monoterpene isomerization products could be a source of organic acids. 
4.3.1.5 Influence of seed aerosol (experiment 19)  
Studies attempting to modify existing gas-phase chemical mechanisms to improve model-
measurement agreement for formic acid in the ambient atmosphere consistently fail to capture 
the daytime source.48–50 Heterogenous reactions – reactions between the gas and condensed 
phase surface —produce organic acids in the lab, and have been invoked to explain elevated 
formic and acetic acid levels in the Arctic.51–53 Indeed, the challenge of background subtraction 
in the FIXCIT chamber experiments must be the result of heterogeneous reactions or photolysis 
of organic films!26 In one FIXCIT experiment, isoprene was oxidized in the presence of 
deliquesced ammonium sulfate aerosol (‘seed aerosol experiment’). Because the conditions of 
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the ‘seed aerosol experiment’ closely mimic the conditions of the “low NO” isoprene + OH 
experiment, we can compare organic acid yields from the two experiments. Seed aerosol clearly 
induces much higher organic acid yields (estimated yield from isoprene, 19% for formic acid and 
7% for acetic acid), suggesting that heterogenous or aqueous processes involving either the 
aerosol or the walls of the chamber are important organic acid sources. However, we note that 
background subtraction was only done in the absence of seed aerosol, so this effect may be due, 
at least in part, to residual organics on the walls. Accounting for gas-phase OH oxidation of 
isoprene and ISOPOOH to form organic acids from the isoprene + OH “low NO” and ISOPOOH 
+ OH “low NO” experiments, we calculate that gas-phase OH oxidation accounts for only 40% 
of the observed mixing ratios (Figure A3.7). We caution that the high (~2 ppmv) levels of H2O2 
included in the experiment serving as the gas-phase OH source could also partition into the 
aqueous aerosol and photolyze to produce OH. This would artificially enhance OH oxidation 
processes in the aqueous phase that are likely not relevant for the ambient atmosphere. Oxidation 
processes mediated by deliquesced aerosol or humidified chamber walls must contribute the 
remaining organic acid production but require further experiments to quantify and isolate 
specific sources or mechanisms.  
4.3.2 Investigating missing sources of organic acid production 
The chamber experiments enable identification of specific points in the isoprene 
oxidation mechanism where organic acids must be produced in significant quantities. In 
particular, we focus on the experiments where MACR, ISOPOOH and IEPOX were oxidized by 
OH to help inform how organic acid production from these oxidation products influenced 
organic acid production from the parent hydrocarbon isoprene. 
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We investigate organic acid formation chemistry using the Framework for 0-D 
Atmospheric Modeling (F0AM) v3.1 (MATLAB R2018b) equipped with three different isoprene 
oxidation mechanisms: (1) the Master Chemical Mechanism v3.3.1 (MCM), (2) the Wennberg 
Reduced+ semi-explicit mechanism (WR+), and (3) the Model of Atmospheric composition at 
Global and Regional scales using Inversion Techniques for Trace gas Emissions (MAGRITTE 
v1.1).44,54,55 This setup allows us to test the sensitivity of organic acid production to reported 
mechanistic differences in isoprene oxidation. MCM is based on the work of Jenkin, et al55 and 
contains 610 species and 1974 reactions. MCM is a near-explicit, comprehensive mechanism that 
includes reactions that are very slow (on atmospherically relevant timescales) and very fast (i.e. 
alkoxy radical decomposition) and reactions with low product yields. Importantly, MCM groups 
RO2 as a single species that reacts indiscriminately with other RO2 to simulate the effects of 
peroxy radical self-termination pathways. Wennberg, et al44 summarized most of the theoretical 
and laboratory work on isoprene oxidation into the WR+.28 The WR+ mechanism contains 155 
species and 429 reactions and builds upon the mechanistic architecture presented in the MCM by 
modifying RO2 + NO branching ratios, updating H-shift isomerization reactions, and explicitly 
including reaction products with ≥1% overall yield from isoprene. The MAGRITTE mechanism 
builds upon the Leuven Isoprene Mechanism, the Wennberg mechanism and the MCM. Unique 
features of MAGRITTE include incorporation of findings from recent laboratory work analyzing 
OH-oxidation of isoprene under conditions of low NO and HO2 mixing ratios, photolysis of 
hydroperoxycarbonyls to produce enols and keto-enols that rapidly react with OH, and a 
reassessment of the influence of stabilized Criegee intermediates (sCI) in the formation of formic 
acid.19,30,41,56,57 Specific differences between the mechanisms relevant to these experiments are in 
the supplemental information (section A3.4).  
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Below, we describe model experiments in which we modify the “base case” mechanisms 
to account for likely important sources of formic and acetic acid. These modifications include 
addition of the reaction of HCHO + HO2 that forms formic acid, updates to the quantum yield for 
the photo-tautomerization of acetaldehyde to vinyl alcohol, and inclusion of OH oxidation of 
vinyl alcohol to formic acid with a 14% yield.39,48,50,58,59 We follow the findings of Assaf et al 
(2017) who determined the reaction of OH with CH3O2 produced a Criegee intermediate with 
<5% yield and thus this reaction is not included in the mechanisms as a potential source of 
formic acid.60,61 Base case model simulations of organic acids during the isoprene oxidation 
experiments predicted yields orders of magnitude lower than observed (Table A3.2). Some 
mechanisms performed better than others for different experiments. We increased organic acid 
yields on specific RO2 reactions to improve organic acid model-measurement agreement, first 
working with MACR, then IEPOX, then ISOPOOH. We do not retain carbon-balance when 
applying modifications to the mechanisms, so the yields applied here are only to test the 
sensitivity of various oxidation pathways to organic acid production from isoprene and how that 
reflects on the potential importance of isoprene as an organic acid source in the ambient 
atmosphere. 
4.3.2.1 MACR + OH 
The lifetime of MACR with respect to OH oxidation is ~9 hours (T = 298K; [OH] = 1.5 x 
106 molecules cm-3). OH oxidation via OH-addition to the double bond and H-abstraction occur 
at nearly the same rate. The dominant fate (for ambient and chamber conditions) of the major 
(MACRO2) and minor (MACROHO2) yield RO2 from OH addition is H-shift isomerization 
(Figure 4.5), which produces OH, CO, hydroxyacetone and hydroperoxyacetone. The RO2 
produced from H-abstraction of the aldehydic hydrogen (MACO3) mostly undergoes reaction 
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with HO2 or NO, although the mechanisms and kinetics of RO2 self-reactions are not well 
constrained.44 
4.3.2.1.1 MACR + OH “low NO”  
In the “low NO” OH-oxidation of MACR the MACRO2 radical undergoes fast 
isomerization (>90% MCM predicted) and the MACO3 radical is mostly terminated by reaction 
with HO2.62 Because the isomerization of MACRO2 is so rapid, we predict the likely pathway 
for both formic and acetic acid production in this experiment is from HO2 reaction with MACO3. 
We note, however, if formic acid was a minor co-product of the isomerization channel this could 
also be a contributing source. For the mechanisms considered here, the kinetics of the reaction of 
MACO3 with HO2 follows the IUPAC recommendation and the mechanism is modeled after the 
reaction of CH3C(O)O2 radical with HO2.63 The products of that reaction are predicted to be an 
acid, a peroxy acid and an acyl oxy radical in a proportion of 0.13:0.37:0.60 (Figure 4.5).44 The 
acyl oxy radical that is produced rapidly decomposes to formaldehyde, CO, CH3O2 and C2H3O3. 
To improve model-measurement agreement for organic acid production from this 
pathway we prescribe variable molar yields (mechanism dependent, Table A3.3) for the organic 
acids from the MACO3 + HO2 pathway (Figure A3.8) and assert this is likely associated with 
decomposition of the acyl oxy radical. These changes account for 15-20% of formic and acetic 
acid predicted from the isoprene + OH “low NO” experiment.  
4.3.2.1.2 MACR + OH “high NO” 
The primary fate of MACR-derived RO2 in the “high NO” experiment is reaction with 
NO. Through these reactions RO2 form alkoxy radicals that then rapidly decompose to products 
such as hydroxyacetone, CH3O2, and CH3CO3 radicals. 
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We prescribe yields of formic acid to the MACRO2 + NO pathway to bring model 
prediction into agreement with measurements (mechanism dependent, Table A3.3) from the 
MACR + OH “high NO” experiment (Figure A3.10). No acetic acid was measured in mixing 
ratios that exceeded the background for this experiment. Accordingly, we did not modify any 
mechanism to include a yield of acetic acid. Some acetic and formic acid production predicted 
from the mechanism is associated with low levels of HO2 production and the associated MACO3 
termination by HO2 (see section 4.3.3.1.1). These changes account for ~30% of the measured 
formic acid from the isoprene + OH “high NO” experiment (Figure A3.10). 
4.3.2.2 IEPOX + OH “moderate NO” 
The lifetime of IEPOX with respect to OH oxidation is 24 hours (T = 298K; [OH] = 1.5 x 
106 molecules cm-3).22 Oxidation of IEPOX by OH occurs via H-abstraction at the 1, 3 or 4 
carbon (Figure 4.6). Oxygen adds to the alkyl radicals producing three RO2, two of which 
produce ring-retaining isoprene carbonyl hydroxy epoxide species as minor yield products (~10-
20% yield from IEPOX oxidation).22,64 The primary fate for the RO2 is isomerization resulting in 
the opening of the epoxide ring to form dihydroxy carbonyl peroxyl radicals. The fate of these 
radicals is highly uncertain because of varied observations from only a few studies. The IEPOX 
+ OH experiment from FIXCIT was performed under condition where the NO:HO2 ratio was ≈ 
5, and thus we assume that organic acid production originates from termination of these RO2 by 
NO.  
Formic acid was produced with a yield of 14% (wall-loss corrected) from the IEPOX + 
OH experiment whereas acetic acid was not observed in levels that exceeded background. 
Because IEPOX was being lost to the wall during the experiment we cannot rule out 
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heterogenous wall-processes as a potential source of formic acid, however here we assume that 
all the formic acid was produced from gas-phase oxidation of IEPOX. Potentially due to the 
challenges in quantifying IEPOX, no models could reproduce the experimentally observed decay 
of IEPOX from oxidation (Figure A3.11). To match observed formic acid yields to model 
predictions we adjust formic acid yields in the model such that the model-predicted yields match 
the experimentally observed yield (Figure A3.12). 
We attribute variable yields of formic acid to the RO2 + NO reaction channel associated 
with one of the first generation RO2 produced in the highest yield from IEPOX oxidation. Many 
bimolecular reactions of the IEPOX first generation RO2 produce molecules reactive to OH and 
subject to photolysis such as glycolaldehyde, glyoxal, and methylglyoxal that are potential 
sources of organic acids. Dihydroxy butanone is also a high yield product from IEPOX + OH 
oxidation that itself reacts with OH and produces dicarbonyls that are likely sources of organic 
acids from photolysis analogous to the case of pyruvic acid photolysis.24,65  The uncertainties 
associated with the kinetics and mechanisms of gas-phase oxidation of IEPOX prevent us from 
determining exactly where in the oxidation ladder formic acid is produced, but we assign the 
yields (mechanism dependent, Table A3.3) to test the sensitivity of formic acid production from 
isoprene to the IEPOX + OH source. 
4.3.2.3 ISOPOOH + OH “low NO” 
ISOPOOH reacts with OH (lifetime ~3 hours; T = 298K; [OH] = 1.5 x 106 molecules cm-
3) through a major OH-addition channel (~85% yield) and a minor H-abstraction channel (~15% 
yield) (Figure 4.7). The major product of the OH-addition channel is IEPOX. Minor products 
from the OH-addition channel are produced from bimolecular and isomerization reactions of the 
non-IEPOX forming RO2. Yields and product distributions resulting from reactions of these RO2 
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have been mostly characterized in complementary studies by Paulot et al and St Clair et al.66,67 
Neither study reported significant yields of organic acids. St. Clair et al note that ~15% of the 
OH-addition yield from ISOPOOH + OH under conditions of “low NO” results in a variety of 
low-volatility products whose likely fates include photolysis.  Photolysis of these compounds 
likely result in fragmentation processes that potentially could be a source of organic acids. 
During FIXCIT 4,3-ISOPOOH was oxidized with OH under conditions of “low NO”. 
Similar to the difficulties experienced in modeling IEPOX decay, the models could not 
reproduce the experimentally observed decay of ISOPOOH from oxidation (Figure A3.13). We 
modified ISOPOOH oxidation mechanisms such that the model-predicted formic acid yields 
match the experimentally observed yield. 
Formic acid was produced with a yield of 2% from the ISOPOOH + OH experiment 
whereas acetic acid was not observed in levels that exceeded background (Figure 4.2). Both the 
MCM and WR+ mechanisms predict very low mixing ratios of formic acid produced from the 
ISOPOOH + OH reaction (Figure A3.14; Table A3.2). The MAGRITTE mechanism predicts 
that, upon abstraction of the hydroxy-α-H, an unsaturated hydroxy aldehyde forms whose 
primary fate is rapid photolysis to form an enol that then reacts with OH to form formic acid. 
The MAGRITTE mechanism over-predicts formic acid production by almost 50% but is still 
within the bounds of error for the measurement. We follow the suggestions of Müller et al9 and 
apply yields of formic acid in the MCM and WR+ mechanisms to the ISOPOOH + OH H-
abstraction reaction to bring model prediction into agreement with the measurement. We don’t 





4.3.2.4 Isoprene + OH 
The OH oxidation of isoprene occurs via OH-addition to carbons 1 and 4 in a ratio of 
63:37 with addition to the central carbons making uncertain, but minor contributions to the total 
reactivity to OH. Upon OH addition a pool of allyic radicals are formed that then produce six 
major RO2 (ISOPOO). Because of the reversibility of oxygen addition to ISOPOO, it has been 
suggested that the distribution of the six major ISOPOO is different in laboratory studies 
compared to the population in the atmosphere which is expected to be closer to thermal 
equilibrium.68,69 Here we apply the modified isoprene oxidation mechanisms to two experiments 
of OH + isoprene performed under conditions of “low” and “high NO” (experiments 2 and 3, 
respectively). 
4.3.2.4.1 Isoprene + OH “low NO” 
The primary fate (>90%) of ISOPOO in the isoprene + OH “low NO” experiment was 
reaction with HO2 and formed ISOPOOH as a major product. Subsequent reactions of isoprene 
oxidation products in the “low NO” environment promote the formation of multi-functional 
compounds, such as peroxy or hydroxy carbonyls, that are reactive towards OH or susceptible to 
photolysis. As discussed in section 4.3.2.1, during FIXCIT the “low NO” OH-oxidation 
experiments produced higher yields of organic acids from isoprene oxidation compared to the 
“high NO” pathways. This observation suggests oxidation of compounds formed from this 
isoprene + OH pathway is likely the most important source of organic acids from isoprene 
oxidation in the atmosphere. 
All the mechanisms tested predict that formic and acetic acid mixing ratios from the 
isoprene + OH “low NO” experiment that fall within 50% of one another (Figure 4.8; Table 
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A3.2). The MAGRITTE mechanism predicts mixing ratios that most closely agree with 
observations from the experiment. More than 50% of the formic acid predicted in all 
mechanisms comes from the modified yields to MACR and ISOPOOH informed by the FIXCIT 
experiments. The rest of the formic acid predicted from WR+ and the MCM comes from 
chemistry involving sCIs. In contrast, the MAGRITTE mechanism is informed by work that does 
not support a high direct yield of formic acid from the reaction of sCIs with water and thus 
predicts low contributions of formic acid from this pathway.41 MAGRITTE does, however, 
predict significant yields (20% for 4,1-ISOPOOH and 32% for 4,3-ISOPOOH) of formic acid 
from photolysis and OH oxidation of products formed from the H-abstraction channel of 
ISOPOOH OH oxidation. All the mechanisms predict that more than 50% of the acetic acid 
produced comes from the termination of the CH3C(O)O2 radical by HO2 with significant 
contributions from the termination of MACO3 by HO2. The MAGRITTE mechanism predicts 
more acetic acid than the other two mechanisms because of the inclusion of reactions that form 
methyl vinyl alcohol that reacts with OH to form acetic acid.  
Few studies have looked at formic or acetic acid production from OH oxidation of 
isoprene, so we don’t have reported literature values to apply modified yields of acids to major 
isoprene oxidation products that were not part of experiments performed during FIXCIT such as 
methyl vinyl ketone. To close the gap between measurement and model predictions, we apply a 
yield of formic acid to the photolysis of the HPALD compounds. High yields of both formic and 
acetic acid were observed during the HPALD photolysis experiment (section 4.3.2.3) and 
provide experimentally-determined justification for applying yields to the reactions in the models 
to test the sensitivity of formic acid production from isoprene from the “low NO” oxidation 
pathway. We emphasize that the yields applied to this HPALD photolysis pathway in the model 
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are applied to only close the gap between modeled formic acid and measured formic acid in the 
isoprene + OH “low NO” experiment. We apply a yield of formic acid from HPALD photolysis 
reflecting the production of three moles of formic acid per mole of HPALD photolyzed (Table 
A3.3) which is likely not realistic (Figures A3.15 and A3.16). Further detailed mechanistic 
studies are needed to accurately quantify organic acid production from isoprene oxidation 
products. 
4.3.2.4.2 Isoprene + OH “high NO” 
In the isoprene + OH “high NO” experiment, ISOPOO termination was dominated by 
reaction with NO. Major products from the reaction of ISOPOO with NO include isoprene 
hydroxy nitrates, unsaturated isoprene hydroxy carbonyls, MACR and MVK. Peeters et al.69 
note, however, that the population of ISOPOO produced in chamber experiments is kinetically 
determined by the decrease in the bimolecular lifetime of ISOPOO as a result of very high levels 
of NO in the experiments. Accordingly, the yields of products from the termination of ISOPOO 
by NO are very sensitive to the ISOPOO distribution. Extracting mechanistic detail from 
chamber experiments of the OH oxidation of isoprene using high levels of NO are challenged by 
this chemistry. 
The yields of formic and acetic acid observed from the “high NO” oxidation of isoprene 
were approximately half of those observed in the “low NO” oxidation experiment. All the 
mechanisms used to model the “high NO” experiment predict similar levels of production of 
formic and acetic acid (Figure 4.8). All the mechanisms capture ~50% of the formic acid, but < 
5% of the acetic acid. The WR+ predicts significant formic acid production from OH oxidation 
of an MVK hydroxy nitrate, and all the models predict only minor contributions from 
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termination of the first-generation IEPOX RO2 by NO. MAGRITTE predicted the highest levels 
of acetic acid mostly because of the reaction of methyl vinyl alcohol with OH, which is unique to 
the mechanism. 
The study of Paulot et al.17 observed high yields of formic and acetic acid (10% and 3%, 
respectively) compared to this study. However, Paulot et al’s yields agree very well with the 
yields observed in this study before background subtraction was applied – suggesting that Paulot 
et al’s yields were overestimates. Most of the observed formic acid in that previous work was 
attributed to decomposition of a first-generation isoprene hydroxy nitrate (ISOPN) and OH 
oxidation of glycolaldehyde. 4,3-ISOPN was oxidized with OH during FIXCIT, but the 
experiment does not provide clear evidence for a source of formic acid. Additionally, modeling 
OH oxidation experiments with modifications to include formic acid production from 
glycolaldehyde show small (<5%) contributions from this source to predicted formic acid 
production. Unlike Paulot et al’s study, the results from the FIXCIT experiments do not support 
the conclusion that the major source of acetic acid in the OH oxidation of isoprene under “high 
NO” conditions is hydroxyacetone. In the MACR + OH “high NO” experiment, acetic acid was 
not produced in levels that convincingly exceeded background. The modeling of acetic acid 
production from this “high NO” experiment included an acetic acid yield from hydroxyacetone. 
The model overpredicted acetic acid production (Figure A3.10), suggesting hydroxyacetone 
might not be an important source of acetic acid – a conclusion similar to Butkovskaya et al.70 In 
light of these discrepancies between literature reports and this work, we do not at add any 
modifications to the isoprene oxidation mechanisms to close the gap between model predicted 




4.3.2.5 Effects of including formic acid source from hydroxyacetone and glycolaldehyde  
The above experiments from FIXCIT demonstrated that organic acids are produced 
within the ensemble of reactions that occur from OH oxidation of major isoprene oxidation 
products. Millet et al. (2015) reported that the magnitude of formic acid produced in global 
simulations was reduced by one third when removing a formic acid source from OH oxidation of 
hydroxyacetone and glycolaldehyde originating from isoprene oxidation. We added in specific 
modifications to the unadulterated chemical mechanisms to assess the importance of 
hydroxyacetone and glycolaldehyde as primary sources of organic acids. 
Hydroxyacetone is a major later-generation oxidation product from isoprene oxidation. 
The lifetime of hydroxyacetone with respect to OH oxidation (T= 298K; [OH] = 106 molecules 
cm-3) is 2 days. The reaction of hydroxyacetone with OH produces methylglyoxal in high yield at 
298K; yields of formic and acetic acid increase at lower temperatures.70 Previous work has not 
observed formic acid production from hydroxyacetone at atmospherically relevant 
concentrations of NOx, although these results have not been formally published.71 To estimate 
the importance of this primary source of organic acids, we apply a yield of 20% for both formic 
and acetic acid to the hydroxyacetone + OH reaction. This 20% yield is at the upper end of yields 
reported by Butkovskaya et al.70 For the MACR + OH “low NO” experiment, hydroxyacetone 
was a major (> 60%) contributor to the modeled production of both formic and acetic acid. On 
the other hand, all the mechanisms overpredicted hydroxyacetone production by more than 100% 
(Figure A3.9). We do not include the yields of formic and acetic acids from hydroxyacetone 
oxidation in the final iterations of mechanisms used for modeling in this study, but more studies 
measuring oxidation products from oxidation of hydroxyacetone are warranted. 
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A companion study from Butkovskaya, et al72 reported a yield of 18 ± 6% formic acid 
from OH oxidation of glycolaldehyde. The lifetime of glycolaldehyde with respect to OH 
oxidation is 1.2 days. We apply a yield of 15% to the glycolaldehyde + OH reaction to test the 
sensitivity of formic acid production from this reaction. In the modeling of the reaction of 
isoprene + OH the production of formic acid from OH oxidation of glycolaldehyde accounts for 
<1% of the predicted yield of formic acid. We also note that glycolaldehyde undergoes photo-
tautomerization to 1,2-ethenediol which reacts with OH to produce formic acid with a predicted 
yield of 4%.73 The lifetime of 1,2-ethenediol with respect to OH oxidation is ~68 hours so we 
also do not expect this to be a major source of formic acid. Based on these results we do not 
consider OH oxidation of glycolaldehyde, or the associated photo-tautomerization source, to be a 
significant source of formic acid in these experiments or the atmosphere. 
4.4 Modeling chemical source of formic and acetic acid measured during SOAS 
We simulate organic acid production during SOAS using the modified MAGRITTE 
mechanism with yields determined above from the FIXCIT experiments. We use the 
MAGRITTE mechanism here because of the specific consideration of the OH oxidation of 
various enols as organic acid sources. The model includes the dry deposition scheme developed 
in Nguyen et al.15 for oxidized organic compounds. Following the method of Kaiser et al.,74 the 
model constrains a suite of VOCs and inorganic trace gases to their campaign median measured 
values. If absent from MAGRITTE, VOC reactions followed the MCM v3.3.1. Further details of 
the ambient simulation are in Appendix 3. 
Campaign median mixing ratios varied between 0.35-2.3 ppbv for formic acid and 
between 0.01-0.5 ppbv for acetic acid in the afternoon and early morning (Figure 4.9).  Measured 
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mixing ratios of both acids are characterized by a rapid increase in the morning (~8 am local 
time) and reaching maximum values in the afternoon (~2 pm) lasting until the early evening (~8 
pm). At night, formic acid mixing ratios remain between 0.5-1 ppbv, indicative of competitive 
sources and sinks. In contrast, acetic acid mixing ratios are controlled by a nighttime sink. 
Brophy and Farmer14 suggested that the high temporal correlation of formic acid with nitric acid 
(r2 = 0.78) observed during SOAS implied that formic acid had a rapid secondary photochemical 
source coupled to a rapid sink such as dry deposition. Millet et al.49 arrived at a similar 
conclusion using GEOS-Chem to model formic acid production during SOAS. 
Modeled formic and acetic acid mixing ratios are generally underpredicted by 85% and 
35%, respectively (Figure A3.17). The modeled temporal distribution of formic acid is 
reasonably represented by the model (r2 = 0.82) – but the rapid morning increase in both organic 
acid mixing ratios is not. However, we acknowledge that this model does not include known – 
but expected to be minor – formic acid sources such as primary emissions from plants or soils, 
nor does it consider advection from other regions. In addition, the model only considers limited 
monoterpene oxidation sources. The good agreement between predicted and measured acetic 
acid mixing ratios suggest that the most important gas-phase production reactions are well-
represented in the chemical mechanism used here. Significant source contributions to formic acid 
mixing ratios still appear to be missing from the chemical mechanism even with the speculated 
sources added to the mechanism. For both acids, the major model sink is dry deposition. 
However, if additional source mechanisms are added to match the observations, additional sink 
terms may be required to maintain the diel profiles. Most of the production of acetic acid is 
controlled by reactions of the CH3C(O)O2 radical with HO2 and RO2 with some contributions 
from the reaction of methyl vinyl alcohol with OH. Approximately 25% of the production 
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originates from other sources, such as the MACO3 + HO2 reaction modified with a yield 
determined from the MACR + OH “low NO” FIXCIT experiment. 
The dominant source of formic acid from the model is from the addition of the source 
from HPALD photolysis. This source was added to the mechanism to force model predictions of 
formic acid to agree with measured mixing ratios from the isoprene + OH “low NO” FIXCIT 
experiment, but this source is only loosely supported from the HPALD photolysis experiment. 
Other important source contributions include vinyl alcohol (produced from photo-
tautomerization of acetaldehyde) with OH, the reaction of isoprene with O3 and MACO3 + HO2 














Despite recent updates to isoprene oxidation mechanisms, that include novel pathways 
for organic acid formation, global simulations continue to provide estimates too low to explain 
high ambient levels of formic and acetic acid.3,9,75 The high yields of formic and acetic acid 
measured from the FIXCIT experiments suggest oxidation of isoprene could be a major source of 
these acids globally. A recent GEOS-Chem simulation estimated the magnitude of the global 
chemical sinks of isoprene and differentiated the effect of reaction with OH by quantifying the 
fate of the first-generation isoprene OH-adduct peroxy radical (ISOPOO). Applying the yields 
measured from the FIXCIT experiments to the isoprene chemical sink distribution from this 
study provides a global annual production rate of 78 and 15 Tg a-1 of formic and acetic acid, 
respectively (Table A3.4). This estimation of acetic acid production is similar to other studies, 
but this estimated formic acid source is a factor of ~3 higher than other studies. The formic acid 
estimate here also falls below the satellite-constrained values of 100-120 Tg a-1.3 Major 
contributions to this estimate are from isoprene ozonolysis (~55%) and production from the 
ISOPOO isomerization pathway (~24%). While this estimate does not consider the complexities 
inherent in global modeling or the uncertainties in our results it does emphasize the potential 
importance of isoprene oxidation as a global source of formic acid. 
Despite the modified model’s ability to capture FIXCIT chamber data, the model-
measurement discrepancy in ambient formic acid data at SOAS persists. However, the chemical 
mechanism employed in this study captures observed ambient acetic acid reasonably well. Aside 
from the addition of the HPALD photolysis source, the FIXCIT experiments did not provide 
evidence for substantial production of formic and acetic acid directly from gas-phase OH 
oxidation of isoprene oxidation products. Targeted studies of organic acid formation from other 
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isomers of ISOPOOH and IEPOX, methyl vinyl ketone, and isoprene isomerization products 
would help to inform the results from this study. Several conclusions can be drawn from the 
FIXCIT experiments that may help inform uncertainties that still exist with understanding 
organic acid formation during SOAS: 
• Creating conditions in oxidation experiments where RO2 lifetimes are similar to the 
atmosphere is likely necessary for accurately quantifying organic acid production from 
isoprene and monoterpenes (i.e. “slow” OH oxidation experiments) 
• Compounds associated with the 1,6-H shift isomerization reactions of ISOPOO, such as 
HPALDs or DHPs, are a potentially important source of formic acid 
• The influence of NO reactions of RO2 from isoprene appear to suppress formation of 
formic and acetic acid 
• The high formic acid backgrounds during chamber experiments highlight the potential for 
surface chemistry sources of these acids; ecosystem or aerosol surfaces may be relevant 
formic acid sources in the ambient atmosphere 
The biggest challenge we faced assessing the experimental and atmospheric relevance of our 
results was reconciling “background” production of formic and acetic acids with chemical 
production from VOCs in the chamber experiments. As observed from the blank experiments, it 
is clear these acids are produced from oxidation in the absence of injected VOC and their 
production can be on the order of several ppbv. Background subtraction is necessary to 
accurately quantify formic and acetic acid production from chamber experiments. The 
mechanism for the “background” production, however, is unclear. We hypothesize oxidation of 
vapors lost to the walls of the chamber are the most likely explanation for acid production. 
Because wall loss is reversible for some gases and because oxidation of gases lost to the walls 
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likely happens simultaneously with VOC oxidation during an experiment, there does not seem to 
be a robust way to account for the background acid production for this experimental 
configuration. For future studies quantifying organic acid production from chamber experiments 
we recommend performing “blank” experiments between regular experiments, measuring 
organic acids, and tracking how the backgrounds change in time. This would help to inform 





















Chapter 4 Figures 
 
Figure 4.1. An example of background subtraction of formic (panels a and b; “HCOOH”) and 
acetic (c and d; “CH3C(O)OH”) acid from isoprene + OH “low NO” experiment. (a) The raw 
formic acid mixing ratio (red) is shown with the estimated mixing ratio from background 
(green). The solid portion of the background is the mixing ratio that was measured directly, and 
the dashed portion of the line is the interpolated mixing ratio. The shaded regions represent the 
uncertainty of measurements (top) and calculated background-subtracted mixing ratios (bottom). 
(b) Subtracting the green background mixing ratio from the red mixing ratio produces the blue 
line which is the background-subtracted formic acid mixing ratio for the isoprene + OH “low 
NO” experiment. (c) Same as panel (a) except acetic, instead of formic, acid is shown. (d) Same 




Figure 4.2. Formic (red bars) and acetic (yellow bars) acid molar yields (ppbv/ppbv) are 
separated by precursor (black dotted lines) and experiment (x-axis). Experiments on the x-axis 
are defined by oxidant, presence of NO, humidity and/or presence of an OH scavenger. Errors on 
the yields are propagated from the uncertainty in the precursor and organic acid background-
subtracted measurements. 
 
Figure 4.3. Isoprene (top panels; black trace) was oxidized with OH under conditions of low UV 
intensity (2% intensity “slow” oxidation; left panels) to promote the formation of HPALD 
compounds. High mixing ratios of formic (red trace) and acetic (yellow trace) acids were 
produced. After the period of “slow” oxidation the UV intensity was increased to 20% and then 




Figure 4.4. Simplified representation of isoprene ozonolysis producing formic acid. Two 
primary ozonides form from reaction of O3 across the double bond of the 1 or 4 carbon. Both 
ozonides rapidly decompose to form C1 and C4 carbonyl oxides. The C1 carbonyl oxides 
undergo collisional stabilization to produce a stabilized Criegee intermediate. Through reactions 








Figure 4.5. OH oxidation mechanism for MACR. For simplicity, some oxidation products such 
as OH or CO are not shown. In some cases, only major products (i.e. MACRO2 + NO results in 
alkoxy radical, with 94% yield, that decomposes to hydroxyacetone with 86% yield) or major 
reaction pathways (i.e. MACO3 with HO2, NO, or NO2). Peroxy radical self-reactions are 
excluded from this figure but are included in the MCM and MAGRITTE. The red arrows show 
where organic acid yields were attributed in the models to bring model prediction into agreement 
with measurements. Formic acid yields were assigned to the reaction of MACO3 with HO2 and 




Figure 4.6. OH oxidation mechanism for trans-β-IEPOX. For simplicity, some oxidation 
products such as OH or CO are not shown. The red arrows show where formic acid yields were 
attributed in the models to bring model prediction into agreement with measurements. We assign 
a yield of formic acid to the reaction of the first-generation RO2, produced from H-abstraction at 




Figure 4.7. OH oxidation mechanism for 4,3-ISOPOOH. For simplicity, some oxidation 
products such as OH or CO are not shown. The isomerization channels corresponding OH-
addition channels to the right that produce dihydroxy-hydroperoxy-epoxides and dihydroxy-
hydroperoxy-carbonyls are not shown for simplicity. The red arrows show where formic acid 
yields were attributed in the models to bring model prediction into agreement with 
measurements. Because of simplifications used in the different models, we assign a yield of 
formic acid to the general H-abstraction mechanism for the OH + ISOPOOH reaction. The 





Figure 4.8. The measured production (solid lines) of formic (red) and acetic (yellow) acids are 
shown for the isoprene + OH experiments performed under conditions of “low NO” (left) and 
“high NO” (right). The organic acid production predicted from each of the three isoprene 
oxidation mechanisms, modified to include estimated yields of acids from other FIXCIT 





Figure 4.9. Formic (panel a) and acetic (panel b) acid mixing ratio measured during SOAS 
(black line) and mixing ratio prediction from FIXCIT-modified MAGRITTE model (red line). 
Shaded regions represent the 25th and 75th percentiles. Rates of production and loss of formic 
(panel c) and acetic (panel d) acid contributing to modeled organic acid mixing ratios at SOAS. 
The five most important production reactions are shown in the colored shaded regions and other 
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LABORATORY AND FIELD STUDIES OF ORGANIC ACIDS TO IDENTIFY BIOGENIC 
PRECURSORS AND ANTHROPOGENIC INFLUENCE 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Gas-phase organic acids have been, until recently, a broad class of molecules in the 
atmosphere that have mostly evaded quantitative measurement.1 Early studies recognized the 
importance of organic acids to new particle formation through the observation of new particle 
formation events in forested environments coincident with elevated levels of formic and acetic 
acid suggestive of a common formation mechanism.2 We now understand gas-phase organic 
acids are key indicators of atmospheric oxidation, are critical to the growth and formation of 
organic aerosol (OA), and regulate aerosol and rainwater pH, yet our understanding of their 
sources is still highly uncertain.3,4,5,6 
 Unlike atmospheric organic molecules such as peroxides (formed generally through 
hydroperoxy radical (HO2) reaction with peroxy radicals (RO2)) or alcohols (largely formed from 
OH-addition to alkenes) the formation mechanisms for gas-phase organic acids are not as clear. 
It is generally thought that the specific mechanisms involve several oxidation reactions (multiple 
generations) before resulting in the formation of a carboxylic acid moiety through 
functionalization of a precursor carbon backbone or fragmentation of the backbone to produce 
lower molecular weight products.7,8 In fact, the carboxylic acid moiety is so important for 
determining the extent of oxidation that a molecule has undergone that OA oxidation is often 
characterized by the amount of CO2+ ion that is detected from aerosol samples as measured by 
aerosol mass spectrometers.3,9 Most chemical models used to predict OA formation circumvent 
the uncertainties in the mechanisms of gas-phase OA components by assuming the key reactions 
controlling the extent of OA formation are RO2 + NO or RO2 + HO2.10 It is assumed, in some 
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instances, these reactions result in oxygenated species—such as hydroperoxides or organic 
acids—that partition to aerosol. As demonstrated in one study, different representations of the 
reactions controlling the concentration of HO2 radicals can dramatically influence predicted OA 
production mechanisms (i.e. shifting between HO2 and NO-dominated RO2 termination control) 
and magnitudes.11 Reducing the uncertainties in how organic acids are formed is one approach 
for constraining the extent to which we can use simplified chemical schemes to predict OA 
formation and other processes. 
 Recently developed techniques for the measurement of gas-phase organic acids have 
revealed two major findings; (1) organic acids are ubiquitous and (2) our ability to explain their 
atmospheric presence is poor. Organic acids have been observed in ppbv-level concentrations 
from a diversity of environments including forests, cities, the arctic mainland, the arctic ocean, 
classrooms and oil and natural gas-producing regions complicating a holistic understanding of 
where they come from and how they are formed.1,12–21 Several modeling studies have pointed to 
a ‘missing source’ of organic acids not adequately explained by current chemical mechanisms or 
emissions estimates. In particular, attempts to model the simplest organic acids, formic and 
acetic acid, on the global  and regional scales do not capture their abundance or diel 
variability.13,22–24 Some studies have suggested interesting, yet uncertain, organic acid formation 
processes such as heterogenous reactions on snow surfaces and aerosol, and reactions of ozone 
on soil to help explain observed ‘missing sources’.12,13,17 Recent studies have pointed to the 
importance of enol—produced from photolysis of aldehydes—OH oxidation in the gas phase  
and ketone photolysis in the aqueous phase as important sources of organic acids.24–26 Other 
organic acid chemical production pathways that would be particularly difficult to observe as 
isolated processes in the ambient environment—but none the less have been suggested to be 
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important sources—include reactions of Criegee biradicals at gas-liquid interfaces of aerosol and 
photolysis of organic aerosol.27,28 In addition to all of this—like most oxidation products of 
hydrocarbons by OH—organic acid production is likely affected by cycles of RO2 reaction with 
NO and HO2. Characterization and quantification of a wide variety of organic acids in different 
environments is necessary to determine the importance of speculated mechanisms for organic 
acid formation. 
Areas dominated by biogenic influence are observed to be major sources of organic 
acids.23,29 We focus our study on the characterization and quantification of a wide variety of gas-
phase organic acids in a forest with mixed deciduous and coniferous vegetation, during the 
Southeastern Aerosol and Oxidant Study (SOAS), and a ponderosa pine forest, during the 
Seasonal Particles in Forest Fluxes study (SPiFFY). We use acetate reagent ion chemical 
ionization mass spectrometry (acetate CIMS) to measure and quantify organic acids with a high 
enough time resolution to capture timescales relevant for rapid chemical change. We use the 
results of targeted laboratory studies of isoprene and α-pinene oxidation to aid in understanding 
the secondary sources of organic acids during SOAS and SPiFFY. From these measurements we 
evaluate the importance of various potential mechanisms responsible for organic acid levels 
observed from both forests. 
5.2. Experimental Methods 
5.2.1 acetate CIMS 
Gas-phase oxygenated VOCs were measured using an Aerodyne high resolution time-of-
flight chemical ionization mass spectrometer equipped with the acetate (C2H3O2-) reagent ion 
(hereafter referred to as acetate CIMS). Details of the acetate reagent ion chemistry and CIMS 
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operation have been described elsewhere.30–35  Briefly, the acetate reagent ions are generated by 
flowing 40 sccm of ultra high purity nitrogen through a stainless-steel reservoir containing acetic 
anhydride (Fischer Scientific, 99.5%) which is then diluted with 2 SLPM nitrogen and 
introduced to the ion molecule reactor through a radioactive 210Po (NRD, Inc.) ionizer. Acetate 
reagent ions selectively ionize organic acids through a gas-phase proton-transfer reaction so that 
mostly deprotonated analytes ([M]-) are detected. However, if the instrument is operated such 
that cluster ion transmission is efficient, then reagent ion clusters ([C2H3O2·M]-) enable 
measurements of additional species including peroxides.36,37 Details of data filtering processes 
and artifact identification procedures are presented in Appendix 4. Below, we occasionally 
provide chemical names to measured elemental formulae from the acetate CIMS based on 
atmospheric or experimental relevance. However, we do not employ an isomer separation 
technique, and every observed ion should be considered the sum of possible isomers with 
carboxylic acid functionality. 
5.2.2 Laboratory measurements: Focused Isoprene Experiments at the California Institute 
of Technology (FIXCIT)  
FIXCIT included multiple chamber studies in January 2014, described in detail by 
Nguyen et al.38 (2014). We focus on FIXCIT experiments investigating the influence of OH, O3, 
and nitrate (NO3) oxidation of isoprene and α-pinene and investigate the relative importance of 
RO2 reaction with NO versus HO2 on the production of organic acids. Additional relevant 
experimental details are in Appendix 4. 
5.2.3 Southeastern Oxidant and Aerosol Study (SOAS)  
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The SOAS campaign took place at the Centerville (CTR) Southeastern Aerosol Research 
and Characterization (SEARCH) site in Brent, AL (32.903016°N, -87.250104°W) in the summer 
of 2013.19,39–41 The site is located on a hill surrounded by Talladega National Forest, which 
consists of mixed deciduous and coniferous vegetation. VOC emissions are dominated by 
isoprene with median daytime mixing ratios ~5 ppbv with significant contributions from 
monoterpenes (Figure A4.1). We consider the SOAS measurements to represent organic acid 
chemistry from mixed monoterpene and isoprene precursors. Ambient NOx and SO2 at the site 
indicate anthropogenic influence on atmospheric chemical processes in the area.41,42 The acetate 
CIMS was operated from 22 June to 16 July with a 7.5 m inlet (2 liter per minute (lpm) flowrate) 
6 m above ground level. The CalTech CIMS operated throughout this period with an inlet 22 m 
above ground level.40 Gas-phase organic acid data was filtered to remove precipitation events, 
thus minimizing the effects of wet deposition on diel trends. 
5.2.4 Seasonal Particles in a Forest Flux Study (SPiFFY)  
The SPiFFY campaign took place 2-14 August 2016 at the Manitou Experimental Forest 
Observatory (MEFO), which is ~40 km west of Colorado Springs, CO (39.102140 N, -
105.108630 W). MEFO is a Ponderosa pine plantation and is described in detail by Ortega et 
al.43 (2014). Fulgham et al. (2019) describe CIMS measurements in detail. Briefly, ambient air 
was sampled from the top of the 30 m tower at ~40 lpm through a 35 m inlet into a trailer below 
the tower where the CIMS subsampled at 2 lpm. 
5.2.5 Quantification of organic acids from acetate CIMS measurements  
We observe hundreds of unique species with the acetate CIMS. Direct calibrations were 
only performed for select compounds during the different campaigns so we utilized a previously 
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published parameterization of instrument sensitivity as a function of number of carbons and 
average carbon oxidation state (OSc; OSc ≈ 2 x O/C – H/C) of organic acid analytes.1 During 
FIXCIT, SOAS, and SPiFFY the field-based acetate CIMS was operated under a different set of 
voltage settings, extraction frequencies, and inlet flowrates compared to the laboratory-based 
CIMS on which the sensitivity parameterization was developed. For instance, the voltage 
configuration of the instrument during FIXCIT and SOAS was such that transmission of clusters 
between the reagent ion and neutral analytes was efficient. The potential influence of reagent-
analyte clusters on the analysis is discussed in greater detail in Appendix 4. Laboratory 
calibrations with the laboratory-based acetate CIMS provided key transformations to relate the 
calibrations in lab to the measurements from the acetate CIMS used during FIXCIT, SOAS, and 
SPiFFY (Figure 5.1; left side panels).  
Briefly, the sensitivities of 12 different organic acids were measured offline in lab under 
a specific set of instrument operating conditions and voltages. We typically configure the acetate 
CIMS to collisionally dissociate clustered species as they travel from the ionization region to the 
detector, resulting in a mass spectrum of deprotonated ions (i.e. m/zM = MWM – 1.00794).30,31 
However, during FIXCIT, the CIMS was configured to retain reagent-analyte clusters. This 
configuration allowed us to sensitively detect peroxides as clusters with acetate (e.g.  [ISOPOOH 
+ acetate]; sensitivity = 0.5 ncps ppbv-1).36,37 The sensitivities of the 12 organic acids were 
corrected for the different voltage settings used during FIXCIT and SOAS (Figure 5.1; panel a) 
using the reagent self-clustering ratio ([C2H4O2·C2H3O2]-/[C2H3O2]-) as an indicator of the 
instrument low voltage configuration. The sensitivities were then corrected for the influence of 
extraction frequency (Figure 5.1; panel b). In the case of SPiFFY the sensitivities were also 
corrected for the influence of inlet flowrate (Figure 5.1; panel c). These corrected sensitivities 
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were then used as parameters along with observed elemental formulae to perform a multiple 
linear regression (Figure 5.1; right side panel d) used to estimate sensitivities, as described in 
detail by Liu et al. (2017). A detailed discussion of detection limit filtering, elemental formula 
categorization and filtering, and characterization of clustering and instrumental artifacts is in 
Appendix 4. 
During SPiFFY online calibrations were performed for four different acids—formic, 
propanoic, butanoic and methacrylic acid—providing a population to compare the sensitivity 
parameterization against actual calibrations (Figure 5.2). The results of these comparisons 
suggest that the bulk Ceq mixing ratios of organic acids are likely a lower bound for their actual 
mixing ratios. However, it is encouraging that after several instrumental corrections to 
sensitivities and then a regression to calculate a sensitivity to these acids based on properties of 
the elemental formula there is still reasonably good agreement between estimated formic acid 
mixing ratios and calibrated formic acid mixing ratios. The discrepancy between estimated and 
calibrated mixing ratios for some of the other acids serve as examples to demonstrate the 
potential pitfalls using bulk quantification methods and further support the assertion that an 
online calibration is always the preferred method when pursuing quantification.30 
As an additional point of comparison, we compare our results to those of Yatavelli et al.44 
(2014) and Hunter et al.45 (2017), who used slightly different methods to measure gas-phase 
organic acids at the MEFO site from August 20-28 in 2011. Those studies found mixing ratios of 
total gas-phase organic acids of 0.8 ± 0.3 ppbv (assuming 1.2 µg m-3 of particle-phase organic 
acids, an average organic acid molecular weight of 150 g mol-1 and 48% of total gas and particle 
organic acids partitioned to particle mass), similar to our measurement of 1.5 ± 0.4 ppbv gas-
phase organic acid mixing ratios (SPiFFY campaign average). 
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Our reagent ion selection prevents us from detecting acetic acid, one of the most 
abundant atmospheric organic acids. We use measurements of acetic acid from a triple quad 
CIMS to contribute to organic acid bulk analyses from the FIXCIT chamber experiments and 
SOAS.40,46 We use previous measurements of acetic acid (measured as acetic acid + 
glycolaldehyde), measured by proton-transfer time-of-flight mass spectrometry (PTR-ToF), in 
the summer of 2008 at the Manitou Experimental Forest site to estimate acetic acid during 
SPiFFY.47 Without subtraction of the glycolaldehyde contribution, we consider this acetic acid 
estimate at Manitou to be an upper-bound. 
5.2.6 Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) analyses of SOAS and SPiFFY UMR 
measurements 
 Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) is a statistical method often used in atmospheric 
chemistry to group a population of time-varying signals from VOCs or aerosol into factors that 
represent physically-meaningful sources or processes.48,49  PMF assumes that a factor’s chemical 
composition (in this case, mass spectral composition) is constant over the time of analysis. This 
has been relatively useful for describing primary source contributions and effects of chemical 
processing on organic aerosol measured by aerosol mass spectrometers (AMS).50 In contrast to 
aerosol factors, VOC data is often more challenging to interpret.48,51 Yuan et al. (2012) found 
that PMF resolved two VOC factors representing photochemical processing and transport of 
anthropogenic primary emissions with indistinguishable source contributions. This observation 
was replicated by Abeleira et al.52 (2017), who found VOCs associated with oil and natural gas 
produced two separate factors, one with more reactive (i.e. larger rate constants with OH) VOCs 
and the other with less reactive species. Koss et al. (2019) found that PMF factors from chamber 
VOC data represented the average chemical composition at a specific time during the experiment 
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(i.e. beginning, middle, and end), and did not provide any information on the kinetics of the 
oxidation experiment.  Thus, to date, PMF is unable to separate specific chemical processes (e.g. 
OH versus O3 oxidation), generations of oxidation (i.e. first-generation versus late-generation), 
or precursor contribution (e.g. isoprene oxidation versus toluene oxidation products) for VOC 
data. Nonetheless, correlating VOC data from laboratory and ambient experiments provides one 
method for inferring chemical sources of oxidized VOCs.53 However, the success of this 
example was likely enhanced by the highly selective nature of the measurement technique 
complimented by low background signals.   
We perform PMF on the acetate CIMS unit mass resolution (UMR) mass spectral data 
collected during SOAS and SPiFFY to explore the general time-varying trends observed from 
the population of species observed. We circumvent challenges associated with quantifying error 
related to limited-resolution peak fitting by performing PMF on UMR data.54 Following Yan et 
al.53 (2016), we then qualitatively identify specific species from high-resolution data with trends 
that match the temporal behavior of the PMF factors. Similar to other studies, we use 
correlations of the resulting factors with time series of ancillary chemical data to help aid 
identification of physical or chemical processes contributing to the variability of the organic 
acids associated with the factors.48,55 We use unique species in the mass spectra from the FIXCIT 
experiments (Figures A4.2-A4.8) to elucidate factors from SOAS. We note that UMR data can 
include signals from molecules other than organic acids such as organic and inorganic sulfur and 
nitrogen containing species (e.g. SO2-, SO3-), as well as fragment ions (e.g. C2H3O-, C3H5O-). 
Multiple PMF solutions contained factors that reflected the influence of complex background 
processes in the acetate CIMS, such as reagent contamination, sample tubing off-gasing, and 
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reagent-ion chemistry artifacts. To reduce complexity, we excluded numerous ions representing 
known artifacts from the PMF analysis (Table A4.4).  
5.3. Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Organic acid production observed from the FIXCIT experiments 
5.3.1.1 Oxidation of isoprene and α-pinene oxidation produced compositionally diverse 
organic acids during FIXCIT  
We observe many different products from α-pinene and isoprene oxidation in the CIMS 
mass spectra as either clusters with the acetate reagent ion ([M + C2H3O2]-) or deprotonated 
species ([M-H]-) (Figure 5.3). Figures A4.2-A4.8 show the diversity of species, represented in 
the difference mass spectra, produced for each experiment analyzed in this study during FIXCIT. 
Some clustered species observed in the experiments are useful markers, in the ambient 
atmosphere, for isoprene oxidation such as isoprene hydroxy hydroperoxide or isoprene 
epoxydiol (ISOPOOH/IEPOX; C5H10O3) and a dihydroperoxide compound (C5H12O4; Krechmer 
et al., 2015)—indicative of HO2 + RO2 influenced reactions. Similarly, isoprene nitrates, 
C4H7NO5 and C5H11NO4, were observed in the “high NO” experiment (Figure A4.3) and indicate 
NO + RO2 influenced reactions. Organic acids were mostly observed as deprotonated species and 
varied in production and diversity depending on experimental conditions. 
Many similar organic acids were produced across experiments though with some 
important differences. The isoprene + OH “low NO” experiment produced more unique acids 
with appreciable signal than the “high NO” experiment, which suggests NO generally suppresses 
organic acid formation from biogenic precursors. Formic acid was produced with relatively high 
signal in each experiment and, therefore, is a poor tracer for specific types of oxidation chemistry 
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involving isoprene and α-pinene. Many acids, in fact, shared common oxidation sources 
including propionic (C3H6O2), 3-oxobutyric acid (C4H6O3), glycolic (C2H4O3), glyoxylic acid 
(C2H2O3), pyruvic (C3H4O3), and malonic acid (C3H4O4). Some of these acids have been 
previously observed from isoprene oxidation 57 and have implications atmospheric aqueous 
production of organic radicals and secondary organic aerosol 58–60. Oxidation of α-pinene 
produced more higher molecular weight acids, such as pinalic (C9H14O3), pinonic (C10H16O3), 
and pinic (C9H12O4), with minor contributions from smaller (<C6) acids. This difference 
demonstrates the potential effectiveness of isoprene versus monoterpene oxidation as a source of 
gas-phase organic acids. 
5.3.1.2 Organic acid carbon-equivalent (Ceq) yields  
The FIXCIT experiments show that gas-phase organic acids are important multi-
generation oxidation products that account for 4-28% of the reacted carbon in the isoprene 
experiments. Isoprene ozonolysis at high RH (“50% RH with OH scavenger”) produced the 
highest carbon-equivalent (Ceq) yield (ppbC organic acid/ppbC of precursor) of organic acids, 
with Ceq yield = 28% (Figure 5.4). Interestingly, the NO3 radical experiment produced a Ceq yield 
of 11% (corrected for coincident ozonolysis; Appendix 4) which is larger than from both 
isoprene + OH experiments. This suggests both ozonolysis and NO3 oxidation could be important 
nighttime chemical sources of organic acid production. Though OH oxidation produced the 
lowest yields of organic acids, compared to NO3 and O3, this route of oxidation is likely the most 




The distribution of organic acids organized by carbon number were different depending 
on how isoprene was oxidized. For instance, organic acids measured during the isoprene + OH 
oxidation experiments were almost equally distributed across C1 through C5 species. This 
observation suggests simultaneous fragmentation and functionalization processes influence the 
organic acid population. Both alkoxy radical decomposition and functionalization of the original 
isoprene carbon backbone (or portions of it) were equally important for producing the observed 
organic acid population in the OH oxidation experiments. In contrast, NO3 oxidation produced 
mostly formic and acetic acids indicating important decomposition mechanisms. 
In the isoprene + O3 oxidation experiments, more C4 organic acids were produced than 
C5 acids, which we speculate is the result of unimolecular rearrangements from Criegee 
Intermediates. In the first generation of oxidation, ozonolysis of a terminal alkene in isoprene 
results in formaldehyde and a C4 Criegee intermediate (CI). Nguyen et al.62 (2014) describes the 
fate of C4 CIs from isoprene ozonolysis and suggests that the primary fate of C4 CIs is 
decomposition with minor contributions from unimolecular rearrangement reactions. In that 
work methacrylic acid (C4H6O2) may be produced from unimolecular rearrangement of the 
methacrolein CI, and, in our experiments, this acid constitutes most of the C4 organic acid yield 
from isoprene ozonolysis. Unimolecular rearrangement reactions of other CI isomers, and their 
respective conformers, likely also contribute to the population of C4 acids observed in these 
isoprene ozonolysis experiments (Figure A4.12). Interestingly, although the C4 organic acid Ceq 
yield increases from 2% to 6% going from < 5% to 50% humidity (in the presence of an OH 
scavenger), the distribution of C4 acid products is similar for the two experiments. This suggests 
that, similar to the hypothesized mechanism for the C1 CI producing formic acid, bimolecular 
reactions of C4 with water vapor potentially result in minor production of C4 organic acids.  
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The major sink for C4 CIs produced from isoprene ozonolysis is decomposition—thought 
to produce formaldehyde and an acylperoxy radical in high yield—though the chemistry at this 
stage of oxidation is highly uncertain. Acetic acid yields from ozonolysis increase from dry (< 
5% RH) to humid (50% RH) conditions, potentially from HO2 + acylperoxy radical reactions, or 
decomposition of α-hydroxy hydroperoxides on the humid chamber surface.62 These surface 
decomposition reactions could follow mechanisms similar to hydroxy methyl hydroperoxide.63 
In contrast to C4 acids, humidity does not affect the Ceq yield of C3 acids. Thus, while wall 
effects may complicate chemistry producing organic acids under humid conditions from these 
chamber experiments, C4 CI decomposition to RO2 and subsequent RO2+HO2 reactions remain a 
likely source of at least some organic acid production. 
Organic acid yields were lowest during α-pinene oxidation. However, the amount of SOA 
produced from α-pinene oxidation is much higher than isoprene oxidation. This difference in 
SOA production is not a novel observation, but comparison of the gas-phase acids produced 
from each precursor shows that acids from α-pinene oxidation may simply be lower in vapor 
pressure and thus contribute more to aerosol growth compared to isoprene. This is consistent 
with the recent observations of Zhang et al. (2018) suggesting that, while isoprene mixing ratios 
are much higher than monoterpenes, at least 50% of summertime organic aerosol in the 
Southeastern US is derived from monoterpenes. Overall, these results suggest OH oxidation of α-
pinene is not an important source of gas-phase organic acids to the ambient atmosphere. 
Several key observations about gas-phase organic acid production are apparent from the 
FIXCIT chamber experiments; (1) diverse species of organic acids are produced from isoprene 
and α-pinene oxidation in carbon-equivalent yields similar in magnitude to formic and acetic 
acids, (2) RO2 reaction with NO suppresses organic acid formation compared to reaction with 
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HO2, (3) OH oxidation of isoprene yields more organic acids than α-pinene, and (4) water vapor 
increases organic acid production during isoprene ozonolysis. These experiments suggest that 
isoprene may be a more important source of gas-phase organic acids than monoterpenes during 
SOAS, but that monoterpenes may instead contribute more particle phase organic acids. 
Monoterpene-dominated environments such as the SPiFFY site, may have lower organic acid 
levels than isoprene-dominated environments, even if total reactive carbon levels are the same. 
5.3.2 Ambient observations of organic acids from SOAS and SPiFFY 
5.3.2.1 Ceq mixing ratios of organic acids measured during SOAS and SPiFFY 
Total organic acid Ceq mixing ratios varied considerably, in abundance and diel 
variability, as shown in Figure 5.5. Ceq mixing ratios of organic acids are typically a factor of 
two to four higher during the day at SOAS than SPiFFY. Nighttime median organic acid mixing 
ratios are nearly identical during the two campaigns (Figure 5.5; top panel). These differences in 
mixing ratios may be due to surface exchange processes (emission or deposition) or chemical 
reactions. Ceq mixing ratios at both sites have diel trends similar to ozone, consistent with a 
strong photochemical source. During both campaigns, formic acid is the single largest 
contributor to Ceq, accounting for 30% of the total Ceq at SOAS (60% at SPiFFY) (Figure 5.6). 
The fractional importance of formic acid to total organic acid showed similar diel patterns 
(insets, Figure 5.6). A more diverse population of organic acids, distinguished by carbon number, 
contribute to the total Ceq mixing ratio at SOAS compared to SPiFFY (Figure 5.5; inset pie 
charts). We hypothesize most of the differences observed in total organic acid Ceq mixing ratios 
and acid diversity between the two sites is because of a strong photochemical source at SOAS 
that is not as influential at SPiFFY. 
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5.3.2.2 Diel variation of organic acids by carbon number and functionality  
We analyze organic acids differentiated by carbon number and functional group 
composition (Figure 5.7) to understand site-specific processes influencing organic acid 
abundance throughout the day. Additionally, we follow the methods of Liu et al (2017) to 
categorize analytes as monoacids (saturated or unsaturated), carbonyl acids (saturated or 
unsaturated), diacids + hydroxycarbonyls (cannot be differentiated by this method), or 
hydroxyacids. 
All organic acids measured during SOAS exhibit signatures of a daytime photochemical 
source regardless of carbon number. As the organic acid carbon number increases, however, the 
implied strength of the photochemical source decreases—as shown by the change in mixing ratio 
in Figure 5.7, panel a, relative to the mixing ratio observed at midnight. While saturated 
monoacids contribute to most of the organic acid Ceq mixing ratio (42%) during SOAS (mostly 
from formic acid), other types of acids, such as hydroxyacids (17%) and carbonyl acids (18%), 
make important contributions. Because the majority of the acids observed from SOAS contain 
between one and five carbon atoms (Figure 5.5; 86% of total Ceq mixing ratio) and exhibit a 
strong daytime source signature we hypothesize photochemical oxidation of isoprene likely also 
produces acids with diverse functionalities.   
Organic acids at SPiFFY exhibit distinct diel patterns depending on how big they are. In 
contrast to the acids at SOAS, all the acids are at maximum levels around midnight. Except for 
the largest acids (i.e. C8-C10) most acids follow the pattern of going down in concentration in 
the morning and then increasing in concentration, at varying rates, throughout the day. The 
largest acids show a characteristic spike in concentration around 8 a.m. then decrease in 
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concentration during the day, similar to the diel signature of monoterpenes. This observation 
does not necessitate nighttime sources – instead, much like monoterpenes at the site, the loss 
mechanisms for these organic acids may be larger during the day. The lack of a strong 
photochemical influence at SPiFFY, like is observed at SOAS, is likely responsible for the 
decreased diversity of acids as indicated by the functional group distribution (Figure 5.7, panel 
d). In the absence of the strong influence from isoprene photochemical oxidation, minor 
chemical and physical organic acid sources are likely more observable influences on the organic 
acid population from SPiFFY such as monoterpene oxidation or emissions. 
5.3.3 PMF analyses of ambient gas-phase organic acids 
We use PMF to identify groups of ions that show similar temporal patterns, providing 
insight on the potential chemical or physical sources of organic acids. Unless explicitly stated, 
we perform correlations with campaign diel medians of PMF factors and ancillary data to 
understand the behavior of organic acids on average.  
5.3.3.1 SOAS PMF factors show influence of NO and HO2 reactions with isoprene-derived 
RO2  
A six-factor solution adequately represents the variability observed in the data from 
SOAS. Three factors associated with daytime chemical production, an anthropogenic sulfur 
factor, a biogenic oxidation factor and an interference factor from a co-located air conditioning 
(A/C) unit were identified (Figure 5.8).  
Isoprene is the main precursor for organic acid formation at SOAS with likely important 
contributions from monoterpenes. Massoli et al. (2018) conducted a PMF analysis on NO3 CIMS 
data at SOAS, identifying six factors, including three factors corresponding to isoprene oxidation 
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and three factors associated with terpene oxidation. In particular, we find that two of the factors 
from Massoli et al., the “isoprene afternoon” and the “isoprene nitrates II” factors, have good 
temporal correlation with two factors from our study. Below, we compare the factors we derived 
from acetate CIMS data at SOAS to two of Massoli et al’s factors as well as the mass spectra 
observed during FIXCIT (described above) to understand the potential influence of NO on the 
organic acid population.  
OH oxidation of isoprene OH and RO2 + HO2 reactions are the likely source of acids 
corresponding to the “isoprene RO2 + HO2” acetate CIMS factor. One of the most prominent 
peaks in the “isoprene RO2 + HO2” factor mass spectrum is ISOPOOH and/or isoprene 
epoxydiol (IEPOX), identified as a cluster with the acetate reagent (m/z 177). Both species are 
major products of isoprene-derived RO2 reaction with HO2. Several species from the mass 
spectra for this factor also overlap with FIXCIT experiments, consistent with “low NO” OH 
oxidation of isoprene. The diel pattern from the acetate CIMS “isoprene RO2 + HO2” factor is 
nearly identical to Massoli et al’s “isoprene afternoon” factor (NO3 CIMS). The “isoprene 
afternoon” factor from the Massoli et al. study is identified as isoprene-derived because it has a 
mass spectrum containing mostly C4 and C5 low-volatility species observed from the “low NO” 
OH oxidation of ISOPOOH as measured by the NO3 CIMS during FIXCIT. We also observe a 
good correlation (r = 0.67) of this acetate CIMS factor with HO2 (Figure 5.10) further suggesting 
the importance of RO2 + HO2 chemistry to this factor. 
NO reaction with RO2 from isoprene OH oxidation is the likely source of organic acids in 
the “isoprene RO2 + NO” factor. The diel profile of the acetate CIMS “isoprene RO2 + NO” 
factor correlates well with the Massoli et al. NO3 CIMS “isoprene nitrate II” factor (r = 0.88). 
Massoli et al.’s “isoprene nitrate II” factor included C5 nitrates and dinitrates that had either been 
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observed in chamber studies of isoprene OH oxidation under “high NO” conditions or were 
hypothesized to be associated with second and third generation oxidation products of isoprene 
hydroxy nitrates. Several ions are prominent in the mass spectrum from the “isoprene RO2 + 
NO” factor that were also observed in the mass spectra from isoprene and α-pinene OH oxidation 
during FIXCIT such as C4H6O2 (methacrylic acid; isoprene oxidation), C4H6O3 (isoprene 
oxidation), and C5H8O3 (α-pinene oxidation). The close correlation between our acetate CIMS 
factor and the Massoli et al. isoprene nitrate factor suggests that this factor represents acids that 
are produced from, or associated with, reactions that produce isoprene nitrates during the day – 
that is, representing isoprene + OH and RO2 + NO reactions. 
Both the isoprene “RO2 + HO2” and “RO2 + NO” factors identified in this study peak in 
the middle of the day, though the timeseries are different – making it clear that RO2 
simultaneously reacts with NO and HO2 at SOAS, producing distinct suites of organic acids. 
Peroxy radical chemistry is often defined in terms of being merely in a ‘high NOx’ versus a ‘low 
NOx’ regime, but this factor analysis reaffirms the concept that RO2 termination occurs 
simultaneously via reaction with NO and HO2. The ratio of the isoprene “RO2 + NO” to the 
“RO1 + HO2” PMF factor shows what times of the day these respective RO2 reactions are most 
important (Figure 5.9). This factor ratio spikes shortly after a spike in NO in the morning on 
average at SOAS and the ratio decreases, relative to early morning and evening hours, 
throughout the day. These factors further demonstrate that the shift from RO2 termination by NO 
to HO2 as NOx decreases has strong implications on the organic acid budget – and thus the 
mechanisms ultimately responsible for organic carbon fate and SOA formation in the 
atmosphere.  
  We identified four additional factors in the acetate CIMS data: 
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• We define the “biogenic” factor from the ions most prominent in the mass spectrum that 
were associated with monoterpene and isoprene oxidation the FIXCIT experiments. One 
of the strongest peaks in the factor spectrum, C5H12O4·(C2H3O2)-, has been observed in 
organic aerosol samples from SOAS and from NO3 CIMS measurements of 4,3-
ISOPOOH oxidation during FIXCIT. 56,64 Additionally, the “biogenic” factor exhibits 
modest correlations with organic aerosol PMF factors (r = 0.60; MO-OOA and r=0.47; 
ISOPOOH-OA) at different times during SOAS.41,56 We hypothesize this factor must 
reflect the gas-phase molecules associated with biogenic organic aerosol production – 
species produced during isoprene or monoterpene oxidation that did not appreciably 
condense to aerosol. 
• Despite removing UMRs we knew to be associated with measurement artifacts, our six-
factor solution still includes a sample tubing artifact factor. On average, this factor 
correlates well with solar radiation, and the factor time series correlates well (r = 0.68) 
with the high-resolution time series of CF3O-; a tubing artifact (Figure 5.10). We also 
note this factor includes C3H4O2 (acrylic acid), C3H4O3 (pyruvic acid), and C3H4O4 
(malonic acid), which suggests these species may be susceptible to tubing partitioning 
processes. 
• The acetate CIMS “anthropogenic sulfur” factor includes SO2-, SO3-, SO5-, and two 
organosulfur compounds in the mass spectrum. SO2- signals in the acetate CIMS correlate 
well with observed SO2 (g) (r2 = 0.86). The time series of this factor is irregular, consistent 
with regional transport of sulfur to the site from anthropogenic sources (Figure 5.10).  
• The cycling of the air-conditioning unit (A/C unit) co-located in the trailer with the CIMS 
created an oscillating CIMS signal resulting in the “A/C unit” factor (Figures A4.14 and 
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A4.15). This interference affected all ions in the mass spectrum, but most strongly 
impacted ions with low signal-to-noise and compounds expected to have a high affinity 
for partitioning to surfaces (e.g. lactic acid, C3H5O3). Two processes may be producing 
the A/C factor: (i) wall-desorption processes on the tubing and instrument inlet and (ii) 
physical changes in the instrument (e.g. expansion/contraction of ToF region). On 
average, the A/C unit factor accounted for 26% of the total CIMS signal during SOAS 
(Figure A4.16), highlighting the potential importance of instrument interferences in 
affecting bulk analysis of instrument signals. 
5.3.3.2 SPiFFY PMF factors show distinct daytime and nighttime features  
We describe the SPiFFY campaign acetate CIMS data with a five-factor solution. Three 
factors showed daytime maxima (“daytime factor I”, “daytime factor II”, and “tubing artifact” 
factors), one nighttime maxima (“nighttime factor”) and one factor (“anthropogenic sulfur”) was 
more sporadic in nature (Figure 5.11). 
The largest fraction of the UMR signal (33%) is allocated to the “daytime I” factor and 
the time series of this factor correlated with more high-resolution species than any other factor. 
Formic acid was not included in the PMF analysis but correlates well with the “daytime I” factor 
(r = 0.78; Figure 5.12). This indicates formic acid is not only the most abundant acid at the 
MEFO site but is influenced by production and loss processes that impact many other acids such 
as pyruvic, propanoic, and glycolic acid. The “daytime I” factor has a diel profile similar to other 
oxidized VOCs observed at the site from previous years including acetaldehyde, acetone, and 
methanol.65 Kaser et al. (2013) measured light and temperature dependent fluxes for these 
oxidized VOCs indicative of emission sources. In contrast, Fulgham et al. (2019) measured weak 
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temperature dependencies of C1-C6 alkanoic acids and estimated primary emission sources to 
make minor contributions to observed summertime fluxes. The high temporal correlation of this 
“daytime I” factor with many organic acids underscores the importance of common sources and 
sinks for many of the acids measured by the acetate CIMS at the MEFO site. 
The “daytime II” factor shows a strong time series correlation (r = 0.78) with ozone and 
we hypothesize this factor is associated with daytime OH oxidation. Organic acid concentrations 
frequently correlate with ozone in outdoor field studies, suggesting that photochemistry is a 
major source of organic acids.16,66 Notably, NO3- and CNO---presumably nitric and isocyanic 
acid—correlate well with this factor further supporting the conclusion that this factor represents 
acids with a photochemical source.67 Isoprene mixing ratios are, on average, an order of 
magnitude lower at the SPiFFY site compared to SOAS while monoterpene mixing ratios are 
comparable (Figure A4.1).68  Though less studied than isoprene and monoterpenes, 2-methyl-3-
buten-2-ol (MBO) accounts for most of the OH reactivity at the SPiFFY site, but is not an 
expected source of organic acids.45,69,70  
The “nighttime I” factor maximizes at midnight but shows an intriguing second peak in 
the mid-morning between 9-11 am that is similar to the diel behavior of total monoterpenes 
(measured by proton-transfer MS) observed in previous years.65 Monoterpenes minimize in the 
middle of the day at Manitou due to their short lifetime against OH and O3. Interestingly, the diel 
profile of the ‘nighttime II’ factor was similar (r = 0.83) to the “terpene nitrates” factor measured 
by the NO3 CIMS during SOAS, though we acknowledge limitations to this comparison as the 
sites had very different meteorology and sources. While we do not observe any monoterpene 
nitrates in the acetate CIMS data—potentially due to the relatively long inlet lines—ions 
associated with monoterpene oxidation appear in the factor mass spectrum (i.e. C10H15O4-, 
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C9H15O3-). Additionally, the time series of this factor correlates well (r= 0.80) with the C10 
group of acids indicating a likely oxidation source. We hypothesize this population of organic 
acids is influenced by oxidation of monoterpenes. Several of the acids present in this factor (i.e. 
C2H3O3-, C4H7O2-, C3H5O3-, ect.) would not be detected by the NO3 CIMS and thus shows our 
measurements captures a subset of oxidation products potentially produced coincidentally with 
terpene nitrates.  
We identified two additional factors: 
• Similar to SOAS, we observe an “anthropogenic sulfur” factor associated with regional 
transport of pollutants. Transport of pollution from the neighboring cities of Denver and 
Colorado Springs has been reported in a previous study, and was determined to influence 
RO2 termination through increased reaction with NO over HO2.43 However, SO2 and its 
potential effects on RO2 fate do not affect the organic acid distribution: similar to SOAS, 
the organic acid PMF factors do not correlate with this factor. 
• Despite extensive filtering of the UMR data we identified a “tubing artifact” factor whose 
time series exhibited high correlation with tracers, in our instrument, for off-gasing of 
sampling lines such as CF3O- and C2F3O2-. Like SOAS, many acids exhibit reasonable 
correlations with this factor indicating that some acids measured during SPiFFY were 
susceptible to tubing wall partitioning processes.  
5.4 Implications for gas-phase organic acids in biogenically-influenced environments 
We quantified and characterized ~ 100 individual gas-phase organic acids from two 
forests and laboratory oxidation experiments of isoprene and α-pinene. FIXCIT shows that while 
individual organic acids are poor indicators of specific chemical processes such as HO2 or NO 
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termination of RO2, bulk analysis of the detected organic acids can provide some clear contrasts 
between chemical systems. Isoprene oxidation by OH under low NO conditions produced both 
the most diverse population of organic acids (i.e. the greatest number of individual organic acids 
contributing to the total Ceq yield) and highest organic acid yield. Where isoprene ozonolysis 
effectively produces select organic acids, OH oxidation of isoprene likely contributed to the 
diversity of organic acids at SOAS. NO suppresses the photochemical production of organic 
acids, resulting in much lower organic acid concentrations and a smaller array of organic acid 
products than low-NO conditions for both isoprene and α-pinene. 
The major sink for OH at SOAS was isoprene compared to SPiFFY where the major sink 
was MBO and monoterpenes with only a minor (~5%) contribution from isoprene.45,71 Daytime 
organic acid Ceq mixing ratios were 4x higher at SOAS than SPiFFY, emphasizing the important 
role of isoprene OH-initiated oxidation in producing organic acids. This conclusion is also 
supported when comparing the Ceq yields of organic acids produced from isoprene versus α-
pinene OH oxidation. Though the two sites had important differences with respect to the 
presence of isoprene they showed similar levels of organic acid carbon in the evening. These 
similarities suggest that both sites potentially share a common chemical production source with 
similarly important sinks. For instance, monoterpene mixing ratios were similar between SOAS 
and SPiFFY so that might be an important nighttime chemical source and physical loss could 
also occur at similar rates.  
The extent to which organic acids, as an entire class of gas-phase molecules, regulate the 
pH of atmospheric water or can act as predictors for atmospheric organic aerosol are questions 
that can be addressed through quantification of these species. Shifts in anthropogenic emissions 
of NOx and SO2 are predicted to have impacts on how organic aerosol is formed from biogenic 
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precursors and the levels of gas-phase organic acids will likely also respond to these changes 
with corresponding impacts on atmospheric processes.72 Further quantification of these species 
could help characterize how environments with biogenic influence respond to ecosystem changes 
in the future and what impact those changes have on the atmosphere. In order to isolate the 
importance of specific chemical processes important for organic acid formation from biogenic 
precursors more laboratory oxidation studies are needed, particularly focusing on organic acid 
formation from isoprene.  
5.5 Chapter 5 Figures 
 
Figure 5.1. Acetate CIMS calibrations performed under different operating conditions (left side 
panels) defined by (a) voltage settings/cluster transmission efficiency, (b) extraction frequency, 
and (c) inlet orifice size. Laboratory-derived sensitivities for 12 different acids were corrected for 
the different operating conditions employed during FIXCIT, SOAS, and SPiFFY then used as 
inputs to the multiple linear regression (right side panel; d) to calculate predicted sensitivities for 




Figure 5.2. Comparison of select organic acid mixing ratios observed during SPiFFY calculated 
with sensitivities derived from using on-line hourly calibrations (measured) versus estimation 








Figure 5.3. Mass spectra measured by the acetate CIMS from the end of the “low NO” isoprene 
+ OH experiment (red) versus the background (black). Signals are shown in ion counts per 
second (normalized to the acetate reagent) in the main panel. The difference between the signal 
and background spectra are shown in the inset figure (green trace). Several organic acids 
observed in the mass spectrum are identified as their conjugate bases (i.e. [M-H]-) and several 






Figure 5.4. Summary of organic acid production from six isoprene and two α-pinene oxidation 
experiments observed during FIXCIT. The pie charts show the distribution of total carbon 
measured during each experiment and allocation to organic acids (black), SOA (green), or non-
speciated oxidation products (light gray) as carbon reservoirs. The bar charts show the percent 
contribution of organic acids, sorted by carbon number, to the total measured organic acid yield 
from each experiment (i.e. represented as percentage of black slice). Organic acids measured 
during the isoprene oxidation experiments containing more than five carbons were not included 
in the quantitative analysis. Measured organic acids containing more than ten carbon atoms were 
not included in any of the quantitative analyses for α-pinene. Additionally, we neglect particle 
wall loss in the organic aerosol yield calculation as this effect should be similar between 




Figure 5.5. Diel boxplots showing the carbon equivalent (Ceq) mixing ratio of total measured 
organic acid carbon for SOAS (left panel) and SPiFFY (right panel). The bars represent the 5th 
and 95th percentiles and the boxes are the 25th and 75th percentiles. The black dots are medians. 
The shaded yellow area shows the daylight hours. Pie charts show the distribution of the organic 
acids by carbon number throughout the campaigns. The pie chart includes the contribution from 
acetic acid for SOAS, but not SPiFFY. The observed ratio of Ceq at SOAS (including acetic 
acid) versus SPiFFY (excluding acetic acid) is in black the top panel, while the red dashed lines 
include the estimated contribution of acetic acid to SPiFFY from acetic acid + glycolaldehyde 




Figure 5.6. Time series of formic acid and Ceq mixing ratios for SPiFFY (top) and SOAS 
(bottom). The insets show the diel variation of the formic acid to Ceq ratio; the solid line 








Figure 5.7. Analysis of organic acid carbon number diel variation and functionality distribution 
during SOAS (top) and SPiFFY (bottom). The carbon number diel plots (panels a and b) show 
C1 and C3 acids in the top panels, C4 through C7 acids in the middle panels, and C8 through 
C10 acids in the bottom panels. Carbon number diel traces are normalized by the mixing ratio at 
hour zero to show difference in day and nighttime levels. The distribution of organic acids 
classified by functional group are shown in panels c and d for each campaign. The contribution 






Figure 5.8. Mass spectra (right) and diel time series (left) for the six factors from the PMF 
solution for SOAS. The peaks in the factor mass spectra are presented as fractional contributions 
to the total composition of the factor (i.e. a peak with an intensity of 0.2 would represent 20% of 
the factor’s signal). From top to bottom the identities of the factors are isoprene RO2 + HO2 
factor (green), biogenic factor (blue), isoprene RO2 + NO factor (purple), daytime factor 
(yellow), anthropogenic sulfur (red), and a factor associated with signal variation caused by the 
A/C unit (gray). Important species associated with the factors are identified with arrows in the 
mass spectra and described by the conjugate base of the organic acid analyte. Diel profiles 
represent campaign medians, and the shaded areas show the interquartile range. Correlation plots 
are shown as insets for two of the factors. The “isoprene nitrate II” factor, from the NO3 CIMS 
PMF, diel time series is correlated with the “isoprene RO2 + NO” factor (r = 0.88), and the 
“isoprene afternoon” factor, from the NO3 CIMS PMF, diel time series is correlated with the 
“isoprene RO2 + HO2” factor (r = 0.98).55 The corresponding diel time series from the NO3 





Figure 5.9. Diel profiles showing HO2, NO, and the ratio of the time series from the isoprene 
“RO2 + NO” factor to the isoprene “RO2 + HO2” factor (bottom panel). NO spikes in the 
morning around 8am and shortly after that around 10am the ratio of the isoprene “RO2 + NO” to 









Figure 5.10. SOAS PMF factor time series. The traces shown in panels a and b were measured 
by the NO3 CIMS (Massoli et al., 2018) and the ISOPOOH SOA PMF factor shown in panel c 









Figure 5.11. Mass spectra (left) and diel time series (right) for the five factors from the PMF 
solution for SPiFFY. From top to bottom the identities of the factors are daytime factor I (green), 
daytime factor II (yellow), nighttime factor (purple), anthropogenic sulfur (red), and a tubing 
artifact factor (orange). Inset correlation plots show diel profile measurements of formic acid 
correlated with daytime factor I (r = 0.85), O3 is correlated with the daytime II factor (r = 0.94), 
and total monoterpenes (MTs) correlated with the nighttime factor (r = 0.80). Good correlation 





Figure 5.12. SPiFFY PMF factor time series. Species correlated with PMF factors—formic acid, 
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6.1 Scientific Outcomes and Air Quality Implications 
 This thesis used lab-based experiments to demonstrate the importance of oxidation 
chemistry for producing air pollutants.  
In Chapter 2 it is shown OH oxidation of diesel exhaust can produce levels of a 
demonstrably toxic gas-phase compound, isocyanic acid (HNCO), on the timescale of a day. We 
approximate this source to be important for urban areas such as the California South Coast Air 
Basin (SoCAB). A follow-up modeling study by Jathar et al.1 (2016) showed that, after 
implementing results from our study, daily averaged mixing ratios of HNCO in the SoCAB 
region were modeled to be approximately 10x lower than is expected to be harmful to humans. 
As noted in Jathar et al., further epidemiological studies producing estimates of harmful HNCO 
exposure limits would be useful for assessing the importance of this compound as a toxic gas-
phase species in all parts of the world. However, the current body of literature supporting 
harmful biological action of the cyanate ion coupled with the estimate of Roberts et al.2 (2011) 
suggesting 1 ppbv of HNCO sufficient to promote protein carbamylation should be sufficient 
evidence to classify HNCO as a toxic air pollutant under the Clean Air Act. 
In Chapter 3 we find that ammonia emitted from liquid petroleum gas (LPG) and gasoline 
vehicles, measured a representative fleet of passenger vehicles from the Seoul Metropolitan 
Region, acted as a limiting reagent to ammonium nitrate aerosol formation from OH oxidation of 
the exhaust. This contrasted with what we expected because LPG and gasoline vehicles are 
known for having low emissions of NOx because of the specific exhaust aftertreatment used in 
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those types of vehicles. We expected low levels of NOx would produce low levels of ammonium 
nitrate, in response to OH oxidation of the vehicle exhaust, but ammonia was the key reagent to 
forming the aerosol as demonstrated when we observed low levels of aerosol produced from 
oxidation of diesel vehicle exhaust. Our study suggests (1) LPG and gasoline vehicles could be 
important sources of ammonia, a precursor to aerosol formation, in the Seoul Metropolitan 
Region and (2) photochemical oxidation of vehicle exhaust is likely an important source of local 
aerosol pollution in Seoul. 
In Chapter 4 we found that oxidation of isoprene in an environmental chamber, via 
reactions with OH and O3, produced high yields of formic and acetic acid. The yield for formic 
acid from ozonolysis of isoprene in a humid chamber produced yields exceeding 100% 
suggesting that though the global isoprene sink, with respect to ozonolysis, is only ~11%3 this 
pathway is an important source of formic acid in the ambient atmosphere. Through chemical 
box-modeling of the oxidation experiments of isoprene oxidation products—IEPOX, ISOPOOH 
and MACR—that accounting for formic and acetic acid production from these sources could 
only account for small amounts of organic acid yields from isoprene OH oxidation experiments 
and from the SOAS field study. We found that the “slow” OH oxidation experiment, that 
extended isoprene-derived RO2 lifetimes towards realistic values observed during SOAS, nearly 
doubled the calculated formic acid yield. Additionally, photolysis of isoprene oxidation products 
formed during the “slow” OH oxidation experiment ox high levels of organic acids. We 
hypothesize that oxidation of products formed from the isoprene hydroxy peroxy radical 
autooxidation pathway are a major source of formic acid. When applying the experimentally 
determined yields to an estimation of global formic acid production from isoprene we find an 
annual production of 74 Tg an-1, which closes the gap between a model prediction of formic acid 
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production and the observationally constrained value of 100-120 Tg an-1 to a greater extent than 
any previous study.4 
In Chapter 5 we collected evidence from laboratory experiments and field measurements 
to suggest isoprene oxidation is an important source of gas-phase organic acids. Similar to the 
findings in Chapter 4 we find that ozonolysis of isoprene produced the highest yields of gas-
phase organic acids and that the presence of NO suppressed the formation of organic acids in 
response to OH oxidation. Gas-phase organic acids accounted for ~10% of the oxidized carbon 
from isoprene oxidation whereas the share of gas-phase organic acid carbon was ~1% for 
experiments of α-pinene oxidation. In contrast, organic aerosol accounted for very low amounts 
of oxidized isoprene carbon (<1%) whereas 20% of the oxidized carbon was allocated to organic 
aerosol from OH oxidation of α-pinene under “low NO” conditions. The findings of the 
laboratory studies were supported by observations of gas-phase organic acids from a forest with 
mixed isoprene and monoterpene emissions, SOAS, compared to a forest with dominant 
monoterpene emissions, SPiFFY. Total gas-phase organic acid carbon was, on average, a factor 
of four higher during the day at SOAS compared to SPiFFY suggesting the importance of 
isoprene photooxidation as a source. A factor analysis of the organic acids showed that 
photooxidation of isoprene was likely the major source of many acids during SOAS, whereas the 
population of acids during SPiFFY showed more diverse diel signatures with the influence of 
specific sources remaining unclear. As NOx levels continue to decrease throughout the United 
States in the future, we expect increases in gas-phase organic acids from isoprene oxidation. 
6.2 Analytical Triumphs and Challenges for Atmospheric Chemistry 
 Like many areas in science, atmospheric chemistry has experienced a paradigm shift in 
the way scientists think about forming research questions and conducting research in response to 
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advances in computational power. Several decades ago many researchers earned their PhDs 
measuring rate constants for specific reactions or thermodynamic parameters for specific 
processes. Those things are still done today, but many researchers are now trying to understand 
how to use parameterizations and estimations of fundamental properties of reactions to simulate 
complex systems that lead to pollutant formation in the atmosphere. This information-based 
approach to understanding and predicting important phenomena related to air quality is the 
vehicle that drives our ability to inform public policy discussions. Laboratory and field-based 
studies fuel these information-based approaches to atmospheric chemistry, and the quality of our 
predictive capabilities are only as good as the measurements for which they are dependent upon. 
 Capturing atmospherically-relevant organic chemistry through measurements and 
laboratory experiments continues to be an area of research with significant analytical challenges. 
The level of insight and discovery brought by new advancements in instrumentation and 
experimental methods are often accompanied by problems that take years of research to 
characterize. One example of this is the realization that the inability of global chemical models to 
reproduce measured levels of organic aerosol was, in part, because measurements of organic 
aerosol production in laboratory experiments were biased low because of the vapor wall-loss 
phenomenon. After nearly 15 years of research on vapor wall-loss, significant progress in 
modeling organic aerosol on regional and global scales has been made. As findings from 
complex atmospheric measurements become increasing robust and policy-relevant, methods of 
quantification, experimental bias/artifact characterization, and method validation should 





6.3 Embracing the “Unknown Unknowns” 
 One analytical method thoroughly employed in this thesis is non-targeted mass 
spectrometry without preseparation. In most studies we deployed mass spectrometers, in this 
way, without knowing with high certainty what we were going to measure. The amount of data 
collected using this measurement technique is rather large, and, to many people, nearly 
impossible to comprehend in its entirety. In addition to taking the measurement we also 
quantified every species we determined reasonable to quantify that appeared in the mass 
spectrum. The sentiment voiced recently in the atmospheric chemistry community has asked if it 
is necessary to quantify everything in the atmosphere.5 The appropriate answer is that no one 
knows. Might we all have skin cancer or be dead if it wasn’t for James Lovelock floating around 
on the ocean measuring whatever was in the air with his newfangled gas chromatograph 
equipped with an electron capture detector? I’d like to think not, but the discovery of the ozone 
hole, in part, was a result of scientists purely researching things they could measure. As the field 
of atmospheric chemistry evolves scientists should not only ask what is necessary or what is 
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APPENDIX 1 - CHAPTER 2 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 
A1.1 Experimental Design 
A1.1.1 Sampling of Engine Exhaust 
 
Figure A1.1. Experimental design for engine exhaust PAM experiments. Sample and dilution 
lines are colored by the material and heating regime. Engine exhaust is directed to a dilution 
chamber where it is diluted with compressed air that was filtered with activated charcoal and a 
HEPA filter. Diluted engine exhaust is subsampled to the PAM chamber, where oxidation 
occurs. Following oxidation, sample air is directed to particle and gas-phase instruments on 
different sampling lines. Gas-phase instrumentation included the acetate-CIMS and a cavity ring-
down spectrometer. Particle-phase instrumentation included a high-resolution aerosol mass 
spectrometer (HR-AMS), a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS), a Photoacoustic 








Table A1.1. Summary statistics of engine emissions and operating parameters for both engine 














Idle 0 21.9 (0.6) 428 (80) 1.7 (0.1) 130 (8) 85 (22) 
50% Load 60 243 (5) 97 (11) 5.1 (0.1) 436 (43) 27 (12) 
 
A1.2 Estimation of OH Exposure (OHexp) in Potential Aerosol Mass (PAM) Chamber 
A1.2.1 Effect of OH Suppression on OHexp 
The hydroxyl radical (OH) exposure (OHexp) in the PAM is defined as the time a precursor gas 
spends exposed to a given steady-state mixing ratio of OH. If the OH reactivity of a sample or 
precursor gas is high enough, the OH/HO2 ratio can be shifted to a point where reactions with 
OH are not pseudo first-order. This regime is termed “OH suppression” and complicates the 
calculation of OHexp. Generally, OHexp is determined by calculating the OH mixing ratio 
resulting from the decay of SO2.1 However, this method could not be used in this experiment 
because SO2 was produced in response to applied UV light intensities in the PAM. OH 
suppression has been reported previously and has been corrected by different methods that 
approximate the link between the OH reactivity of the sample on the OH mixing ratio in the 
PAM.2,3 No correction methods previously presented in the literature were suitable for use in this 
study to estimate OHexp in the PAM. Li et al (2014) recently presented a model (improved upon 
by Peng et al (2015)) of the PAM system, and described the way in which OH reactivity of a 
sample affects OH mixing ratio in the PAM. In this study, we constructed a model like that 
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described by Peng et al. (2015) and calculated the OH mixing ratio expected from an estimated 
OH reactivity of our diesel exhaust samples.  
A1.2.2 Estimation of OH Reactivity (OHR) of Diesel Exhaust  
The OH reactivity (OHR) of a compound or sample is defined as the concentration of the 
compound or sample multiplied by the rate constant from reaction with OH. The OHR of the 
diesel exhaust sample entering the PAM was estimated by summing the dominant OH reactive 
species in sample as described by equation A.1.1: 
              OHRsample = ∑(OHRNO + OHRNO2 + OHRCO + OHRTHC) (A1.1) 
Where OHRsample, OHRNO, OHRNO2, OHRCO, and OHRTHC is the OHR of the sample, NO, NO2, 
CO, and total hydrocarbons (THC), respectively. The OHR of THC had to be estimated because 
the composition could not be measured. A speciated emissions profile for heavy duty diesel 
vehicle exhaust was used to approximate the volatile organic compound (VOC) composition of 
the diesel exhaust in this study.4 Rate constants for each of the 26 VOCs listed in the profile were 
used to calculate an OHRTHC from the total THC concentration measured in the experiment.5 
A1.2.3 Estimation of OHexp  
The calculated OHR of the sample, water, and ozone produced from the primary diesel exhaust 
was used as inputs into Equations (11) and (12) from the work of Peng et al. (2015) to obtain 
estimates of OHexp. Quartz sleeves were placed over the lamps used in the PAM which blocked 
145nm wavelengths and permitting operation of the PAM in “OFR254” mode. Operation of the 
PAM in “OFR254” mode makes applicable use of Equations (11) and (12) found in Peng et al 
(2015). The H2O mixing ratio was calculated from relative humidity (RH) measurements 
acquired during the experiment (50% RH). Mixing ratios of ozone emitted from the primary 
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diesel exhaust were calculated from the acetate-CIMS measurements (60 ppmv). The UV actinic 
flux was calculated from Figure S18 of Peng et al (2015) which relates the UV flux to lamp 
voltages if the lamps are similar. The results of these calculations are presented in Figure A1.2. 
 
Figure A1.2. Calculated equivalent days of OH exposure as a function of the UV light voltage in 
the PAM. The 90th and 10th percentiles are represented by the black bars, the 75th and 25th 
percentiles are represented by the bounds of the blue boxes and the median is show in red. 
Median equivalent days of OH exposure range from 0.22 days at the lowest voltage settings to 
1.5 days at the highest settings. 
The median OHexp days resulting from this calculation were used as approximations of OHexp for 




A1.3. Calibration of Acetate-CIMS for HNCO
 
Figure A1.3. Calibration curve for HNCO on the acetate-CIMS. The signal for HNCO 
(measured as m/z 41.99 on the acetate-CIMS) on the acetate-CIMS is normalized to the reagent 
ion, acetate (m/z 59.01), and plotted against HNCO mixing ratio from the source. The HNCO ion 
signal is normalized to account for any changes in the reagent ion concentration.6 The alimit of 
detection and blimit of quantification for 1 second acquisition was 5 and 18 pptv, respectively. 
aThe limit of detection for a signal to noise ratio of 3 was calculated by equation A1.2.: 
𝑺𝑵 =  𝑪𝒇[𝑿]𝒕√𝑪𝒇[𝑿]𝒕+𝟐𝑩𝒕  (A1.2.) 
Where S/N is the signal to noise ratio, Cf is the calibration factor for HNCO, [X] is the HNCO 
concentration, t is the integration time for the measurement and B is the background count rate.7 
bThe limit of quantification was calculated similarly to the limit of detection using a signal to 






A1.4. Primary HNCO Emissions and Emission Factors 
A.1.4.1. Primary HNCO Emission Factors 
 
Figure A1.4. HNCO emission factors as calculated from tailpipe HNCO mixing ratios. Tailpipe 
HNCO mixing ratios represent primary emissions that are corrected for dilution. HNCO 
emission factors from diesel (black) and biodiesel (green) fuels are plotted under idle (circle) and 
50% load (triangle) engine operating conditions. Vertical error bars represent the errors in 








A1.4.2. Tailpipe HNCO Emissions Mixing Ratios 
 
Figure A1.5. Tailpipe HNCO emission mixing ratio (ppbv) as a function of equivalent days of 
OH exposure. HNCO mixing ratios from diesel (black) and biodiesel (green) fuels are plotted 













Table A1.2. The ratio of HNCO to CO and the ratio of HNCO to NOx separated by fuel type and 
engine load. The top panel shows the emission factors calculated from tailpipe concentrations 
and the bottom panel shows the emission factors calculated from enhanced concentrations after 
~1.5 of atmospheric aging. 

















Diesel  1.0-1.6 3.5-5.6 3.9-4.7 1.2-1.3 
Biodiesel 0.1 4.9 2.3 1.0 
Enhanced Emission Factors After ~1.5 Days of Atmospheric Aging 
Diesel 4.2 9.2-13.3 12.4 3.2-3.4 
















A1.4.3. Discussion of nitrogen precursor contributions to HNCO secondary production 
Precursors to HNCO reported in previous literature, formamide and acetamide, were identified in 
the CIMS mass spectra during the diesel fuel experiments.8–10 These two precursors were not 
identified in the biodiesel fuel experiments. We note that while we were unable to verify their 
identity with independent standards during the experiment, peak fitting procedures suggest that 
peaks present at m/z 44.01 and m/z 58.03 correspond to peaks of CH2NO- and C2H4NO-, 
consistent with formamide and acetamide, respectively. Both species are known to be secondary 
products from oxidation of amines by OH and can be seen to increase in concentration in 
response to photochemical perturbations (Figure A1.6.).11 This observation suggests secondary 
production of these nitrogen-containing species, which is consistent with previous research.9 
 
Figure A1.6. Comparison of HNCO production (top panel; idle, gold; 50% load, blue), 
formamide production (middle panel; idle, gold; 50% load, blue), and acetamide production 
(bottom panel; idle, brown, 50% load, purple) during a diesel fuel experiment. Formamide 
(CH2NO-; m/z 44.01) and acetamide (C2H4NO-; m/z 58.03) mixing ratios were obtained by 
assuming an equal sensitivity to formic acid of 13 Hz ppt-1 12, though we note below the 
significant limitations of this assumption. OH exposure (red) is displayed on the right axis to 
demonstrate chemical signal increases in response to photochemical perturbations. 
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Calibrations for formamide and acetamide were not performed for the experiments in this study. 
A lower bound on the concentration of formamide and acetamide mixing ratios can be calculated 
by assuming an equal sensitivity to formic acid of 13 Hz ppt-1 12. We consider the formic acid 
sensitivity to be a maximum sensitivity for these compounds because a proton transfer from the 
analyte to the acetate reagent ion would have to occur via abstraction from either the amine 
group or the α-carbon on the carbonyl of formamide and acetamide (or a methyl group on 
acetamide). This is in contrast to a proton abstraction from the carboxylic acid functional group 
of formic acid, which is far more favorable. Thus, using the high sensitivity of formic acid for 
these compounds results in a lower bound on the estimated mixing ratios of formamide and 
acetamide. We also note that the C1-2H2-4NO- signals observed in the instrument could be the 
result of fragmentation of larger nitrogen-containing organic compounds. 
Assuming 100% yields of HNCO from the oxidation of these nitrogen-containing organic 
compounds, they would account for a maximum of 10-15% of the observed HNCO. This is 
obviously a poorly-constrained estimate with large uncertainties, perhaps the most important of 
which is that the sensitivity of the acetate-CIMS detector is unlikely as high as assumed. This 
error would suggest that this number is a lower estimate of formamide + acetamide contributions 
to HNCO. However, we also note that this assumes 100% conversion within the residence time 
of the chamber under the OH conditions observed, which is unlikely true (i.e. kCH3NO + OH = 0.4 x 
10-11 molecules cm-3; kC2H5NO + OH  = 0.35 x 10-11 molecules cm-3), and would suggest this 
calculation is an upper estimate of contributions to HNCO production. Overall, a quantitative 
understanding of the contribution of formamide and acetamide, originating from diesel exhaust, 
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APPENDIX 2 - CHAPTER 3 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 
A2.1 Supplementary Experimental Methods 
A2.1.1 Experimental Design and Oxidation Flow Reactor (OFR) Operation. 
Figure A2.1 displays the experimental set up for the vehicle exhaust measurements. 
 
Figure A2.1. Schematic of experimental design including set up of the OFR. 
A system of solenoid valves and actuators were used to either direct airflow through the OFR to 
the sampling instruments, or to a bypass. Setting up sampling in this configuration allowed for 
air to be constantly flowing through the OFR at 3 standard liters per minute (sLpm). Lights in the 
OFR were left on, at the lowest possible operating voltage, during the entire day when 
experiments would be performed so that when measurements were acquired from air sampled 
from the OFR the oxidized exhaust samples would be fully processed. The relative humidity 
(RH) in the KNU OFR varied between 40-60%. OH radical generation was performed by the 
photolysis of ozone by UV light (λ = 254 nm).  
 𝑂3 + ℎ𝜈 (λ =  254 nm) →  𝑂2 + 𝑂(1𝐷)   (S1) 𝑂(1𝐷) + 𝐻2𝑂 → 2𝑂𝐻    (S2) 
Ozone externally added to the OFR was generated in a separate chamber mounted to the OFR by 
exposing oxygen in clean dry air to UV light (λ = 185 nm) produced from lamps in the separate 
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chamber. OH exposures representative of ~0.5 days of atmospheric aging were targeted by 
introducing ozone (targeted 600 ppbv measured at the output of the reactor) to the KNU OFR 
under the lowest applied light voltage settings representative of the lowest amount of irradiance 






















A2.2 Supplementary Results and Discussion 
A2.2.1 Discussion of estimation of the OH exposure in the KNU OFR  
A total of 84 experiments were performed during the entire exhaust sampling campaign, but only 
72 are presented as data in this manuscript because 12 of the experiments consisted of non-
constant mode driving cycles. As discussed in the section above, the OH exposure in the KNU 
OFR was controlled by introducing ozone to the KNU OFR while the UV lights in the OFR were 
on and measuring a stable 600 ppbv at the output. The ozone introduction was controlled with a 
rotometer and, as shown in Figure A2.2, was imprecise for some of the experiments. 
 
Figure A2.2. Ozone mixing ratio (ppbv) measured at the output of the KNU OFR as a function 
of experiment number. The edges of the boxplots represent the 25th and 75th quartiles and the 
whiskers represent the 10th and 90th quartiles. Black dots are outliers. 
 
In Figure A2.2 the ozone mixing ratio measured at the output of the KNU OFR is shown 
on the y-axis and is plotted as a function of experiment number. Experiment number is separated 
by the vehicles that were tested during those experiments as shown by the annotations at the top 
of the plot. The vehicles subject to the lowest variability in ozone introduction were G2, L3, G7, 
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L8, D9 and G10. G5 was subject to moderate variability and D1, D4, and L6 were subject to high 
variability.  
Based on some of the general trends of what is observed from the ozone data, we can 
provide constraints on the magnitude of the OH exposure. In the KNU OFR operation mode, we 
expect that the more ozone that is put into the KNU OFR, the more OH exposure would result. 
Based on this principle G2, L3, G7, L8, D9 and G10 should be expect to have similar 
magnitudes of OH exposure based on the similarity in magnitude and variability of the 
distributions of measured ozone mixing ratios during these experiments. L6 had a measured 
ozone distribution with median values biased higher than the rest of the experiments. From this, 
we expect that the emissions from L6 would have been subjected to the highest OH exposures. 
For D1 and D4 it should be expected that if the variability in the OH exposure during these 
experiments had an effect on the secondary production of particles a wide distribution of 
secondarily produced particles would be observed in the data. Two of the data points for the 
measured secondary production of nitrate from D4 fall as outliers in the dataset suggesting that 
this variability may have had a slight influence on the results from D4. As shown in Figure 2, 
however, these two data points, from two different experiments, are reproducible at the constant 
speed of 110km, suggesting that these outliers might be real products of the labored emissions of 








A2.2.2 Summary of vehicle emission data  
Emission data from the different vehicles tested in this study are summarized in this 
section. Below in Table A2.1 is shown the average, median and interquartile ranges for aerosol 
nitrate and aerosol ammonium production values measured in this study. 
  Table A2.1. Average, median, and interquartile ranges for aerosol nitrate and aerosol 
ammonium production categorized by vehicle brand. All values reported are in units of µg/km. 
  Average (±1σ) Median IQR low IQR high 
D1 Nitrate 7 ± 3 6 5 9 
 Ammonium 2 ± 1 1 1 2 
G2 Nitrate 
4587 ± 1643 4503 3782 5775 
 Ammonium 
1200 ± 416 1163 1028 1537 
L3 Nitrate 
3114 ± 1397 2650 2148 4125 
 Ammonium 
813 ± 379 667 563 1118 
D4 Nitrate 
5 ± 3 4 3 7 
 Ammonium 
1 ± 1 0 0 1 
G5 Nitrate 
316 ± 548 79 10 305 
 Ammonium 
89 ± 145 30 5 85 
L6 Nitrate 
47 ± 66 17 11 52 
 Ammonium 
17 ± 25 6 2 14 
G7 Nitrate 
1778 ± 1218 1229 989 2577 
 Ammonium 
453 ± 406 302 220 743 
L8 Nitrate 
261 ± 274 137 106 365 
 Ammonium 
95 ± 94 51 42 129 
D9 Nitrate 
371 ± 565 10 7 777 
 Ammonium 
115 ± 176 1 1 250 
G10 Nitrate 
297 ± 452 12 7 591 
 Ammonium 




Large values for the standard deviations as well as the large distribution for the interquartile 
ranges generally reflect differences in patterns of secondary production associated with different 
speeds. 
 
Figure A2.3. (a) CO emission rate (mg/km) and (b) NOx emission rate (mg/km) as a function of 
car brand and colored by fuel type. The edges of the boxplots represent the 25th and 75th quartiles 
and the whiskers represent the 10th and 90th quartiles. The black dots represent the individual 












A2.2.3 Variation of emissions with speed  
The nitrate primary emission and ammonium primary emission and secondary production 
shown as a function of speed and car brand is shown in the figures below (A2.4-A2.7). Briefly, 
for the vehicles that had the highest measured production of aerosol ammonium, we observed a 
slight negative relationship with increasing speed. This relationship was also observed from G7 
and L8. Ammonium production was only observed at the highest tested speed for G10 because 
this vehicle had a smaller engine which operated less efficiently under higher speed conditions.  
 




Figure A2.5. Aerosol ammonium secondary production rate (µg/km) as a function of car brand 
and speed. 
 





Figure A2.7. CO primary emission rate (mg/km) as a function of car brand and speed. 
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APPENDIX 3 - CHAPTER 3 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
A3.1 Summary of Focused Isoprene Experiments at the California Institute of Technology 
(FIXCIT) laboratory measurements 
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aReported as a percentage of the 320 UV bulbs installed in the chamber 
A3.2 Background subtraction 
A3.2.1 Background subtraction example for isoprene + OH “high NO” experiment 
 
Figure A3.1. An example of background subtraction of formic (panels a and c) and acetic (b and 
d) acid from isoprene + OH “high NO” experiment. (a) The raw formic acid mixing ratio (red) is 
shown with the estimated mixing ratio from background (green). The solid portion of the 
background is the mixing ratio that was measured directly and the dashed portion of the line is 
the interpolated mixing ratio. The shaded regions represent the uncertainty of measurements 
(top) and calculated background-subtracted mixing ratio (bottom).  (c) Subtracting the green 
background mixing ratio from the red mixing ratio produces the blue line which is the 
background-subtracted formic acid mixing ratio for the isoprene + OH “high NO” experiment. 
(b) Same as panel (a) except acetic, instead of formic, acid is shown. (d) Same as panel (c) 







A3.2.2 Background subtraction for “slow chemistry” experiments (Experiments 7 and 16; 
1% UV light intensity) 
The source of the acetic and formic acid backgrounds in the FIXCIT chamber 
experiments is not known but is suspected to be resulting from oxidation of organic vapors or 
particles deposited on the walls of the chambers. In order to estimate the background production 
of formic and acetic acid from the bags during the "slow" part of the Jan. 7 (and Jan. 16) "slow 
chemistry isoprene + OH" experiment we assumed the rate of production was zeroth order. This 
means the slope of the formic/acetic acid versus time would provide the estimated rate constant 
for background production of these acids during those experiments. 
 
Figure A3.2. Time series of formic (red) and acetic (yellow) acids during the Jan. 20 CH3ONO 
blank using 1% of the UV lights on the chamber to produce OH. These conditions are expected 
to produce a representative background for the “slow chemistry” experiments on Jan. 7 
(isoprene) and Jan. 16 (α-pinene). Acid measurements from a 100-minute portion of this 
background experiment had a linear fit applied to them (dashed lines) to obtain rate constants for 
the assumed 0th-order production rate. The obtained constants for formic and acetic acid were 




Figure A3.3. Example application of background subtraction used for experiment 7; isoprene + 
OH “slow chemistry”. This same method was applied to measurements from the Jan. 16 α-
pinene “slow chemistry” experiment. Raw signals from formic and acetic acid are shown in the 
top panels as measured during experiment 7. The blue dashed line is the estimated background 
mixing ratio of the acids calculated from the regression shown in Figure S2. The bottom panels 
show the background-subtracted mixing ratios for experiment 7. The shaded regions represent 
the uncertainty of measurements (top) and calculated background-subtracted mixing ratio 













A3.3. Additional analyses of chamber measurements 
3.1 “Slow chemistry” oxidation experiment yields from isoprene and α-pinene 
 
Figure A3.4.  Formic and acetic acid yields measured from the “slow” OH oxidation 
experiments. Yields from the isoprene oxidation experiment are shown on the left and α-pinene 
is shown on the right. Yields from the experiments were calculated from mixing ratios 












A3.3.2 Isoprene + NO3 oxidation 
Approximately 40 ppbv of O3 was present in the “isoprene + NO3” experiment to promote 
the formation of NO3 radicals. The formic and acetic acid that was produced was likely a result 
of combined NO3 and O3 oxidation chemistry. To place an upper bound on the contribution of O3 
to the formic and acetic acid yields we subtract the molar yields determined from the “isoprene + 
OH <5% RH” (including the cyclohexane scavenger) experiment from the yields observed in the 
“isoprene + NO3” experiment. Modeling of the “isoprene + NO3” experiment showed that 77% 
of isoprene was lost to NO3 oxidation while 22% and 1% were lost to O3 and OH oxidation, 
respectively (Figure A3.5). 
 
Figure A3.5. Modeled rate of isoprene reaction (pptv s-1) with O3, NO3, and OH from the 
“isoprene + NO3” oxidation experiment. OH acts as a minor (1%) sink for isoprene whereas O3 
is a more substantial chemical sink (22%). Most of the isoprene oxidation can be attributed to 
NO3 oxidation (77%). 
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A3.3.3 α-pinene + OH “slow oxidation” then combined photolysis and OH reaction of α-
pinene oxidation products 
 
Figure A3.6. The oxidation of α-pinene (top panels; black trace) by OH carried out in 
experiment 16 under very low UV light intensity (2%) to extend RO2 lifetimes. The “slow” 
oxidation of α-pinene occurred over 16 hours (left panels).  At the end of the 16 hours the lights 
were turned off for ~30 minutes, then the lights were turned on for 45 minutes to 20% intensity 
and 100% intensity for 75 minutes (right panels). High mixing ratios of formic (red trace) and 
acetic (yellow trace) acids from both parts of the oxidation experiment were observed. Shaded 








A3.3.4 Influence of seed aerosol on organic acid production: Experiment 19 (Isoprene and 
ISOPOOH + OH “low NO” with deliquesced (NH4)2SO4 seed aerosol 
 
Figure A3.7. Experiment 19 was meant to be an OH oxidation experiment, like experiment 2, 
under “low NO” conditions in the presence of deliquesced (NH4)2SO4 seed aerosol, but nearly 30 
ppbv of ISOPOOH (middle panel; blue trace) was also injected with isoprene (top panel; black 
trace). When the lights were turned on in this experiment (black dotted line) isoprene and 
ISOPOOH were both simultaneously oxidized by OH. Low levels of IEPOX were formed 
(middle panel; purple trace). High mixing ratios of formic (bottom panel; red trace) and acetic 
(bottom panel; yellow trace) acids were produced. High humidity and/or the presence of seed 
aerosol was estimated to contribute to ~60% of both organic acids produced (gray bars). Gas-
phase OH oxidation of isoprene (black bars), and to a lesser extent ISOPOOH (blue bar), was 
estimated to contribute ~40% to the observed organic acid mixing ratios. Shaded areas show +/- 
50% uncertainty for the acids. Shaded areas for ISOPOOH and IEPOX show +/- 60% 









A3.4. Differences in model treatment of isoprene oxidation and isoprene oxidation products 
A3.4.1 Methacrolein (MACR) + OH mechanism 
Methacrolein reacts with OH (lifetime ~9 hours; T = 298K; [OH] = 106 molecules cm-3) 
either through addition at the external olefinic carbon or through H-abstraction of the aldehydic 
hydrogen atom. Two major RO2 species are produced from reaction with OH.  
A3.4.1.1 WR+ 
Initial RO2 (OH addition: MCROHOO and H-abstraction: MACR1OO) 
• Explicitly treats initial RO2 branching for OH-add (~55%) for H-abs (~45%) 
MACR1OO (methacrolein 1-peroxyl radical) 
• MACR1OO + NO uses same rate constant as MCM and predicts the same products as the 
MCM 
• MACR1OO + HO2 is modeled after the CH3C(O)O2 + HO2 reaction and produces 
methacrylic acid, peroxymethacrylic acid, and an alkoxy radical (branching equal to 0.13, 
0.37 and 0.5) that rapidly decomposes to form CH3O2 and C2H3O3 radicals. 
MCROHOO (3-hydroxy 2-peroxyl 2-methyl propanal radical) 
• When terminated by NO and HO2 this RO2 produces an RO radical that mostly 
decomposes to form hydroxyacetone. 
• This RO2 + HO2 also produces an isoprene hydroxy peroxide carbonyl (~0.4 yield). 




A3.4.1.2 MCM v3.3.1 
Initial RO2 (OH addition: (beta) MACRO2, (gamma) MACROHO2 and H-abstraction: 
MACO3) 
• Three RO2s are formed from MACR + OH with branching for OH-addition to the β-
carbon (47%), the γ-carbon (8%), and H-abstraction (45%). 
MACO3 (methacrolein 1-peroxyl radical) 
• MACO3 + NO produces an RO intermediate (CH3C2H2O2) that rapidly decays (1e6 s-1) 
with branching of 0.35 to C2H3O3 and 0.65 CH3O2 with unity production of HCHO and 
CO. 
• MACO3 + HO2 produces the same three products as described in the WR+ mechanism 
with slightly different branching ratios (branching equal to 0.15, 0.41 and 0.44 for 
methacrylic acid, peroxymethacrylic acid, and the alkoxy radical). 
• RO2 self-reactions are included in this mechanism and produce the RO intermediate 
described in the MACO3 + NO reaction with 0.7 yield and methacrylic acid with 0.3 
yield. This sink becomes important with higher RO2 mixing ratios (i.e. chamber 
experiments). 
• Reaction of RO2 with NO3 is included. 
MACRO2 (3-hydroxy 2-peroxyl 2-methyl propanal radical) 
• RO2 self-reactions are included as a fate for MACRO2 in the MCM; however, this 




MACROHO2 (3-peroxyl 2-hydroxy 2-methyl propanal radical) 
• This RO2 is assumed to isomerize to form hydroperoxyacetone in high yield. 
A3.4.1.3 MAGRITTE v1.1 
Initial RO2 (H-abstraction: MCO3) 
• Assumes rapid isomerization of the RO2 produced from OH addition to form 
hydroperoxyacetone (HPACET), hydroxyacetone (HYAC), HO2 and OH. 
MCO3 (methacrolein 1-peroxyl radical) 
• Reaction of RO2 with NO3 is included. 
• MCO3 + HO2 produces same species as predicted by MCM and WR+. 
• Four unique reactions have MCO3 reacting with ISOPDO2, ISOPBO2, C2H3O3 and 
CH3O2 to form a variety of small molecules like HCHO and CO as well as small radicals. 
Peroxides and carbonyls are produced from these reactions. The most important reaction 
from this set is MCO3 + CH3O2. 
A3.4.2 trans-β- Isoprene epoxydiol (IEPOX) + OH mechanism 
IEPOX reacts with OH by H-abstraction (lifetime ~24 hours; T= 298K; [OH] = 106 
molecules cm-3) to produce one of three different alkyl radicals. Through a minor (~10-20%) 
product channel, oxygen can add to the radical to form RO2 that subsequently react with HO2 
producing isoprene carbonyl hydroxy epoxides. Through major product channels (~80-90%), the 





• The products resulting from NO or HO2 termination of the minor channel epoxide ring-
opening initial RO2 (4-hydroxy 3-peroxyl 2-methyl 1-hydroxy propanal) are grouped into 
the product yields from termination of one of the other major yield RO2, IEPOXAOO 
(3,4-dihydroxy 2-peroxyl 2-methyl butanal). Yields from NO or HO2 termination of the 
other major yield RO2, IEPOXBOO (3,4-dihydroxy 3-methyl 2-peroxyl butanal), are 
lower (~0.33) compared to MCM and so yields of IEPOXAOO are increased (~0.67) in 
this mechanism. 
• The 1,5 H-shift isomerization process are included and produce dicarbonyl hydroxy 
hydroperoxide compounds. Oxidation of these C5 compounds generally produce C4 
hydroxy carbonyl compounds. 
• IEPOXAOO and IEPOXBOO reaction with RO2 is not included. 
• IEPOXAOO produces 3,4-dihydroxy-2-butanone (called MVK3OH4OH) after 1,4 H-
shift isomerization, like the MCM, but when this product reacts with OH, two products 
are possible, with 1-hydroxy 2,3-butanedione (BIACETOH) being the major yield 
product (~0.61). 
A3.4.2.2 MCM v3.3.1 
• All three RO2 produced in the ring-opening channel are treated explicitly. 
• Only 1,4 H-shifts are considered as important isomerization processes for the 3,4-
dihydroxy 2-peroxyl 2-methyl butanal (C57O2) and 3,4-dihydroxy 3-methyl 2-peroxyl 
butanal (C58AO2) peroxy radicals. The 3,4-dihydroxy-2-butanone product from C57O2 
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isomerization can either photolyze or react with OH to produce glycoaldehyde and 
BIACETOH. 
• Termination by NO3 and RO2 is included in the C57O2 and C58AO2 reactions. 
• HO2 termination reactions are generally producing multi-functional peroxides. 
A3.4.2.3 MAGRITTE v1.1 
• Lumps cis- and trans- isomers of β-IEPOX and the branching between the initial RO2 (i.e. 
IEPOXAO2 and IEPOXBO2) is combined to represent the distribution produced from 
both isomers. This is also considered when providing yields for the isoprene hydroxy 
carbonyl species (minor channel). 
• Fast photolysis of the 1,5 H-shift isomerization products is assumed and largely produces 
methylglyoxal. 
A3.4.3 4,3-ISOPOOH + OH mechanism 
ISOPOOH reacts with OH (lifetime ~3 hours; T = 298K; [OH] = 106 molecules cm-3) 
through a major OH-addition channel and a minor H-abstraction channel. The major product of 
the OH-addition channel is IEPOX. An important minor product resulting from 1,5 H-shift 
isomerization of the resulting RO2 is a dihydroxyhydroperoxy epoxide.  
A3.4.3.1 WR+ 
• The trans- and cis- isomers of IEPOX (i.e. 0.68:0.32 yield) are explicitly treated. The 
consequence of this shouldn’t be major because the resulting peroxy radicals from 
reaction of OH with the cis- isomer are the same as the ones produced from OH oxidation 
of the trans- IEPOX isomer. 
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• Minor OH-addition channel is modeled to produce two RO2 that are in equilibrium with 
one another, but an estimated yield distribution is applied. The major product from 
reactions of these two RO2 is dihydroxyhydroperoxy epoxide. Other minor products 
include glycoaldehyde, formaldehyde, and hydroperoxyacetone. 
• The H-abstraction channels are explicitly treated, but this reaction occurs relatively 
slowly (lifetime ~35 hours). The products of this reaction include multi-function hydroxy 
carbonyl species and peroxides. Additionally, an ISOPOO radical is produced in high 
yield to be recycled into the isoprene oxidation ladder. 
A3.4.3.2 MCM v3.3.1 
• The MCM assumes all the IEPOX formed from this ISOPOOH + OH takes the form of 
the trans- isomer with a yield from the OH-addition channel of 75%. Isoprene hydroxy 
carbonyl is the other product assumed to be produced with a 22% yield. 
• The H-abstraction channel is represented by a 3% yield of ISOPOO that feeds back into 
the isoprene oxidation ladder. 
A3.4.3.3 MAGRITTE v1.1 
• The OH-addition channel is treated similarly to how the MCM and WR+ treat it. IEPOX 
and dihydroxyhydroperoxy epoxide are major products with 85% and 15% yields, 
respectively. 
• Most of the yield from the H-abstraction channels is the ISOPOO radical that goes on to 
be recycled into the isoprene oxidation cascade. The major difference for this channel is 
the creation of unsaturated hydroperoxyl aldehydes that photolyze to enols. The enols 
then react with OH to produce small molecule products, including formic acid. 
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A3.4.4 Fate of CH3CO3 and CH3O2 
A3.4.4.1 WR+ 
• CH3CO3 + HO2 follows the same kinetics and products suggested in the MCM and is 
source of acetic acid. 
• CH3CO3 + NO same for all mechanisms with CH3CO2 as a major product. 
• CH3CO3 + MO2 is a source of acetic acid and the rate constant is somewhat different 
from MCM. 
• Same NO3 fate as MCM 
• CH3COO reacts specifically with different RO2 to produce different products. Major 
product of these reactions is HCHO. 
A3.4.4.2 MCM v3.3.1 
• CH3CO3 + HO2 produces peroxyacetic, acetic and CH3CO2 as major products. 
• CH3CO3 + NO is the same for all mechanisms. 
• CH3CO3 + RO2 is a source of acetic acid and a source of CH3CO2. 
• NO3 fate included 
• CH3O2 mostly goes to HCHO 
A3.4.4.3 MAGRITTE v1.1 
• CH3CO3 + HO2 produces peroxyacetic, acetic and CH3CO2 as major products. 
• CH3CO3 + NO same for all mechanisms. 




A3.5. “Base case” results modeling FIXCIT experiments 
Table A3.2. Predicted and actual organic acid yields for modeled FIXCIT experiments. 
Experiment 
name 
Formic acid yield (%) Acetic acid yield (%) 
 MCM WR
+ 
MAG Actual MCM WR
+ 
MAG Actual 
Isoprene + OH 
“low NO” 
0.4 0.4 1.7 7.0 0.3 0.7 1.7 2.9 
Isoprene + OH 
“high NO” 
0.3 0.2 0.1 4.0 0 0 0.2 1.0 
Isoprene + OH 
“low HC, low 
NO” 
0.4 0.5 2.0 12.0 0.3 0.8 1.9 < DL 
Isoprene + 
NO3 
1.3 1.0 0.2 35.5 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 7.1 
Isoprene + O3 
w/o scavenger 
14.2 7.7 3. 3 19.2 3.6 1.5 1.0 5.2 
Isoprene + O3 
w/ scavenger 
20.0 10.3 3.4 10.3 3.9 1.2 0.9 1.7 
Isoprene + O3 
w/o scavenger 
50% RH 
13.9 16.2 3.1 119.7 3.5 1.5 0.9 8.1 
Isoprene + O3 
w/ scavenger 
50% RH 
20.0 22.5 3.6 70.0 3.9 1.3 0.9 4.8 
ISOPOOH + 
OH “low NO” 
< 0.1 < 0.1 2.1 1.7 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.1 < DL 
IEPOX + OH 
“moderate 
NO” 
< 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 12.5 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.2 < DL 
MACR + OH 
“low NO” 
< 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 10.9 1.8 1.6 2.2 8.8 
MACR + OH 
“high NO” 
1.7 2.3 < 0.1 3.4 < 0.1 < 0.1 1.8 < DL 
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6. Modifications to improve model prediction of organic acid production with 
measurements 
Table S3. Summary of modifications made to mechanisms to bring organic acid model 





Mechanism Reaction modified Rate constant 
 
 




MCM v3.3.1 MACO3 + HO2 = CH3C2H2O2 + 
OH + 0.5 HCOOH + 0.32 
CH3CO2H 
aKAPHO2*0.44 
WR+ MACR1OO + HO2 = 
0.37MACR1OOH + 0.5HCHO + 
0.325CO + 0.325CH3OO + 
0.175CH3CO3 + 0.5CO2 + 
0.5OH + 0.13O3 + 
0.13MACR1OH + 0.25 HCOOH 
+ 0.15 CH3CO2H 
3.14e-12*exp(580/T) 
MAGRITTE v1.1 MCO3 + HO2 = CO2 + HCHO + 
OH + CH3O2 + CO + 0.8 HCOOH 




MCM v3.3.1 MACO3 + HO2 = CH3C2H2O2 + 
OH + 0.5 HCOOH + 0.32 
CH3CO2H 
aKAPHO2*0.44 
WR+ MACR1OO + HO2 = 
0.37MACR1OOH + 0.5HCHO + 
0.325CO + 0.325CH3OO + 
0.175CH3CO3 + 0.5CO2 + 
0.5OH + 0.13O3 + 
0.13MACR1OH + 0.25 HCOOH 
+ 0.15 CH3CO2H 
3.14e-12*exp(580/T) 
MAGRITTE v1.1 MCO3 + HO2 = CO2 + HCHO + 
OH + CH3O2 + CO + 0.8 HCOOH 
+ 0.5 CH3COOH 
4.155e-13*exp(980/T) 




MCM v3.3.1 MACRO = ACETOL + CO + HO2 
+ 0.1 HCOOH 
bKDEC 
WR+ MCROHOO + NO = 0.86HAC + 




0.14MGLY + 0.14HCHO + 0.01 
HCOOH 
 
MAGRITTE v1.1 MACR + OH = CO + 0.036 
HPACET + 0.036 HO2 + 0.964 
HYAC + OH + 0.03 HCOOH 
4.4E-12*exp(380/T) 





MCM v3.3.1 C58AO2 + NO = C58AO + NO2 + 
0.2 HCOOH 
KRO2NO.*0.935 
WR+ IEPOXAOO + NO = 
0.2MVK3OH4OH + HO2 + NO2 
+ 0.2CO + 0.8GLYC + 0.8MGLY + 
0.2 HCOOH 
c8.5534e-12 
MAGRITTE v1.1 IEPOXAO2 + NO = NO2 + HO2 + 
0.8 MGLY + 0.8 GLYALD + 0.2 
DHBO + 0.2 CO + 0.2 HCOOH 
2.7e-12*exp(350/T) 




MCM v3.3.1 OH + ISOPDOOH = HCOC5 + OH 
+ 0.07 HCOOH 
1.15e-10*0.22 
WR+ ISOP3OOH4OH + OH = 
0.655IHPOO3 + 0.345IHPOO2 + 
0.12 HCOOH 
4.35e-12*exp(390/T) 
MAGRITTE v1.1 e e 




MAGRITTE v1.1 HPALD2 = OH + 1.15 HO2 + 
1.35 CO2 + 0.55 HCHO + 0.65 
CH3CO3 + 0.2 MMAL +0.15 
MGLY + 0.15 CO + 0.1 GLY + 3 
HCOOH + 1 CH3COOH 
f6.4e-05 
aKAPHO2 = 5.2e-13*exp(980/T)  
bKDEC = 1e6 
cReported for 298K and 1000mbar 
dKRO2NO = 2.7e-12*exp(360/T) 
eno modification 
fCalculated with absorption cross sections and quantum yields for HPALD reported in Muller et 




A3.6.1 MACR + OH “low NO” 
 
Figure A3.8. (a) Formic (red) and acetic (yellow) acid mixing ratios observed during the OH 
oxidation of MACR under conditions of “low NO”. Yields were applied to the MACO3 + HO2 
termination pathway in the isoprene oxidation mechanisms to bring predictions of organic acid 
production (markers) into agreement with measured values (solid lines). Unadulterated 
mechanisms were run with modifications (dashed lines) to include oxidation of hydroxyacetone 
(HAC) and glycolaldehyde (GLY) to test the sensitivity of organic acid production to these 
primary sources. (b) Model predictions of organic acid production from the isoprene + OH “low 
NO” experiment with modifications to the mechanism exclusively informed by the MACR + OH 





Figure A3.9. (a) Formic acid mixing ratio measured (solid line) from the MACR + OH “low 
NO” experiment and the predicted formic acid production (dashed line) from the MAGRITTE 
mechanism modified to only include production routes from hydroxyacetone (HAC) and 
glycolaldehyde. (b) Formic acid production rates from the HAC and GLY mechanism prediction. 
(c) HAC measured during the MACR + OH “low NO” experiment (solid line) and the 
predictions of HAC production from the three isoprene oxidation mechanisms tested (markers). 









A3.6.2 MACR + OH “high NO” 
 
Figure A3.10. (a) Formic (red) and acetic (yellow) acid mixing ratios observed during the OH 
oxidation of MACR under conditions of “high NO”. Yields were applied to the MACRO2 + NO 
termination pathway in the isoprene oxidation mechanisms to bring predictions of organic acid 
production (markers) into agreement with measured values (solid lines). Unadulterated 
mechanisms were run with modifications (dashed lines) to include oxidation of hydroxyacetone 
(HAC) and glycolaldehyde (GLY) to test the sensitivity of organic acid production to these 
primary sources. (b) Model predictions of organic acid production from the isoprene + OH “high 
NO” experiment with modifications to the mechanism exclusively informed by the MACR + OH 







A3.6.3 IEPOX + OH “moderate NO” 
 
Figure A3.11. Trans-β-IEPOX mixing ratios measured (solid line) and model predicted 
(markers). The dashed line indicates where UV lights were turned on and oxidation of IEPOX 
was initiated by OH. Decrease in the IEPOX mixing ratio prior to turning lights on is attributed 





Figure A3.12. (a) Formic acid mixing ratio measured from IEPOX oxidation. (b) Formic acid 
mixing ratios were predicted for each mechanism based on the yield of formic acid measured in 
the experiment and the amount of IEPOX consumed as predicted by the model. Each of the 
mechanisms was run in their unaltered form to see the “base case” predictions of formic acid. 
Unadulterated mechanisms were also run with modifications (dashed lines) to include oxidation 
of hydroxyacetone (HAC) and glycolaldehyde (GLY) to test the sensitivity of organic acid 
production to these primary sources. (c) Yields of formic acid were applied to the IEPOX + OH 
mechanism to bring model prediction into agreement with measured formic acid mixing ratios 
(adjusted for predicted IEPOX consumption by model). (d) Model predictions of organic acid 
production from the isoprene + OH “high NO” experiment with modifications to the mechanism 








A3.6.4 ISOPOOH + OH “low NO” 
 





Figure A3.14. (a) Formic acid mixing ratio measured from ISOPOOH oxidation. (b) Formic acid 
mixing ratios were predicted for each mechanism based on the yield of formic acid measured in 
the experiment and the amount of ISOPOOH consumed as predicted by the model. Each of the 
mechanisms was run in their unaltered form to see the “base case” predictions of formic acid. 
Unadulterated mechanisms were also run with modifications (dashed lines) to include oxidation 
of hydroxyacetone (HAC, and glycolaldehyde (GLY) to test the sensitivity of organic acid 
production to these primary sources. (c) Yields of formic acid were applied to the ISOPOOH + 
OH mechanism to bring model prediction into agreement with measured formic acid mixing 
ratios (adjusted for predicted ISOPOOH consumption by model). (d) Model predictions of 
organic acid production from the isoprene + OH “low NO” experiment with modifications to the 
mechanism exclusively informed by the MACR + OH “low NO” and “high NO”, IEPOX + OH, 







A3.6.5 Isoprene + OH 
 
Figure A3.15. The ability of the FIXCIT-modified models, including the additional HPALD 
photolysis modification for MAGRITTE, to predict formic (red) and acetic (yellow) acid mixing 





Figure A3.16. The right panels isolated from Figure 3.3 showing the portion of the January 7th 
experiment that targeted combined photolysis and OH oxidation of HPALD compounds. For the 
first part of this experiment 20% of the UV lights were turned on to initiate photolysis and OH 
oxidation (left of the vertical dashed line). The UV lights were then turned up to 100% to 
enhance photolysis and OH oxidation (left of the vertical dashed line). To close the gap between 
measured and modeled formic acid in the “low NO” isoprene + OH oxidation experiment a 
molar yield of 300% for formic acid was applied to the photolysis reaction of HPALD2 in the 
MAGRITTE mechanism. The model results using this updated MAGRITTE mechanism are 
shown by the dashed line traces in the time series for HPALDs, formic acid, and acetic acid. A 
molar yield of 100% was also applied for acetic acid. This figure shows that even with the 
updated mechanism formic and acetic acid mixing ratios are not captured in this photolysis 
experiment suggesting HPALD photolysis is likely not the exclusive ‘missing’ chemical source 








A3.7. Modeling of organic acid production during SOAS 
Ambient modeling of organic acid production during SOAS was performed for six 
simulated days to allow diurnal steady-state to be established. Many organic and inorganic 
species measured during SOAS were constrained to their measured diel profiles for the model 
runs as described in We converted all the species names in the MAGRITTE v1.1 mechanism to 
MCM species names to ensure compatibility in running the combined MCM and MAGRITTE 
mechanisms.  
  
Figure A3.17. Comparison of modeled versus measured formic (left) and acetic (right) acid. 
Modeled versus measured formic acid exhibits greater temporal agreement than acetic acid, 






A3.8. Sensitivity analysis of model dilution scheme on ambient organic acids 
Kaiser et al.2 experimented with three different dilution schemes and found that applying 
a constant dilution rate of 4 day-1 of VOC-free background air best reproduced measured mixing 
ratios of glyoxal, HCHO, glycolaldehyde and PAN. The authors also found that the results of 
their study, focusing on OH reactivity, were mostly insensitive to the planetary boundary layer 
dilution scheme used. We replicate the sensitivity test performed in that study and apply it to the 
modeling of formic and acetic acid in this study (Figure A3.14). Following the methods of 
Kaiser et al (2016) were tested three constant dilution ratios (2, 4, and 40 day-1) and two dilution 
rates calculated from the planetary boundary layer height measurement; one from a calculated 
entrainment rate and another scaled by the boundary layer measurement. The underestimation of 
formic acid by the model ranged from 84, 85, and 84% between the bounds of the 2, 4, and 40 
day-1 dilution rate. The best agreement (r2 = 0.82) between modeled output and measurements for 
these dilution schemes was when using the value of 4 day-1. Similar results were obtained for 
acetic acid. When comparing the PBL-scaled dilution estimate to the constant 4 day-1 estimate 
the agreement between modeled and measured diel profiles increase slightly, but the 
underestimates of the models also increase slightly (Figure A3.15). For consistency with 
previous literature we use the constant 4 day-1 estimate of dilution acknowledging that the 
differences between results from this and the PBL-scaled model case are minor. Similar to the 
findings of Kaiser et al, the entrainment-based dilution scheme produced diel profiles that were 





Figure A3.18. Modeled formic and acetic acid mixing ratios during SOAS (dashed lines) using 
different parameterizations for simulated planetary boundary layer dilution.  
 
 
Figure A3.19. Comparison of modeled to measured organic acids using the PBL-scaled dilution 
scheme for modeled mixing ratios.  
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A3.9. Estimate of global contribution of isoprene oxidation to formic and acetic acid 
production 
We provide a rough estimate of formic and acetic acid production from isoprene based on 
the distribution of average global oxidative fate of isoprene presented in Bates and Jacob 
(2019).3 We first multiplied the fractional contribution to isoprene oxidative fate (column 2 of 
Table A3.4) by the estimate of annual isoprene emission described in Bates and Jacob of 535 Tg 
a-1 to get the moles of isoprene reacted by that corresponding pathway (column 1 of Table A3.4). 
We then multiplied these moles of isoprene by the yield of organic acid and converted that value 
to Tg of organic acid. The various contributions of isoprene oxidation to estimated organic acid 
global production rates are presented below in Table A3.4. 




































ISOP + NO3 0.02 0 0.019 
ISOP + NO3; 
experiment 9 0 0.18 
ISOP + O3 0.1 1.19 0.08 
ISOP + O3 with 
scavenger 50% 
RH; experiment 29 43.0 3.8 
Isoprene + 
OH + O2 + 
HO2 0.36 0.07 0.03 
ISOP + OH "low 
NO"; experiment 2 9.1 5.1 
Isoprene + 
OH + O2 + 
NO 0.25 0.04 0.01 
ISOP + OH "high 




OH + O2 
then H-shift 0.19 0.27 0.05 
experiment 7 
 18.5 4.5 
Isoprene + 
OH + O2 + 
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APPENDIX 4 - CHAPTER 4 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
A4.1 Supplemental site description 
A4.1.1 SOAS  
Median daytime temperatures during SOAS were around 29°C while temperatures in the 
evening dropped to around 21°C. Relative humidity (RH) was lowest during the day (~60%) and 
increased in the evening often above 90%. A period of cloud cover (i.e. decreased solar 
radiation) was observed from July 3rd to the 7th. This resulted in decreased photochemistry as 
evidenced by low HO2 and O3 mixing ratios. Coincident with the measurements of organic 
acids, the most precipitation was observed between July 3-7 totaling 51.7 mm with an additional 
18.5 mm of precipitation observed at different times during the three-week measurement period. 
Occasional influence of anthropogenic emissions on the site was observed as evidenced by 
spikes in SO2 mixing ratios. 
A4.1.2 SPiFFY  
Monoterpenes were not measured during SPiFFY, but it’s estimated that monoterpene 
mixing ratios were similar to mixing ratios observed from other years. Figure A4.1 presents the 
diel variation of monoterpenes observed from the years 2008 (Kim et al., 2010), 2010 (Kaser et 
al., 2013), and 2015 at Manitou Experimental Forest. The diel plots suggest the mixing ratios of 
monoterpenes from year to year are fairly similar with nighttime mixing ratios around 1 ppbv 
and daytime mixing ratios below 0.5 ppbv. This is similar to what was observed during SOAS 




Figure A4.1. Diel plots of monoterpene mixing ratios measured at Manitou Experimental Forest 
(SPiFFY campaign location) from the years 2008 (beige; top left), 2012 (beige; top right) and 











A4.1.4 FIXCIT experiment summary  
Organic acids were quantified from eight experiments from FIXCIT. Important 
conditions for each of the experiments are shown below in Table A4.1.  
Table A4.1. Summary of FIXCIT experiments analyzed. 
Experiment 












Isoprene + OH 
("low NO") 
“low NO” OH 
blank 




Isoprene + OH 
("high NO") 
“high NO” OH 
blank 
2.2 x 1010 molecules s 
cm-3 
6 
01.06.14 Isoprene + O3  
Pre-
hydrocarbon 










α-pinene + OH 
("low NO") 
“low NO” OH 
blank 




α-pinene + OH 
("high NO") 
“high NO” OH 
blank 
4.8 x 1010 molecules s 
cm-3 
14 
01.14.14 Isoprene + O3  
Pre-
hydrocarbon 
injection 9.57 x 106 ppbv s 
29 
01.29.14 Isoprene + O3 
Pre-
hydrocarbon 
injection 7.57 x 106 ppbv s 
aReported as a percentage of the 320 UV bulbs installed in the chamber 
A4.2. Acetate CIMS data treatment  
A4.2.1 Data processing and mass calibration  
All CIMS data were processed using Tofware v2.5.12 in Igor Pro 7. Mass calibrants 
varied slightly between all campaigns and lab experiments but common calibrants included O2- 
(m/z 31.99), NO3- (m/z 61.99), CHO2- (m/z 45.00), C4H7O4- (m/z 119.03), C2H3O2- (m/z 59.01) 
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and CF3- (m/z 68.99). A calibrant that was used unique to SOAS was C12H20NO7- (m/z 290.12), 
presumably a sesquiterpene hydroxynitrate. During SPiFFY C18H35O2- (m/z 288.26) was used as 
a mass calibrant.  
A4.2.2 Background subtraction methods 
A4.2.2.1 Ambient measurements  
Instrumental backgrounds we measured for one minute every hour during SOAS and 
SPiFFY. Backgrounds were performed by introducing purified air upstream of the inlet to the 
instrument. Many species exhibited a first-order decay in signal during the background 
measurement as a result of gas-wall partitioning equilibrium effects on tubing leading to the 
instrument and on the surface of the ion-molecule reactor.1,2 These wall effects complicate 
measurement of a “true” instrumental background and methods employing short-duration (<5 s) 
background determination have been shown to be successful for plume-like sampling 
conditions.3 For the “long” backgrounds employed here we are likely over-estimating the 
background for species with sufficiently low vapor pressures. For the 10 second averaged data 
we take the final three signal points during the background measurement, average them, then 
subtract that value from the time series for a given species corresponding to that hour of 
measurement. 
A4.2.2.2 FIXCIT measurements  
Two background experiments were performed to capture the method backgrounds for 
experiments involving OH oxidation of isoprene and α-pinene under conditions of “low NO” or 
“high NO” during FIXCIT. Details about the blank experiments are provided in Nguyen et al.4 
(2014). To account for background, we take the signal from all species in the mass spectrum and 
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subtract from it the signal acquired, after an equivalent amount of time, from the corresponding 
blank experiment (i.e. for the isoprene + OH “low NO” experiment that lasted five hours we 
subtract the corresponding signal after five hours from the blank OH “low NO” experiment). We 
recommend improving the understanding of how backgrounds impact organic acid production 
during chamber experiments by acquiring measurements of experiment-simulated backgrounds 
before and after an experiment involving a precursor in the future. The signal from species prior 
to injection of the hydrocarbon precursor was defined as the background for ozonolysis and the 
nitrate radical oxidation experiments.  
A4.2.3 Detection limit filtering  
Following a previously published method, ion signals were determined to be quantifiable 
if the average ion signal was above the signal detection limit.5 For each file of 10 second data 
collected during the SOAS campaign, the signal for each high resolution identified species was 
averaged during a 30-minute time period in the middle of the file (i.e. 15 minutes from the start 
and 15 before the end of file collection) and was defined as the average signal for that file. A 
short three second period from the zero period that occurred during each file was also averaged 
for each HR species and that was defined as the background signal average. The detection limit 
for the averaged signal was then calculated by equation 1: 
𝐷𝐿?̅? = (3𝜎𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 + 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘) 𝑥√ 𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙  (1) 
Where DLs is the average signal detection limit, σback is the standard deviation of the signal 
during the background measurement, Sigback is the average signal during the background 
measurement, tback is the duration of the average for the background measurement and tsignal is the 
duration of the average for measurement of the signal during ambient sampling. 
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A4.2.4 Determination of clustered species in acetate CIMS spectra  
Manual peak assignment was performed on the mass spectra for FIXCIT. During FIXCIT 
the acetate CIMS was operated as to optimize the transmission of [acetate+M]- clusters. 
Operating the acetate CIMS in a “clustering” mode results in ambiguity when identifying 
deprotonated M- species from species clustered with acetate in the mass spectrum.6 A recent 
review of isoprene oxidation chemistry was used to help identify potential species that most 
likely appeared as clusters with the acetate reagent ion in the mass spectrum.7 Identification of 
the isoprene and monoterpene oxidation product clusters was verified by observing the presence 
of the [M+I]- clusters in the mass spectra acquired during the same experiments by the iodide 
reagent. Other species, such as C5H10O3 and C10H17NO5, were also verified by co-identification 
with the CF3O- CIMS. Specific experiments were not performed during FIXCIT to determine if 
species identified as clusters with acetate in the mass spectrum were in fact clusters so if an 
elemental formula identified in the mass spectrum could feasibly be an acetate ion clustered with 
a neutral species than the peak was assigned as an acetate cluster. It was observed from the 
experiments that acetate clusters with appreciable sensitivity with organic nitrate species as well 
as peroxides. This chemical information was considered when assigning identities to peaks in the 
mass spectrum. Species filtering procedures described below were used to exclude potential 







A4.2.4.1 Clustered species identified in the FIXCIT chamber study  
A total of 15 isoprene and terpene oxidation products were identified as clusters with 
acetate in the FIXCIT experiments. These compounds were uniquely associated with the 
precursor oxidation and different from background signals. 
Table A4.2. Species identified as clusters with the acetate reagent from the FIXCIT experiments. 
Precursor observed 
formula 










Low NO isoprene yes 




Low NO isoprene yes 




Low NO isoprene yes 
isoprene C5H10O5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
C5 HOM Low NO isoprene yes 
isoprene C4H8O5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
C4 HOM Low NO isoprene yes 


















isoprene C4H8O6 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
C4 HOM High NO 
isoprene 
no 
isoprene CH4O3 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 





isoprene CH4O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
sCI product?  Ozone no 
scavenger 
no 


































pinene + OH 
yes 
α-pinene C9H13O6 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
C9 HOM high NO α-













A4.2.4.2 Clustered species identified at SOAS  
A total of 53 compounds in the mass spectrum were identified as clusters with acetate. 
Previous studies have observed that organic peroxides and carboxylic acids cluster favorably 
with acetate, but we also observe favorable clustering with organonitrate compounds.6,8,9 The 
identity of many of the species identified as clusters with the acetate reagent were validated by 
confirming their presence in spectra collected using the iodide reagent during the campaign. 







 C2H6O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
153.04 polyol? yes 
isoprene C5H9O2 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
160.07 Isoprene hydroxy 
carbonyl 
no 
isoprene C4H6O3 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
161.05 methacrylic acid 
epoxide 
yes 
 C4H7O3 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
162.04  yes 
 C4H8O3 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
163.06 hydroxybutyric acid? yes 
 C3H4O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
163.02 malonic acid? yes 
isoprene C5H8O3 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
175.06 HPALD yes 
 C4H4O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
175.02 maleic acid?  yes 
isoprene C5H10O3 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
177.08 IEPOX/ISOPOOH yes 
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isoprene C4H6O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
177.04 ISOPOOH + OH 
product 
yes 
isoprene C4H8O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
179.06 2-methylglyceric acid yes 
 C5H12O3 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
179.09  no 
 C5H8O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
191.06 glutaric acid? yes 
 C4H4O5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
191.02 diacid? yes 
isoprene C5H10O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
193.07 ISOPOOH + OH 
product 
yes 
 C4H6O5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
193.04 diacid? yes 
 C5H12O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
195.09 polyol? yes 
 C4H8O5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
195.05 hydroxyacid? yes 
isoprene C5H9NO4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
206.07 1st generation isoprene 
nitrate 
yes 
 C4H5NO5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
206.03 Isoprene nitrate? yes 
 C5H8O5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
207.05 diacid? yes 
 C4H7NO5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
208.05 Isoprene nitrate? yes 
 C5H10O5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
209.07 C5 isoprene HOM yes 
 C4H6O4S ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
209.01 C4 organosulfate? yes 
 C7H12O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
219.09 diacid? yes 
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 C5H9NO5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
222.06 Isoprene nitrate? yes 
 C5H11NO5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
224.08 Isoprene hydroxy 
nitrate? 
yes 
 C5H9O6 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
224.05  yes 
isoprene C5H10O6 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
225.06 ISOPOOH + OH 
product 
yes 
isoprene C5H9NO6 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
238.06 C5 hydroxynitrate? yes 
 C4H5NO7 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
238.02 C4 hydroxynitrate? yes 
 C4H6NO7 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
239.03  yes 
 C5H10NO6 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
239.06  no 
 C5H9O7 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
240.05 C5 HOM yes 
terpene C10H16O3 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
243.12 pinonic acid or related 
isomer 
yes 
 C9H12O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
243.09 Terpene oxidation 
product? 
yes 
 C9H14O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
245.1 Terpene oxidation 
product? 
yes 
 C6H6O7 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
249.03 C6 HOM yes 
 C9H18O4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
249.13  yes 
 C9H10O5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
257.07 Terpene oxidation 
product? 
yes 
 C9H14NO4 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
259.11 Terpene nitrate? yes 
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 C8H8O6 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
259.05 C8 HOM yes 
 C7H6O7 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
261.03 C7 HOM yes 
 C9H16O5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
263.11 Terpene oxidation 
product? 
yes 
 C9H6O9 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
269.03  yes 
 C5H10O9 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
273.05 C5 isoprene oxidation 
HOM 
yes 
 C10H14O5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
273.10 Terpene oxidation 
product? 
yes 
 C10H16O5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
275.11 Terpene oxidation 
product? 
yes 






 C9H15NO6 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
 
292.10 Terpene nitrate? yes 
 C10H19NO5 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
 
292.14 Terpene nitrate? yes 
 C10H15NO7 ·  
(C2H3O2)- 
 
320.10 Terpene nitrate? yes 
aSpecies identifications marked with “?” indicate uncertain significant uncertainty. Assignment 
of identification based on consideration of selectivity towards clustering, likelihood of appearing 





A4.2.4.3 Common measurement artifacts observed using acetate CIMS 
Listed below are common artifacts observed in our field measurements using acetate 
CIMS. Depending on the “clustering” regime the mass spectrometer is configured to operate 
under some artifacts are going to be less relevant. 
Table A4.4 Common measurement artifacts observed in acetate CIMS mass spectrum. 
Common acetate CIMS interferences 
Source    
Teflon Tubing m/z formula of artifact  
 69 CF3-  
 113 C2F3O2-  
 169 C3F7-  
 119 C2F5-  
 163 C3F5O2-  
 213 C4F7O2-  
 219 C4F9-  
 269 C5F11-  
 263 C5F9O2-  
 313 C6F11O2-  
 319 C6F13-  
Reactions m/z Formula of artifact reaction 
 60 CO3- O2- + O3 --> O3- + 
O2 




 112 SO5- CO3- + SO2 --> SO3- 
+ CO2 
SO3- + O2 + N2 --> 
SO5- + N2 
 76 CO4-  
Common clusters m/z Formula of artifact identity 
 92 (C2H3O2)HO2- HO2 cluster 
 93 (C2H3O2)H2O2- H2O2 cluster 
 77 (C2H3O2)H2O- water cluster 








[C2H3O2 + C2H4O2 + 
C2H4O2]- 




nitric acid nitrate 
cluster 
 112 CO4(H2O)2- CO4 dihydrate 









 102 (C2H3O2)C2H3O- acetate cluster 
 105 (C2H3O2)CH2O2- formic acid cluster 
 
122 (C2H3O2)HNO3- 
acetate nitric acid 
cluster 
 149 (C2H3O2)C2H2O4- oxalic acid cluster 
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 94 (C2H3O2)H3O2- water cluster 
Fragments m/z Formula of artifact Fragment of… 
 43 C2H3O- lactic acid 
    
 
3. Spectra with speciation from FIXCIT  
Figures A4.2-A4.8 show average mass spectra for each experiment listed in Table A4.1. 
Shown in red is total ion signal from the experiment. The black trace is the average mass 
spectrum from the background and the green inset figure shows the difference between the 
average mass spectrum during the experiment and the background. Many species were not 
confidently identified in the mass spectrum likely due to clustering processes that were not 
completely understood. 
 




Figure A4.3. Average mass spectra from “high NO” isoprene + OH experiment. 
 




Figure A4.5. Average mass spectra from isoprene + NO3 experiment. 
 




Figure A4.7. Average mass spectra from α-pinene + OH “high NO” experiment. 
 
 





A4.4. Bulk quantification of the mass spectrum 
A4.4.1 Parameterization of sensitivity and calibrations for acetate CIMS  
A previously published parameterization of sensitivity as a function of average carbon 
oxidation state (OSc) and carbon number was investigated and employed for quantification of 
organic acids in this study.5 Measured sensitivities were used in place of parameterized 
sensitivities when possible. A series of heated liquid injection calibrations were performed and 
sensitivities were measured for a wide variety of organic acids with different additional 
functional groups such as hydroxy, carbonyl and aromatic moieties.10 Liquid calibrant solutions 
were prepared in HPLC grade methanol and sonicated to ensure mixing. Injections of analytes 
were on the order of 1013-1014 total molecules injected. A constant 10 uL injection volume was 
used for all calibrations and was applied to a quartz filter enclosed in a PFA injection apparatus. 
Heating was applied with a heat gun over the PFA injection apparatus to ensure liquid analyte 
evaporation. When possible injections of calibrants were compared to permeation tube 
calibration sources and compared well. Calibrants that did not have permeation tube sources for 
comparison generally were in the condensed phase at room temperature and thus had 
corresponding low volatilities. Prolonged heating was necessary to get the lower volatility 
calibrants into the instrument. Previous studies have observed significant thermal decomposition 
of carboxylic acids when heated.11,12 Analysis of expected decarboxylation or dehydration 
products of the parent carboxylic acid suggest that thermal decomposition did not play a major 
role in determining signal intensity during the calibrations however this influence can’t be ruled 
out, so the sensitivities of the lower volatility compounds (i.e. pinonic, myristic and palmitic 
acids) measured here may represent a lower bound. 
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Calibrations were performed under “declustered” and “clustered” ion transmission 
regimes to capture the effects of instrument operating conditions on sensitivity for the SPiFFY 
and SOAS/FIXCIT campaigns, respectively. The campaign averaged ratio of the reagent self-
cluster ([C2H3O2- + C2H4O2]; m/z 119.03; acetate cluster) signal to the reagent (C2H3O2-; m/z 
59.01; acetate) signal was used to determine if the voltage settings were configured such that the 
mass spectra would reflect “clustered’ (i.e. high acetate cluster to acetate ratio) or “declustered” 
settings (i.e. low acetate cluster to acetate cluster ratio). It was demonstrated by Brophy and 
Farmer (2016) that tuning of the ion optics in the instrument can result in transmission where 
collisions are preferentially favored or limited resulting in mass spectra that contain either 
deprotonated species or clusters, respectively. The ratio of the signal of the acetate cluster to 
acetate should be the best indicator of the electric fields established in the ion optics under a 
particular set of voltage settings. Here we define “declustered” settings as ion optic voltage 
settings that produce an acetate cluster to acetate ratio of 0.004 and “clustered” as settings that 
produce a ratio of 0.04 (the ratio observed at SOAS was 0.02). 
Using the relationship between sensitivity and extraction frequency—combined with the 
relative sensitivities observed under different voltage settings—the following equation was 
derived to convert sensitivities measured in lab to sensitivities that theoretically would have been 
observed at SOAS: 
𝑆𝑂𝐴𝑆 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 =  𝐿𝑎𝑏 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑥 0.7160.444   (2) 
The value of 0.716 in equation 2 comes from the extraction frequency calibration and shows the 
relative drop in sensitivity going from an extraction frequency of 24 kHz (used in lab) to 17 kHz 
(used at SOAS). The value of 0.444 in equation 2 comes from the voltage settings calibration and 
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shows the relative increase in sensitivity when operating under “clustered” voltage settings 
compared to “declustered” settings. 
 
Figure A4.9. Signal as a function of ToF extraction frequency for select acids. 
 
Figure A4.10. Average of all the signals in Figure A4.9 normalized to their signal at 24 kHz and 
plotted as a function of ToF extraction frequency. 
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Evidence that the method employed here to adjust sensitivities measured in lab to what 
the sensitivities would be when measured during the field campaigns is shown in the example of 
formic acid (Figure A4.11). Hourly calibrations of formic acid were performed during SOAS 
resulting in a campaign averaged sensitivity of 13 ± 5 Hz pptv-1.13 Under the conditions that the 
instrument was operated in the lab a sensitivity to formic acid of 6.9 ± 1 Hz pptv-1 was measured. 
When this sensitivity was corrected for voltage settings (as determined by the average [C2H3O2- 
+ C2H4O2]/[C2H3O2-] ratio measured during SOAS) and extraction frequency the “corrected” 
formic acid sensitivity expected at SOAS was calculated to be 10.9 ± 3 Hz pptv-1 falling well 
within error for the formic acid sensitivity measured at SOAS. 
A factor influencing the sensitivity of the CIMS during the SPiFFY campaign was the 
flowrate into the instrument. A larger orifice for the entrance of the IMR region was used during 
SPiFFY to maintain IMR pressure in-line with the low-pressure inlet. Calibrations were 
performed in lab to look at the relative change in sensitivity for select organic acids using the 
standard orifice inlet provided with delivery of the instrument, that produces a flowrate into the 
instrument of 2 sLpm, versus using the larger orifice.  
An equation to convert sensitivities measured in lab to sensitivities that would have been 
measured during SPiFFY was derived as: 
𝑆𝑃𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑌 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 =  𝐿𝑎𝑏 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑥 0.9 𝑥 1.86 (3) 
The value of 0.9 in equation 3 comes from Figure A4.10 showing the relative drop in sensitivity 
going from an extraction frequency of 24 kHz (used in lab) to 22 kHz (used during SPiFFY). The 
value of 1.86 is the relative change in sensitivity when using the inlet with the larger orifice 
versus the standard orifice. 
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A4.4.2 Quantification of all measured organic acids in mass spectrum  
A multiple linear regression between the properties of average carbon oxidation state 
(OSc; OSc ≈ 2 x O/C – H/C), number of carbons (nC) and sensitivity for 12 different organic 
acid calibrants was used to parameterize sensitivity for all the organic acids measured by the 
acetate CIMS during SOAS/FIXCIT and SPiFFY. Two separate multiple linear regressions were 
performed; one using the corrected sensitivities for SOAS/FIXCIT as inputs to the regression 
and the other using the corrected sensitivities for SPiFFY as inputs to the regression. The 
parameterizations for sensitivity for measured organic acids from the two campaigns are listed 
below in equations 4 and 5. 
SOAS/FIXCIT campaign:  
log10(𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦) = (0.205 𝑥 𝑂𝑆𝑐) + (0.135 𝑥 𝑛𝐶) + 0.495 (4) 
SPiFFY campaign: 




Figure A4.11. Comparison of formic acid mixing ratios calculated with sensitivities derived 
from using on-line hourly calibrations (black trace) versus estimation from the sensitivity 
parameterization (red trace). 
 
A4.4.3 Bulk analysis of mass spectrum  
Omission of species from bulk analysis were decided based on violations of rules based 
on double bond equivalency (DBE) or elemental composition.14,15 Because the primary 
mechanism for ionization in acetate CIMS is proton transfer from the analyte to the reagent 
elemental formulae from the high-resolution peak list were analyzed by adding a hydrogen atom 
to the formula (i.e. formic acid is observed as CHO2- in the mass spectrum; here we modified the 
formula in the peak list to show CH2O2).13,16 All quantifiable species were assumed to contain a 
carboxylic acid moiety and so elemental formulae containing less than two oxygen atoms were 
excluded from bulk analysis. If the DBE was calculated to be a positive non-integer value, then 
the species was excluded from bulk analysis. Additionally, the elemental composition was 
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constrained to H/C and O/C ratios of 0.3-3 and 0-3.15 In the data processing procedures 
elemental formulae that violated these rules were flagged. Tentative explanations for  flagged 
species are that these detected compounds are either clusters or fragments of molecules formed 
from unstable transmission through the instrument or reactions in the IMR.6 Table A4.4 presents 
many of the artifacts of the acetate CIMS measurement observed in the studies covered here. 
Despite all this knowledge and analysis, it is likely that some species identified in the mass 
spectrum as deprotonated neutral molecules are potentially clusters with the acetate reagent ion, 
or products of ion-molecule chemistry unique to the IMR, and thus measurement artifacts. 
However, if a species was identified as a cluster during the construction of the peak list that 
species was omitted from the bulk analysis. Elemental formulae in the peak list were also 
categorized into groups of organic acids with different functional groups  per the method 
described in a previous publication.5 Briefly, the calculated degrees of unsaturation and the 
number of oxygens in the elemental formula were used as criteria to classify an elemental 
formula into an organic acid group (i.e. monosaturated acids, diacids/hydroxycarbonyl acids, 
hydroxyacids, ect.). If the formula did not satisfy the criteria placing it into a specific organic 
acid group that formula was classified as “ungrouped” and was not included in the bulk analysis. 
A4.4.3.1 SOAS bulk analysis details  
An initial peak list was manually (i.e. no use of automated peak fitting procedures) 
constructed consisting of 660 high-resolution identified ions spanning m/z 32-463. Very low 
signal above this (i.e. m/z 463) unit mass suggested that peaks above m/z 463 would make 
negligible contributions to the bulk analysis. In fact, integrated unit masses between m/z 463-
1047 contributed less than 1% to the total UMR signal (omitting the reagent m/z 59) for the 
entire campaign. From the initial list of 660 ions 416 contained only C, H and O. A total of 120 
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out of this set of 416 formulae were flagged for removal from the bulk analysis calculations.  A 
total of 42 formulae were omitted from bulk analysis because they were identified as clusters. A 
total of 173 HR assignments were classified as ungrouped and were not included in the bulk 
analysis. Some compounds met multiple exclusion criteria. After these exclusion criteria were 
applied to the peak list a total of 100 out 416 compounds containing C, H and O were used in the 
bulk analysis.  
A4.4.3.2 SPiFFY bulk analysis details  
An initial peak list was manually constructed consisting of 583 high-resolution identified 
ions spanning m/z 32-304. Very low signal above this unit mass suggested that peaks above m/z 
304 would make negligible contributions to the bulk analysis. From the initial list of 583 ions 
337 contained only C, H and O. A total of 91 out of this set of 337 formulae were flagged for 
removal from the bulk analysis calculations. Because the declustering voltage settings were 
optimally tuned during this campaign no HR assignments were identified as clusters. A total of 
146 HR assignments were classified as ungrouped and were not included in the bulk analysis. 
Some compounds met multiple exclusion criteria. After these exclusion criteria were applied to 
the peak list a total of 100 out 337 compounds containing C, H and O were used in the bulk 
analysis.  
A4.5. Quantification of carbon yields from the FIXCIT experiments 
In Figure 4.4 in Chapter 4 the total carbon present in eight of the FIXCIT oxidation 
experiments is quantified and categorized. The three reservoirs for reacted carbon in the 
experiments are organic acid carbon, secondary organic aerosol (SOA) carbon and un-speciated 
carbon from other oxidation products (i.e. aldehydes, ketones, alcohols, ect.) not measured by the 
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acetate CIMS. The total carbon in each experiment is determined by the carbon-equivalent (Ceq) 
mixing ratio of the parent VOC consumed during the experiment. For instance, the Ceq mixing 
ratio of 100 ppbv of isoprene is 500 ppbC. The pie charts to the left of the bar plots in Figure 4.4 
represent a snapshot of the distribution of carbon at some time near the end of each experiment. 
The parent VOC consumed is determined by subtracting the initial mixing ratio of VOC 
introduced into the chamber by the mixing ratio of VOC remaining at the time of the 
determination of the yield calculation.   The mixing ratio of isoprene was determined by a co-
located GC-FID 17 and the mixing ratio of α-pinene was determined from PTF-ToF 
measurements. The yield of SOA carbon was determined by dividing the concentration of OA, 
measured by a co-located HR-AMS, by an OM:OC ratio of 1.8 for α-pinene SOA  and 1.95 for 
isoprene SOA and converting the carbon-equivalent mass to a mixing ratio.18,19  
Organic acid carbon yield was determined in the following way; (1) high-resolution peak 
fits were assigned to peaks from a list of species identified from the SOAS campaign, (2)the final 
signal for all HR species was determined at some point near the end of an experiment, (3) all 
species were normalized by the reagent and only organic acid species were considered for 
quantification, (4) mixing ratios for all organic acids were calculated based off the sensitivity 
parameterization described in section A4.4, (5) a background chamber measurement was made 
for the “low NO” and “high NO” + OH oxidation experiments, and HR signals from these 
background chambers experiments were converted to mixing ratios, averaged and subtracted 
from the VOC oxidation experiment mixing ratios to get background subtracted experiment 
mixing ratios, (7) carbon equivalent mixing ratios were determined by multiplying the HR 
species mixing ratio by the number of moles of carbon in the elemental formula. HR species 
were then lumped into C1, C2, C3, ect. grouped Ceq mixing ratios. Acetic acid, as measured by 
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the Caltech ToF-CIMS was converted to a Ceq mixing ratio and added to the C2 group of organic 
acids. Acetic acid was background subtracted using the mixing ratios observed during the 
chamber blank experiments. Organic acid yields were calculated from the isoprene oxidation 
experiments by only including mixing ratios of organic acids with five carbons or less and yields 
were calculated from the a-pinene experiments using species with ten carbons or less. 
 
Figure A4.12. The pie charts on the right are taken from Figure 4.4 in Chapter 4 showing the 
contribution of organic acid carbon (black slice) to the total amount of isoprene carbon 
consumed in the “isoprene + O3 <5% RH (with cyclohexane scavenger)” experiment (top) 
compared to the “isoprene + O3 50% RH (with cyclohexane scavenger)” experiment (bottom). 
The bar charts to the right of the pie charts show the Ceq yields of organic acids, organized by 
carbon number. The pie charts to the right of the bar charts showing the fractional contribution of 







A4.5.1 Estimation of O3 oxidation contribution to “isoprene + NO3” experiment yields 
Approximately 40 ppbv of O3 was present in the “isoprene + NO3” experiment to promote 
the formation of NO3 radicals. The observed organic acids produced were likely a result of 
combined NO3 and O3 oxidation chemistry. To place an upper bound on the contribution of O3 to 
the observed organic acid distribution we subtract the Ceq yields, as a function of carbon number, 
determined from the “isoprene + OH <5% RH” (including the cyclohexane scavenger) 
experiment from the yields observed in the “isoprene + NO3” experiment. We note the 
ozonolysis experiment has higher yields than the NO3 oxidation experiment of C3 and C4 acids 
suggesting this is in fact putting a lower bound on contribution of NO3 oxidation to organic 
acids. After accounting for potential O3 chemistry the total Ceq organic acid yield from the NO3 
oxidation experiment was reduced from ~16% to ~11%. Box-modeling of the “isoprene + NO3” 
experiment showed that 77% of isoprene was lost to NO3 oxidation while 22% and 1% were lost 
to O3 and OH oxidation, respectively. 
A4.6. Treatment of CIMS data for PMF 
A4.6.1 Data preparation  
Unit mass resolution (UMR) data were produced from Tofware v5.12 (via PMF analysis 
tools), calibration periods were removed, data were normalized to the reagent and background 
subtracted. For SOAS, time periods of precipitation or significant cloud cover were removed. 
Only m/z from 38 to 400 were included in the analysis. These UMR matrices were then averaged 
to a 5-minute time base. Some UMR peaks were removed to help PMF analyze only UMRs not 
affected by some known form of interference. Some UMR peaks (such as m/z 45 for formic 
acid) were removed to aid in interpretability of PMF factors.  
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• m/z removed for the SOAS PMF analysis: 32 (O2-), 35 (Cl-) , 37 (37Cl-), 42 (CNO-), 45 
(CHO2-), 46 (NO2-), 59 (C2H3O2-; reagent), 60 (CO3-), 61, 62 (NO3-), 69 (CF3-), 77 (water 
cluster), 78 (CO3 water cluster), 89 (C3H5O3-; mostly lactic acid), 90 (C2H2O4-), 91 (O2 
cluster) , 94, 113, and 114 (C2F3O2- ; tubing), 119 (reagent cluster), 166 (reagent 
autoxidation product cluster), 179 (acetic acid double cluster); 163, 169, 213, 219, 263, 
269, 313, and 319 (tubing artifacts). 
• m/z removed for the SPiFFY analysis: 32 (O2-), 35 (Cl-) , 37 (37Cl-), 42 (CNO-), 45 
(CHO2-), 46 (NO2-), 59 (C2H3O2-; reagent), 60 (CO3-), 61, 62 (NO3-), 69 (CF3-), 113, and 
114  (C2F3O2- ; tubing); 163, 169, 213, 219, 263, 269, 313, and 319 (tubing artifacts). 
A4.7. Comparison of formic acid Ceq yields measured by different chemical ionization 
methods  
We use measurements of acetic acid from a co-located CF3O- CIMS during FIXCIT to 
help quantify the contribution of organic acids to total carbon yields from isoprene and α-pinene 
oxidation. We use acetic acid measurements from the CF3O- CIMS also to quantify total Ceq 
mixing ratios observed during SOAS. Iodide CIMS (I-) measurements were used to help identify 
clusters observed from acetate CIMS measurements during SOAS and FIXCIT. To validate 
comparisons and cross-application of measurements across ionization techniques we compared 
formic acid Ceq yields calculated from the FIXCIT experiments by CF3O-, I-, and acetate CIMS. 
Absolute values of yields agree well compared to one another, but, more importantly, all the 
measured yields fall within error of one another with the exception of the “high NO” 




Figure A4.13. Formic acid Ceq yields from isoprene (left of dashed black line) and α-pinene 
(right of dashed black line) experiments as determined by measurements from CF3O- (yellow), I- 










A4.8. Diagnosis of temperature-driven signal artifact observed during SOAS 
 
Figure A4.14. Time series of ToF temperature (top panel; black) and an example ion, C3H5O3- 
(bottom panel; purple). Fine oscillations in the ToF temperature, caused by changes in the 
temperature of the trailer where the acetate CIMS was located, created oscillations in the signal 
of many measured organic acids such as C3H5O3-.  
 
Figure A4.15. The time series in Figure A4.14 are zoomed in to a period on the 29th to show 
greater detail in the structure of the interference. The shaded area indicates period of time where 




A4.9 Determination of PMF solutions for SOAS and SPIFFY 
We performed two types of analyses to determine the stability of PMF factors and find 
evidence for factor-splitting; (1) PMF factor signal allocation analysis and (2) correlation of 
PMF factor diel profiles with high-resolution identified species diel profiles from the acetate 
CIMS.  
For the first analysis, we took the campaign-integrated signal from the time series of each 
PMF factor and divided it by the total measured UMR signal to get a PMF factor fractional 
contribution to the total UMR signal for each PMF solution (Figures A4.16 and A4.17). This 
analysis shows how the total UMR signal is allocated to each factor as a function of PMF 
solution. 
To perform the second analysis, we calculated diel profile campaign medians for both 
PMF factors and high-resolution identified species (659 unique species for SOAS and 579 for 
SPiFFY). We then determined which factors diel profile a given high-resolution species diel 
profile had the highest correlation with above a minimum correlation value (r = 0.80). If the 
high-resolution species did not correlate with any PMF factor above the minimum value, it was 
categorized as correlated with “no factor”. This analysis provided information on how much 
additional correlation with high-resolution species was obtained as a function of PMF solution. 
A4.9.1 UMF time series signal allocation to PMF factor analysis  
Barplots showing the percent contribution of time series signal from PMF factors from 
each PMF solution are shown in Figures A4.16 (SOAS) and A4.17 (SPiFFY). 
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Going from a five to six factor solution a portion of the signal allocated to the isoprene RO2 + 
HO2 factor gets allocated to the isoprene RO2 + NO factor. This is a stable change because, 
going from the six to seven factor solution, the relative amount of signal allocated to the two 
isoprene factors is similar. Because the amount of signal that is allocated to the tubing and A/C 
unit factors is relatively constant through all solutions these factors are stable. Going from the six 
to the seven factor solution part of the signal from the A/C unit factor and the isoprene RO2 + 
NO factor is allocated to a new factor that is likely a split from these two factors. The diel profile 
of this new factor is most similar to the A/C unit factor and decreases the overall interpretability 
of the six factor solution. This analysis also shows that the biogenic factor comprises a 
significant portion of the total UMR signal and is stable across all the solutions shown here. 
 
Figure A4.16. Percent contribution of each SOAS PMF factor signal—from campaign-
integrated time series signal from the five, six and seven factor solutions—to the total measured 




Factor splitting is observed for the SPiFFY PMF solutions going from a five to a six 
factor solution. The new factor that appears in the six factor solution has diel characteristics 
taken from all the daytime factors and does not increase the interpretability of the PMF results. 
 
Figure A4.17. Percent contribution of each SPiFFY PMF factor signal—from campaign-
integrated time series signal from the four, five, six and seven factor solutions—to the total 










A4.9.2 High-resolution species diel profile correlation analysis with PMF factors  
Pie charts showing the number of HR species whose diel profile correlated with PMF 
factor diel profiles (expressed as a percentage), above a value of r = 0.80, are shown in Figures 
A4.18 (SOAS) and A4.19 (SPiFFY). 
Though the two isoprene factors have similar signature of daytime photochemical 
production, the HR analysis suggests going from a five to a six factor solution increases the 
interpretability of the PMF factors. In the six factor solution the “isoprene RO2 + NO” factor is 
created from signal originally allocated to the “isoprene RO2 + HO2” factor. Because many of the 
HR species that originally correlated with the “RO2 + HO2” factor from the five factor solution 
correlate with the “RO2 + NO” factor without an increase in the contribution to the number of 
species that are classified as “no factor” we determine that the six factor solution is stable. 
Increasing to a seven factor solution does not increase the interpretability of the PMF factors and 







Figure A4.18. High-resolution comparison with UMR-based PMF factors corresponding to five 
to seven factor solution. The total number of HR species correlated to PMF factors for this 
analysis was 659. Dashed areas show factors that have split as solution factor number increases. 
 
Going from a five to six factor solution, the additional factor that is added does not 





Figure A4.19. Same as Figure A4.18 shown for the four to seven factor solutions. The total 
number of HR species correlated to PMF factors for this analysis was 579. Dashed areas show 
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